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Grand Jury Not
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By MARIA BRADEN
Associated Press Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP)- A federal
grand jury probing alleged wrongdoing
in state government was not scheduled
to meet today after hearing testimony
the two previous days from former
state Insurance Commissioner Harold
Mc-Guffey.
McGuffey testified for nearly ,two
hours Thursday before the jury, which
has been looking into alleged
irregularities in the handling of state
insurance contracts and agentlicensing procedures.
McGuffey, who also testified Wednesday, declined comment after the
closed-door session, saying he was
tired.
The former commissioner, who was
fired by Gov. Julian Carroll last week,
said Wednesday that he gave the jury a
step-by-step account of circumstances
leading to his dismissal.
Carroll has said he asked for and
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received McGuffey's resignation
because of alleged improper handling
of agents' licenses by the Insurance
Department.
McGuffey, who had been subpoenaed
early last month to testify about the
award of state insurance contracts
from 1972 to the present, said Wednesday that the latest round of
questioning bore "no relation whatsoever" to the earlier phase of the
probe.
On Wednesday, McGuffey brought
Insurance Department appointment
records for 1978 and the current year.
On Thursday, his secretary, Faye
Roberts, appeared briefly before the
jury to submit records for the period
1972-78.
Other witnesses, apparently connected with the insurance probe, included Ted Mims, listed in the
Lexington city telephone directory as
an agent with the Jack Fife Insurance
Agency.

Quad -State Festival
To Host 325 Singers
About 325 selected high school singers
from 75 schools in four states will be on
the campus of Murray State University
on Monday, Nov. 5, to participate in the
32nd annual Quad-State Choral
Festival.
Students from high schools in Kentucky, Tennessee, Missouri, and Illinois
will rehearse for a full day before
presenting a concert at 7 p.m. in Lovett
Auditorium.
Robert K. Baar, festival director,
said the public is invited and encouraged to attend the concert at no
admission charge. The festival is one of
four Qtiad-State events sponsored each
year by the Department of Music at
Murray State.
Theron Kirk, chairman of the
Department of Music and director of
choral activities at San Antonio
(Texas) College, will be the guest
conductor for the festival. He will
conduct the chorus in its performance
of his composition entitled "The
Temple of the Living God." The
Murray State Brass Ensemble will
provide accompaniment.
Bear Will be the conductor for the
chorus' presentation of "Mi&sa Brevis
(K194)" by Mozart. The Murray State
String Orchestra will accompany the
chorus in its singing of that number,
which will mark Baar's 26th appearance as a conductor of the festival.
Kirk is the compor of more than
1,000 published works for chorus,
symphony, band, chamber groups, and

Theron Kirk
an opera. In addition to his work as a
composer, ne has a national reputation
as a conductor and lecturer.
He has served as a visiting lecturer at
some of the leading colleges and
universities across the nation and for
the past several summers has toured
Europe as conductor with the Universal
Academy for Music. He served 1968-70
as national president of the 11,000member American Choral Directors
Association.
Kirk has been recognized by Phi Mu
Alpha Sinfonia music fraternity, by the
Minnie Stevens Piper Foundation, and
by ASCAP for his contributions to
music and for his outstanding scholarly
and academic achievement.

A sum of $200,000 has been allocated

CIVITAN OF THE YEAR - The top annual award of the Murray Civitan
Club went to Nick Horton,second from left, as Civitan of the Year for 19713-79. The award was presented at the 21st annual charter night meeting on
Thursday evening. Horton has sers .1 as president of the club and as chairman of other service projects. Picto,ed left to right are Mrs. Opal Roberts,
president; Horton; Larry Paschall, a. Ards chairman; and Charlie Baker, past
president of the Civitan International and guest speaker for the program.

Action On T-Hangar
Bids To Be Delayed
The Murray-Calloway County Airport
Board approved a recommendation to
delay action on acceptadce or rejection
of bids for the proposed T-hangar
complex.
The recommendation added that
board chairman Hugh Oakley be
authorized to apply for a $50,000 loan
from the state to be used for the 1hangar construction. Action came in
the board meeting Thursday night at
the Murray Holiday Inn.
Oakley said currently the lowest bid
for the project is $109,000. He added that
he has talked with Murray Mayor
Melvin B. Henley and Calloway County
Judge-Executive Robert 0. Miller
concerning u,se of city and county
equipment and personnel to lower some
of the project's cost.
Oakley explained the local equipment
and man-power could be used on the
site preparation. He added another
board meeting will be called in the near
future to finalize plans of the project.
The board authorized that Maurice
and Dudley Bourne, owners of Sunbird
Corp., be allowed to set up a mobile
home-office on the southwest side of the
present hangar. The Bournes are td
supply all funds for the project.
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survey of business establishments
reported a contradictory rise of employment by 300,000 jobs.
The Labor Department, which uses
the household survey to determine
jobless figures, was at a loss to explain
the discrepancy, other than to note that
such a result has occurred occassionally in the past.
The jobless rate among adult women
rose from 5.5 percent in September to
5.8 percent in October, and the rate for
blacks jumped from 10.6 percent to 11.7
percent.
The jobless rate among minority
teen-agers went from 31.5 percent in
September to 5.7 percent, the highest
in nearly a year.
The department provided these other
breakdowns on unemployment rates for
October:
-Adult men: 4.3 percent in October,
up from 4.2 percent in September.
-Teen-agers: 16.6 percent, up from
16.4 percent.
-Whites: 5.2 percent, up from 5.1
percent.
-Full-time workers: 5.5 percent, up
from 5.4 percent. ^
-Part-time workers: 9 percent, up
from 8.3 percent.
-Blue-collar workers, 7.3 percent, up
from 7.1 percent.
-White-collar workers, 3.5 percent,
up from 3.3: percent.
Administration economists were
surprised last month, however, when
he Latbor Department esmersci„mat
the jobless rate fellfrom 6 percent to 5.8
percent between August and September. The administration had
predicted unemployment would show

The board also approved a motion to
allow the Bournes to set up a 40-by-40
portion of the hangar for any airplane
repairs.
In other action, Oakley said about
1,500 feet of three-stran barb-wire fence
is needed along Collins Road. No action
was taken.
Airport manager Johnny Parker said
the new jet fuel tank has been installed
but it has two minor leaks. Parker
added the leaks will be fixed and an
official inspection of the tank will be
conducted.
Hamp Erwin,. chairman of the
executive commi e, reported that
Parker recently as certified as a
weather observer lowing completion
of a weather obs ation school.
The board sent
rker to the school
following Sunbird's roposal to purchase of certified weather observation
equipment.
Oakley reported that the board has
not received a final written acceptance
from the FAA concerning recent work
on the runway. He added he felt confident that an approval would be
received in the near future.
The recently installed mike-o-light is
ready for flight check, Parker said.

purchase of furniture and furnishings
for its new University Center by the
Interim Joint Appropriations and
Revenue Committee of the Kentucky
General Assembly.
The decision was rendered at the
committee meeting Tuesday, Oct. 30.
The motion, recommending that
$200,000 be credited to the MSU budget,
was made by Sen. Helen Garrott, DPaducah.
An appropriation of $500,000 for
furniture and furnishings in the $8.2million University Center project was
authorized during the 1978 General
Assembly session.
Finance department authorities have
contended that the $500,000 appropriation was withdrawn by the
legislature in special session this year.
Murray State officials did not know
the $500,000 had been withdrawn until
April.
. The finance department authorities

Victories Piling Up
On Energy Program
By DAVID ESPO
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP)- Vote by vote
and bill by bill, President Carter is
piling up victories in Congress on his
energy program.
The House handed the president his
latest triumph Thursday, voting 299-107
to create a powerful Energy
Mobilization Board designed to speed
construction of high-priority energy
projects.
Included in the measure is a hotly
debated provision permitting certain
federal laws to be set aside if they pose
an impediment to important projects.
The waivers would be subject to approval by the president and both houses
of Congress.
MURRAY

TVA Officials To Take Hard
Look At Disposal Alternatives
CHATTANOOGA, Tenn. (AP South Carolina's decision to limit the
amount of low-level nuclear wastes it
will accept at a disposal site has caused
the Tennessee Valley Authority to look

Spurt Of Layoffs Pushes Nation's
Unemployment Rate To 6 Percent
By OWEN ULLMANN
AP Labor Writer
WASHINGTON ( AP ) - A spurt of
layoffs, mostly among women and
blacks, pushed the nation's unemployment rate back up to 6 percent in
October, the government reported
today.
The. Labor Department said the
number of unemployed persons rose by
200,000 from September to 6.2 million.
As a result, the jobless rate returned to
the level reached in August following a
drop to 5.8 percent in September.
Despite the rise, Labor Department
analysts said the figures did not provide
signs that a recession is taking hold.
"You would have to have a crystal
ball to say these are indications to say
we're in or about to enter a recession,"
said Labor economist Norman Bowers.
"The figures don't say that."
Bowers said the rising unemployment appeared to stem from the
fact that new jobs were not created at a
fast enough rate to provide employment opportunities for those who
had lost their jobs.
The nation's unemployment rate has
fluttered between 5.6 percent and 6
percent for the past 15 months.
The labor Department said the increase in unemployment last month
resulted from workers losing their jobs,
as opposed to people who entered the
job market but were unable to find
work. Two-thirds of the job losses
struck wortirpr blacks. _
_
Total empUifirtent, as measured by
the government's survey of households,
declined by 220,000 during October, to
97.3 million. However, a supplemental

added action of the legislature
recommended the furniture be pur, chased by issuing _revenue bonds that
would be paid by the university.
According to Gilmore Ltutton of the
legislative research commission, the
8200,000 will come from a cumulative
budget. He added the agreement said
the money would be used for the irn- _
mediate purchase of those furnishings
that have an extended arrival date.
Dutton said the situation also was
discussed at an Oct. 5 meeting. Murray
State president Constantine W. Curris
attended both meetings. Dutton said, in
his opinion, Curris felt the arrangement
"was satisfactory."
Curris presently is out of town and
was not available for comment.
Garrott's motion also recommended
that the remaining $300,000 be a supplimental appropriation to the 1979-80
MSU budget to be acted upon by the
1980 General Assembly.
.The University Center is scheduled.to,
open in June.

to Murray State University for the

an increase in September, basing that
estimate orr an assumption that the
economy was headed into a recession.
However, subsequent figures showed
that rather than registering a decline,
economic activity grew at an annual
rate of 2.4 percent during the JulySeptember quarter. That report put
predictions of imminent, sharp rises in
unemployment on the back burner.
The Federal Reserve Board, the
nation's central back, moved to slow
inflation Oct. 6 by increasing interest
rates to limit credit and by restricting
the money supply. Administration
economists say those moves will
trigger an economic slowdown and
higher unemployment further down the
road, perhaps bringing on the longanticipated recession.
Meanwhile, a national employment
commission urged President Carter to
push for expanded job programs for the
nation's disadvantaged young people,
who suffer from chronic unemployment.
"Youth from low-income families
and
communities, particularly
members of minority groups, often face
severe, long-term barriers to jobs:. Eli
Ginzberg, chairman of the National
Commission for Employment Policy,
said Thursday in a report to the
president.
"Even though the youth population
will decline in the '80s, without a
comprehensive and -concentrated attack on the probtero,this gaup
s.41.
be -in trouble, and this is
federal
resources should be talrivghei ," said
Ginsberg, a professor at Columbia
University.

harder at alternatives, according to a
TVA official.
"It's not completely clear yet how
this is going to affect us," John
Ingwersen,supervisor of TVA's reactor
engineering section in Chattanooga,
said. His duties include overseeing
disposal of the low-level waste.
He said Chem-Nuclear Systems Inc.,
which operates the waste burial site at
Barnwell, S.C., has assured TVA it can
continue to send its trash. But
Ingwersen said TVA is uncertain how
long the arrangement will last, or
whether it can also send contaminated
trash from its Sequoyah nuclear plant,
not yet licensed to operate.
"Sequoyah is still unclear at this
point," he said.
South Carolina Gov. Dick Riley ordered Wednesday a 50 percent
reduction in the amount of low-level
waste to be buried in that state. The
two-year process is to begin immediately.

today's index
Two Sections-32 Pages
3
Aces
12
Church Page
14,15
Classifieds
14
Comics
14
Crossword
3
Dear Abby
16
Deaths & Funerals
2
Dr. Lamb
3
Horoscope
2, 3
Local Scene
4
Opinion Page
7, 8,9
Sports
16 pages
TV Section

partly cloudy
Partly cloudy and cool this
afternoon. Highs in the mid 50s.
Mostly cloudy tonight. Lows in
the upper 30s to low 40s.
Becoming mostly ninny but
continued cool Saturday. Highs in
the upper 50s.
and
variable this afternoon and
tonight.
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The bill was not exactly as Carter
requested it - few measures passed
either by the House or Senate are- but
White House energy aide Bert Carp
promptly termed House passage a
"major advance for our energy
program."
The Senate has already approved a
similar measure, and a House-Senate
committee will be appointed to smirk
out the differences.
The vote came as top House
Democrats predicted Congress would
enact much of Carter's energy program
before it closes shop in mid-December.
"We think by the end of the year we'll
have all of the energy legislation out of
the way," said House Speaker Thomas
P. O'Neill of Massachusetts.
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RUBIE SMITH RECOGNIZED - Rubie E. Smith of Murray, chairman of the
Department of Elementary Education at Murray State University at the time
of her early retirement in 1974, was presented the Professional Leadership
Award by the Kentucky Association for Childhood Education International
at a recent conference in Louisville. Making the presentation to her is Dr.
James B. Carlin of the Murray State faculty, who is president of the state
organization. Miss Smith taught 33 years at Murray State and was named
Distinguished Professor of the Year in 1973.

Rubie Smith Honored
At ACEI Conference
Rubie E. Smith of Murray was
honored at the recent fall conference of
the Kentucky Association for Childhood
Education International (ACED at the
University of Louisville.
The executive board, in recognition of
her strong leadership as past state
president, presented
her
the
Professional Leadership Award. Active
in the state ACEI from its beginning,
Miss Smith was the second person to
hold its highest office.
She is the former head of the
Department of Elementary Education
at Murray State and was named
Distinguished Professor of the Year in
1973 by the Murray State Alumni
•
Association.
Miss Smith was granted the first'
honorary Doctor of Humanities degree
conferred by Murray State University

in 1974, the year of her retirement. She
served as a faculty member at the
university from 1939 until 1974, when
she chose early retirement.
Another member of the Murray State
community
who
received
a
Professional Leadership Award was
Donna Roes Stirrion, a graduate of
MSU. Mrs. Stinson was presented the
award in appreciation of her selection
as the first student representative
appointed to the executive board at the
international level. She is the daughter
of Dr. and Mrs. Donald E. Jones of
Murray.
Special tribute was also paid to the
late Miss I,ottye Suiter, a past state
president of ACEI and a long-term
member of the faculty of Murray State
University in the CePartment of
Elementary Education and at the
University School.
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HEALTH

Cornmunit.\- Calendar Events Listed—

Breathe slowly
Lawrence E. Lamb.M.D.
Mv
I1E:Ali DR LAMB
problem is dizziness. loss of
balance. I am a nervous
person and. my doctor says
that I have hyperventilation
Will you explain to me what
hyperventilation is and what
causes it How does breathing in a paper bag help this
,condition'"
DEAR READER - The
Rind of dizziness you are
talking about is associated
with a sense of faintness.
That's different from the
dizzy sensation,some people
describe associated with a
false sense of motion. The
impending faint is- most often associated with inadequate circulation to the
brain. - Most of us have experienced the more common
'example of this -- when one
is lying down and jumps up
quickl there may be a
momentary swinuning. and
faint sensation.
Hyperventilation causes
you to feel faint because it
affects your circulation. I
can't be certain that you are
.having hyperventilation as
the cause for your faintness.
It might be useful for you to
11•7•••

nave more information
about the fainting probleni.
For that reason. I am sending you The Health Letter
number 9-2. Fainting. Loss
Of Consciousness Or Syncope. Other reaTers who
want this issue can send 50
cents with a long, stamped,
self-addressed envelope for
it. Send your request to me
in care of this newspaper,
P.O. Box 1551, Radio City
Station. New York, NY
10019.
Most episodes of fainting
occur when the person is
standing nfiright and rarely
when seated Tte problem
basically is too much blood
in the legs and not enough in
the head. This is associated
with an excess accumulation
of blood in the veins of the
legs in most instances.
That's why people who are
prone to fainting episodes
sometimes benefit from support hose or devices that
prevent the pooling of blood
in the legs.
Hyperventilation means
over breathing. Everytithe
you exhale., you blow out
carbon dioxide. That carbon

Fri., Sat., Sun.

URRAY1

7:15, 10:30 Fri., Sat.

TODAY: Si-100i AND ['IAA

Ors

Friday, Nov.2
World Community Day
Program with Max -Hurt as
speaker will be held by Church
Women United at the North
Pleasant Grove Cumberland
Presbyterian Church at 7:30

owes from carbonic acid If you blow off
too much carbon dioxide.
your body beikomes depleted
of its normal amount of
carbonic .acid. The loss of
acid causes your body to
become too alkaline. Since it
Bazaar py the Immanuel
is induced through breath- Lutheran Church will be held,
respiratory
this
ing, we call
from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. at the
alkalosis.
This can shift the acid- Calloway Public Library.
alkaline balance in your
Saturday, Nov.3
body which in turn affects
Juvenile Justice Seminar,
the circulation and causes a
wide variety' of symptoms. sponsored by the League of
Not only can it cause faint- Women .Voters, will be held
ness, but it can cause numb- from 9 to 11:30 a.m. at the
ness in the face, particularly
around the lips. It can even Calloway Public Library. The
cause spasms in the muscles public is urged to attend.
of the hand and arm. The
severity of the- symptoms
Workshop on "Writing With
literally depends on how light" directed by David
much over breathing a per- Stelling. writer-in-residence
son is doing.
The idea of breathing into here on a special grant, will
a paper bag literally is to start at 11 a.m. at the
conserve carbon dioxide. If Calloway. Public Library. This
you extrale into a paper bag is open to anyone 12 or older
and then inhale the used air, and come or call the library
you're getting some of that for information.
carbon dioxide back. The
use of the paper bag for this
Seniors from area high
purpose has been questioned
by some investigators, but it schools will be special guests
is still used successfully on a of Murray State University for
clinical basis in some Senior Fall Day.
instances.
One of the best things you
An Atter-game social will tae
can do, if you really know held for members of the
you are over breathing, is to
control the breathing itself. Murray - Country Club with a
Consciously slow your chili and tamale dinner at cost
breathing down to eight- or of 82.50 per person at 7 p.m.
less a minute and be careful. followed by a social in the
not to over breathe. Respira- family room and ballroom.
tion i..an involuntary process for most of us but you
Al-A-Thon is scheduled to
can't control the rate in
meet at 8 p.m. at Carman
depth.'
I'd also like to advise Pavillion, College Farm Road.
against holding your breath. This is a support group. for
Breath holding after you've families and friends of
been hyperventilating alcoholics and
for information
‘
triggers off a lot of powerful
reflexes that can even affect call 437-4229.
how the heart beat works.
Murray State Women's
So, for that reason, if you
Counry AIAW Regional
Gcoss
want to stop hyperventilating, it is better to take Championships will be held at
shallow breaths and breathe the Murray Country Club.
slowly rather than hold your Teams from five states will
breath.
participate with races to begin
at 11 a.m.. 12 noon. and 1 p.m.

Saturday, Nov..3 •
Calloway
Southwest
Elementary School Fall
Festival sill be held with
toors to open at 5:30 p.m. for
-upper in the cafeteria and
.estival activities to start at 6

Annual Coffee Break by the
lauegrass State CB Club will
!,e held at Beshear Gym,
North 16th Street, Murray
State University, from 5 to 11
p.m. Public is invited and 50
per cent of the profits will go
:a Greg Black, now a patient
.t Vanderbilt Hospital, Nashilk.Tenn.. awaiting a kidney

Second day of bazaar by
anmanuel Lutheran Church
A ill be from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. at
.a.• Calloway Public Library.
YotITh of Memorial Baptist
—hureh will meet at 12:45,p.m.
the church for a ballgame
The Miller Analogy Test will
Le given In Room 208, FacIty
Murray State Univer-.ty. starting at 8 a.m.
Editors. and publishers,.of
..rtra..newsplipel „ as well as
• ts‘s dirtIcrors and managers
area radio and television
,:ations. will be guests _of
lurray State University for
• -le 10th Annual News Media.
ppreciation Day.
Intercollegiate horse show,
•lonsored_ by Murray State
orsentanship Club. will
-gin at 9 4Lin at the West
..entucky Livestock Show and
exposition Center.
Events in Land Between the
. akes ill unlade Stitching
ork-shop• .frotir 9 a.m. 'to 4
at Empire Farm. and
:
',...a/Lp the 1.iii411 froni TO a.m.
3 p.m.' at The Homeplace:t50.

THESE GIRLS DO IT ALL
LIFE'S A BALL.

anothei
have
They
Michelle, 10
daughter,
The father is a chemist at B.
Compan
E. Goodrich
Calvert City, and the mother
is a chemistry and biolo*
teacher at Calloway Count)
High School..
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. itaymond Pyle of
Murray and Mr. and Mrs
DWight Watson of Murra%
Route 2. Great.grantlikirents
are Mrs. -Sarah Conley ot
Union City, Tenn.. and Mr
and Mrs, Lexie Watson and
Mrs Obera Johnson, all of
Murray Route 1.

Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Cornwell will be honored at a
reckption in celebration of
their 50th wedding anniversary at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Nick Smith, Union
Hill Church Road, from 2 to 4
p.m.. •

. Eagle Search, three hour
fielertrip..will start at 2 p.m. at
Center4tation, Land Between.
the Lakes:

A reception honoring the
50th wedding anniversary of
Dr. and Mrs. Stanford Hendrickson will be held from 12
noon to 1 p.m. immediately
following the morning worship
First
the
at
servi.ce
Presbyterian Church, 16th and
Main Streets. All friends are
invited to attend.

Stewardesses

MURRAY RHO CHAPTER of Alpha Delta Kappa International presented a framed print
of Ken Holland's "If The Shoe Fits" to the Pediatrics Unit of the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital as an Alturistic Project for Alpha Delta Kappa %Seek. Alberta A. Korb, chapter
member, right, presented the painting to Linda Bridwel1,41. N., charge nurse on the 3-11
shift in pediatrics, and one of the pediatric patients, Clint Parrish, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Ronald Parrish of Paris, Tenn., left. Rho Chapter officers include Bess Kerlick, president.
Betty Riley, Alturistic chairman,and Sue Adams, publicity chairman.

THEY'RE READY
FOR ANYTHING

WORKING ON SNOW PEoPLE, one of the items for the
annual bazaar, to be held by the women,. of the First
Presbyterian Church, 16th and Maio Streets, on Saturday.
Nov. 10, starting at 8 a.m., is, top photo, Betty Robertson,
chairman of the bazaar. Pictured in the bottom photo are
Jean Moore, left, and Charlotte Gregory working on a pine
cone table decoration. The public is urged to support the
church women in this special prefioliday project.

This is
a weekend
for entertainment!

4 Big Weeks

Mon.-ft•Ar.-7:30 only
ri. &
- 7:00, 9:4
Sun - 2:30 7:30

FRANCIS FORD COPPOLA
PRESENTS

Singles Unlimited will meet
at the home of the Rev. and
Mrs. Robert F'arless, 1712
Magnolia Drive, at 6:30 p.m.
for supper and a special study
seminar to follow.

Honk if
you love
Brian.

Olga Hampton WMU of
Sinking Spring Baptist Church
will meet at 7 p.m. at the
church .with the Rev. Billy
Turner to show slides on
Jordan and Egypt.
Groups of First Baptist
Church Women will meet as
follows: Lottie Moon with
Thelma Warford at 7 p.m. and
Kathleen Jones with Clara
Andrus at 7:15 p.m.

•
--'

Executive Board of the
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at 11:30 a.m. at the club
house.

Y

Recovery, Inc., will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the Health Center,
North Seventh and Olive
Streets, Murray.

Late Show—Adult Entertainment
Fri. & Sat. 11:40-18 & over only

Divorce Support Group,
sponsored by Counseling and
Testing Center, Murray State
University, will meeet at 7
p.m. at Ordway Hall. For
information phone 762-6851.

24 Hr. Program Information 753-3314

Held Over
A temptingly tasteful comedy
for adults who can count.
E- 1);VARLY ;
H At

Exercise program fa.
Senior Citizens ,will be at
Douglas Center at 12:45" p.m.
Lunch will be served at 12
noon.

-

!ift,Q4,13EPI,PC ,P4fiLEL;ALA.
PEDEPiC FORREST Al BF Pi HAi
LARRY FISHBUPNE

bat,—

AM BOT TOOIS •
NN1S HcPPER

Citizens Greenhouse.
behind St. John's Episcopal'
Church, 1620 Main Street, will
.
be open from 10 a.m. to 12'
noon.
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Chapter M of the PEO
Sisterhood will meet at the
home of Mrs. W. J. Pitman at
7:30 p.m. with this to be the
official visit of the state officer.
Calloway Band Boosters
will meet at 7 p.m. at
Calloway High School.
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Northside Baptist Church.
Women will meet with Jean
Hamilton at 7 p.m.
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Intercollegiate horse show,
sponsored by Murray State
Horsemanship Club, will.
begin at 9 a.m. at the West
Kentucky Livestock Show and
Exposition Center.

Alpha Delta Pi Alumni
Association will meet at 2 p.m.
at the Alpha Della Pi room on
the Campus Of Murray State
University.
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Monday,Nov.5
Dexter-Hardin TiniTe .
Methodist Church Women will
meet at the home of .1.aDon
Haley.

YOU WON'T BELIEVE

Aft.

PYLE GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Joe le
of Murray Route 2 are the
parents of a baby girl, EnuIN
Lynn, weighing eight pounds
eight ounces, measuring N
inches, born on Saturday. Oct.
20. at.4:44 p.m. at the MurravCallowav County Hospital.

Missionary
Special
Program will be held at 2 p.m.
at the - Chestnut Grove AME
Chufeh, Hazel.

,THEY THINK
R .21.

Clot*"If

Monday, Nov.5
Sittnrday, Nov.3
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free
Mr. and Mrs. Caleb Parks,
former residents of Murray, and Accepted Masons will
will be honored with a meet at 7:30 p.m. at the lodge
reception in celebration of hall.
golden wedding anniversary
at the Beechrnont Baptist
Quad-State Choral Festival
Church, Louisville,from 1 to 4
will be held all day in Lovett
p.m.
Auditorium, Murray State
University, with a concert for
Bridge will be held at the
the public to begin at 7 p.m.
Oaks Country Club with Paul
and Pattie Kurz as host
Advanced registration for
couple.
1980 spring semester classes
at Murray State University
Murray State Racers will
will begin today and will end
meet Austin Peay State
Nov. 20.
University, Clarksville, Tenn.,
in a football game at 1:30 p.m.
Hazel Senior Citizens will
at Roy Stewart Stadium.
meet at 10 a.m. at the Hazel
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276, Community Center with lunch
Free and Accepted Masons, to be served at :45
will meet at 7 p.m.at the lodge
hall.
----Parents Anonymous will
Sunday,Nov.4
meet at 7:15 p.m. For inKirksey United Methodist formation 'call 759-4875 or 759Church will hold its annual 1792.
homecoming.

The second best thing
about Sunday
is not haying to cook.
After visiting our famous salad bar, featuring
over 30 items, order from our menu or try
these items featured this Sunday.

*TURKEY & DRESSING
*BARBECUED RIBS
*BAKED HAM
*COD
*NORTHERN BEANS AND
COUNTRY HAM
—FOUR VEGETABLES-THREE DESSERTS-HOT DINNER ROLLS & CORNBREAD—
All this for only $3.91 for you and $2.50 for
your 12 and under child. Remember our Sunday menu changes weekly.
oPirsi DAltY AT II A. M.
BUFFIT(LOSES AT 8:1) PM.
RISTAURANT CLOSES Al 10:00 P.M.
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Mrs. William Jackson Lile
Honored Here With Shower
Mrs. William Jackson Lile,
the former Jennifer Woodall
before her wedding on Oct. 20,
was complimented recently
with a household shower held
at the Community Room of the
. North Branch of the Peoples
Bank.
The hostesses for the occasion were Mrs. Ruby
Futrell, Mrs. Donna Roberts,
Mrs. Carolyn Woods, Mrs.
Mavis Schroader, and Mrs.
Nancy Schroader.

lo

her
00
lit

attired in a beige knit suit with
gold accessories.
Corsages of silk orchids
were presented to the honoree
and the mothers.
The gift table was covered
with a white cloth decorated
with pink , crepe paper
streamers.
Refreshments of cake,
punch, mints, and nuts were
served at the table overlaid
with a lace cloth and centered
with a white wedding bell with
pink and green flowers.
Matching plates and napkins
of the same colors were used
to serve the guests.
Games were played prior to
the operiipg of the gifts by the
honoree. Thirty-six persons were
present, and many others sent
gifts who were unable to attend.

For the occasion the
honoree wore a light burgundy
suit with a purple and
burgundy blouse - and matching
accessories, - Her
mother, Mrs. Larry Woodall.
wore a black dress with white
outlined flowers and black
accessories, while her motherin-law, Mrs. Elton Lile, was

ii ii

I

Mr
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December Wedding
Planned At Church

Lis-qv
a Watson :Yarned
.L.To Dean's List At
Centre College
DANVILLE, Ky. - Lisa
Watson has been named to the
fall term dean's list at Centre
College of Kentucky. Miss
Watson is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. John H. Watson of
814 Olive St., Murray.
Miss Watson is a 1978
graduate of Murray High
School. She was also named to
Centre's 1979 spring term
dean's list.
The fall term dean's list at
Centre is based on the
student's academic work of
the previous spring and
summer terms. The dean's list
recognizes those students who
academically rank in the top
15 per cent of the student body
divided equally among The
four classes.
Centre College of Kentucky'
is'a-four-year college of the
liberal arts and sciences
located in the Bluegrass
region near Lexington. About*
60 per cent of its graduates go
on to graduate or professional
studies, many in law or
medicine. Others immediately
enter careers in management,
soci#1 service, research,
teaching. and other fields.
Chartered in 1819, Centre is in
its 160th year of operation.

A Mother
Too Many

Your Individual
Horoscope
Drake

LZW

Frances
Members of Groups A and B
SATURDAY,NOVEMBER 3, 1979
FOR
of the Ladies Tennis at the
Murray Country Club will play
What kind of day will LIBRA
on Monday and Tuesday, Nov. tomorrow be? To find out what (Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
Don't be rushed
5 and 6, at 10 a.m. at the the stars say, read the
or
Kenlake Tennis Center. forecast given for your birth pressured
into
signing
something. Do
Members note change of time Sign.
further
research about a money
and place.
ARIES
matter. Don't give up when
Pairings for Group A on
Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)gr
the
going gets tough.
Monday are as follows:
Extra expenses while
Andrea Hog_icamp, Judy traveling. A money-making SCORPIO
Oct. 23 to
Carroll, Shirley Homra, and-- opportunity could present
Some confusion about a
Lillie Johnson.
itself. Don't be so skeptical, or
Shelia Farmer, Georgianna you'll nip progress in the bud. financial matter. Be careful of
belongings. A party has a
Moffitt, Rainey Apperson,and TAURUS
promising beginning, but may
Lois Keller.
i Apr. 20 to May 20) dr
Home entertainments may turn sour later.
Vickie Lance; Carol Boaz,
Patsy Oakley, and Brenda prove more rewarding than SAGITTARIUS
1)2
going out. You have the right (Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) )(WokMarquardt.
Don't daydream re a work
Any player needing a to have doubts about a
project. You have a right to be
substitute may call Patsy financial proposition.
enthusiastic about a career
GEMINI
Miller.
proposal. Don't mind the work
Pairings for Group B on ( May 21 to June 20)
Be more trusting of a close involved.
Tuesday are as follows:
CAPRICORN
Emmy Edwards, Penny one. An invitation is offered in (Dec.
22 to Jan. 19) VJ
a
friendly
Spirit
with
no
Cappock, Janne Hughes, and
The
slightest thing goes
strings
attached. Don't outfox
I.ynn Stout.
wrong, and you are ready to
yourself.
give up. Don't go overboard.
CANCER
Try to find a middle course.
( June 21 to July 22)
Watch health. at a social AQUARIUS
gathering, or you may end up (Jan. 20 to Feb. 181
A tip from a friend about a
disappointing those who want
to see you later. Be less property matter may be
would like to announce
misleading, but keep at it. A
critical of others.
new opportunity comes, but
LEO
are you willing to take a
( July 23 to Aug. 22)
Many ideas w W
be chance?
will be returning to work
discussed re career. MI. ne of PISCES
them is a good one. Be (Feb. 19 to Mar. 20i
Misinformation possible re
skeptical of wild gambles, but
aware of legitimate op- a career matter. Someone
may not want you to take
She cordially invites all her friends to
portunity.
advantage of a legitimate
VIRGO
call her for an appointment.
opportunity. Don't be fooled.
( Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) WP
Someone at home may not
be in the mood for receiving
YOU BORN TODAY have
guests.
A distant matter looks
gl
literary and critical abilities.
promising despite your
Your gift for self-expression is
doubts. Expand outlook.
also an asset in the :business
world, where you can succeed
as a banker, promoter, or
publisher. Social contacts are
COLLECTOR
a factor in your rise to success, though at times you can
PRINTS
scatter your energies and seek
the easiest way.Other fields of
interest for you are research,
science,
medicine,
engineering, architecture, and
journalism. You are intense
and may be hard to sway from
an opinion. Your greatest
teacher will be the world of
experience. Birthdate of: Bob
Feller, baseball star; Charles
Bronson, actor; and James
Reston, journalist.

Leta's Beauty Salon
Mary Bogard

ti2<-4

Thursday, Nov.8

753-8282

We Are
Pleased To Announce
The Arrival Of
The New

•

Frame House
Gallery Catalog
Limited Edition
Print's Are A
Valuable Investment

•
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a corsage of tiny pink roses
designed by Mrs. Rob Erwin
from the hostesses. She
Miss Teri I,eiso Morris
opened her many gifts which
and Tommy Futrell
were passed for the guests to
Mr. and Mrs. Teddy Morris of Murray announce the
view.
The appointed table was engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter,
covered with a white cutwork Teri Leisa, to Tommy Futrell, son of Mr. and Mrs. Earl
cloth and centered with a- Futrell of Murray.
silver revere bowl holding an
The bride-elect, a 1977 graduate of Calloway County High
arrangement of baby mums School, is attending Murray State University majoring in
and coleus leaves, also special education.She is employed parttime at Kroger.She is
designed by Mrs. Rob Erwin.
the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Morris of Murray
Party treats were served and of Mr.and Mrs. Boone Duke of Benton.
•
from silver trays while spicy
Mr. Futrell, a 1977 graduate of Calloway County High
hot punch was served from a School; attended Murray State University and is now self
swinging crystal carafe in a ...employed. He is the grandson of Mrs. Dorothy Orten and the
silver stand over a candle late Owen Futrell, and of Mrs. Eula Garland and the late Toy
warmer. Coffee was also Garland.
served.• Other apPointments
The wedding will be solemnized on Friday, Dec. 28, at 7
were in silver and crystal.
p.m. at the West Fork Baptist Church with Kenneth Hoover
The guests included church officiating. A reception will follow the ceremony..
members and special friends
All friends and relatives are invited to attend the wedding
and relaties' of the bridal and the reception.. '
-Couple.

Tennis Groups Of
Country Club To
Play At Kenlake

IRA G COW< JR

By Abigail Van Buren

Bride-elect Complimented
it Shower Held At Church
Miss Krista Kennedy, Nov.
24th bride-elect of Anthony
Thompson, was honored with
a shower held on Thursday,
Oct. 25, at the University
Church of Christ.
The hostesses for the
prenuptial event were Mrs.
Rob Erwin, Mrs. 'Harold
Grogan, Mrs.Clifton Cochran,
Mrs. Bobby Grogan, Mrs.
Barry Grogan, Mrs. J. P.
Parker, and Mrs. Tim Erwin.
The honoree was presented

THE ACES)
"Patience is bitter, but its
fruit is sweet." -- Jean
Jacques Rosseau.
The hold-up play is nothing more than a form of
patience. The normal
impulse is to take an
opponent's high card as soon
as possible; the sweet fruit
is tasted when patience is
made to pay.
Dummy's diamond ten
was covered by East's
queen and declarer won the
ace. A low trump was led to
dummy's eight and East
held up his trump ace.
Another trump was taken by
East's ace - and West was
able to signal.
West's club nine left East
with no doubts and a club
lead went to West's ace.

DEAR ABBY: After my parents' divorce, mother left
town,and at the age of 2 1 was adopted by my mother's sister
and her husb-and, who were in truth my aunt and
uncle. They were the only parents I have even known. but I
always knew that I 'had been adopted.
I didn't hear from my "real" mother until shortly before
my.marriage. when she moved back to the city where I
lived.
Since my "real" mother had reunited with her family, she
was invited to my wedding. When it came time to introduce
everybody, to save a lot of explanations, I introduced her as
my mother and my adoptive mother as my aunt because,
technically, that's what they both were to me, right?
My adoptive mother was so hurt that she hasn't spoken to
me since.1 realize that the damage is done and there's nothing I can Another diamond, came
do about it now, but how should I have handled this whole through dummy for two diamond tricks and the defense
mess?
had four quick tricks and
GUILTY
DEAR GUILTY: You should have introduced your adop- the game went one down.
To make the game,
tive mother as your mother because la) legally she IS your
mother and Ibl she earned that name when she adopted you! declarer must allow East to
win the first diamond. East
And you should have introduced your "real" mother as
your aunt or your mother's sister, because la) legally that is cannot continue the suit and
he shifts to a low trump
what she is and lb) when she gave you up for adoption, she
(best). Declarer wins in
also gave up her right to be called your mother.
dummy, leads another
DEAR ABBY: My mother and mother-in-law were here trump . to East's ace and
today singing the same song:"Shame on you. How can you
East ,continues with a third
raise one child alone? Tammy should have a little brother or
round of trumps won by
sister. You'll be sorry."
declarer.
Abby, my husband and I have been married for 11 years.
Declarer leads a club to
We have One planned child -a beautiful, healthy, well- dummy and the defense is
adjusted daughter. now 4. I am 34 and my husband is 36 and finished. If West takes his
we don't want any more children, but his mother and mine ace, declarer enjoys three
are constantly on our backs trying to make us feel guilty for discards(he still has the diaraising an. only child. They say we are being tolfair to
mond ace to protect that'
Tammy.suit).
sir How can we get them off our backs once and for all? Or do - And if West holds up the
you think we are being unfair to Tammy?
club ace, dummy can lead
HASSLED IN VA.
.the suit again while declarer
DEAR HASSLED: You can get them off your backs by discards a loser. Either way,
'stiffening your spines and reminding them )respectfully) declarer holds his losses to
only three tricks and the
that you are adults now and capable of making your own
vulnerable game' comes
decisions. The size of your family is strictly your own
home.
business, and there is nothing "unfair" about raising one
child.
NORTH
11-2-A
DEAR ABBY: How do you feel about telling a woman that
•Q 9 8 2
she has a run in her stocking or her slip is showing? Or tellV K7
ing a man his zipper is open or he has a button missing?
•J 103
Is it proper to point out things like that? I have mixed
4K Q J 10
feelings about it. Thanks.
MIXED FEELINGS
EAST
WEST
DEAR MIXED:To tell a woman that her slip is showing,
or a man that his zipper needs zippering, is a kindness since
they are able to do something about it. But pointing out a
missing button or a run in one's stocking is another matter.
Nothing can be done about it; perhaps the person was
already aware of it and hoped it wouldn't be noticed.
Who said the teen years are the happiest? For Abby's
new booklet'What Teenagers Want to Know," write Abby:
132 Lasky Dr.. Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212. Enclose $1 and a
long, stamped i2h cents). self-addressed envelope, please.

Shopping Day Planned
The Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens' van will
provide transportation on Tuesday for senior citizens to the
Southside Shopping Center for grocery shopping only
between the hours of 1:30 to 2:30 p.m.
Senior citizens needing transportation for this special shopping day must call the Senior Citizens' office, 753-0929,
between the hours of 10:30 to 11:30 a.m. The van will pick
these people up between 1 and 1:30 p.m. and return home at
2:30 p.m.
Transportation for other shopping and appointments is provided on Fridays. For morning shopping to the Northside
Shopping Center and town call 753-0929 by 9:15 a.m.; and for
afternoon shopping to the Southside Shopping Center and
town call 753-0929 by 11:30 a.m.
Donations for transportation are accepted, according to a
spokesman for the Senior Citizens.

4
119 8 5 3
•6 4
4A 9 7 6 5 2

East
1•
Pass

West
Pass
All
Pass

Early hold-up plays might
seem bitter, but their fruit
is often sweet._
Bid with Cora
South holds

11-2-B

•K J 10 7 5
•A 6 42
•A 7 5
•3
South
1•
3V

!sorth
2
3 NT

ANSWER: Four hearts.
Game in a nine card major
suit fit should be better than
one at no trump.

_
Send bridge questions to The Aces
PO Box 12363. Dallas. Texas 75225.
with self-addressed, stamped envelope
for reply

Mr. and Mrs. Bobby K.
Henry, 113 South 13th Street,
Murray, are the parents of a
baby girl, Lori Elizabeth,
weighing seven pounds six
ounces, measuring 21 inches,
born on Thursday, Oct. 25, at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
•
They
have
another
daughter, Meliisa, 41
/
2. The.
father is associate director of
Community Development of
Murray.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Eunice Henry and Mr.
and Mrs. William C. Adams,
Sr., all of Mruray.
For Correct

TIME and
TEMPERATURE
Day or Night

DIAL 753-6363
Courtesy

PEOPLES
Vulnerable: Both
East. The bidding:

BANK
cy/

Dealer

MURRAY V KT

FAMILY PORTRAITS
"The Perfect
Christmas Gift"
•Orie Day Film
Processing
•Portraits
'
,Weddings
•Frames

4"Foatoring
Fisher Pries
Toys For
Our "Little"
Friends
-"A
:
Portraits

t
-'V..
o

—

ARTCRAFT
PHOTOGRAPHY
118 So. 12th
753-0036

YouAre Invited
To
Hew
Evangelist

Floyd Dethrow
Wilmington, North Carolina

Preach The Gospel

, f•

Friday, Nov.2-7:30 p.m.
Saturday, Nov.3-7;30 p.m.
. Sunday, Nov.4-8:30& 10:40 a.m.6:00 p.m.
716 E. NORTH ST.- -

MAYFIELD, KY'

241-1851

The-first ffile ikyscrap'Fusing a steal skeleton for
support was the Home
Insurance Company Building,
built in Chicago in 1885

North ,
3

Opening lead Six of diamonds

•A 6 3
Q J 10
•KQ982
484

SOUTH
4K J 107 5
•A 4 2
•A 7 543

South
1•
4•

Willie Bradshwet.and Jerry FW)s,Iiiregting_.Singing

7th Er Poplar ChiiirdfolChest
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Opinion Page

Looking Bark
10 Years .-Igo

EDITOR/ IL

The home of Doyle Humphreys on
Hazel Route 1 was destroyed by fire this
morning about nine o'clock. .
Deaths reported include David
Moffet Barnes,77,and Arthur L. ) A. L.
Bailey, 57.
"Orman Price is director of security
at Murray State University. He
followed Lance Booth in this capacity,"
from the column, "Seen & Heard
Around Murray" by James C.
Williams.
Linn M. Stranak, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Mike Stranak of Murray, has been
named to this year's listing of
America's
Most
Outstanding
University and College Students at
Union University, Jackson, Tenn.
Murray State University lost to
Eastern 34 to 13 in the homecoming
football game here.
Showing at the Capri Theatre is "The
Chairman" starring Gregory Peck and
Anne Heywood.

Nunn Or Brown?
A Tough Choice
With less than a week remaining before Kentucky
voters go to the polls to select a
governor for the next four
years, supporters of both
camps are beating the bushes
in an attempt to drum up additional ballots for their favorite
— either Republican Louie B.
Nunn or Democrat John Y.
Brown.
That is a predictable occurrence as is the editorial endorsement of one or the other
by newspapers across the state
during the final days leading up
to the first Tuesday after the
first Monday in November.
We have assessed the positions and background of both
Brown and Nunn and have
determined that we cannot offer a wholehearted endorsement of either candidate.
We lean toward Brown as a new
image for Kentucky but have
some fears of the unknown.
We'll,list some of the advantages and disadvantages, as we
perceive them, about each candidate.
Nunn served as governor of
Kentucky from 1967-71 and his
record shows the Glasgow
native was decisive, sometimes
hard-nosed and managed the
considerable power of the office
imposingly. In some quarters
his handling of the gubernatorial perogative has been
described as ruthless.
Brown,on the other hand, has
had no personal political experience and is relying on his
reputation as a successful
businessman to propel him into
the governor's chair in
Frankfort. The feather in
Brown's cap is the stunning
success of Kentucky Fried
Chicken Corp.
Brown has been described
variously by former business
associates as a genius,
frustrating, single-minded,
quick on his feet, bullheaded
and brilliant.
As governor, Nunn:
Increased state support for
ecuation 53 percent, including
pay raises for teachers. Also
during his term, Northern Kentucky State College was
established, four community
colleges built and the University of Louisville was brought into the state sytem.
Oversaw record toll-road
•
and highway building programs.
Raised the state sales tax
from three percent to five percent and auto license fees from
$5 to $12.50 per year.
Closed Kentucky Village
and Frankfort State Hospital,
dilapidated institutions for
juvenile delinquents and the
retarded and built a "model"
training center for the retarded
at Somerset.
Fired several thousand
merit system employees who
were Democfats. Some sued
and the out-of-court settlement
cost taxpayers $2 million.
As a businessman, Brown:
Helped built Kentucky
Fried Chicken into,
the largest
fast-food company in the world
at the time it was merged with
Heublein Inc. in 1971.
Bought troubled Lum's for
$4 million and six months later
sold a piece of it for a reported
$6 million. Sold his remaining
• interest last year for a reported
$3.5 million.
Bounced in and out of
basketball for nearly a decade,
pieces of
t?cams.
Sod—hie interest- in the liesto.%.

Celtics this year.
Helped the
Democratic Party

national

raise a
reported $19 million with
telethons in 1972 and 1973.

We, along with several thousand other Kentuckians, have
not yet made up our minds and
likely won't, for sure, until we
step into the voting both Tuesday morning.
On the one hand we could
choose a proven politician, one
whose past performance in
Frankfort speaks for itself. On
the other hand, we can take a
chance on a successful
businessman whose sometimes
arrogant attitude leaves us cold
but who, as an enterpreneur,
has adequately proven his instincts.
Each voter must make up his
or her own mind. The decision,
as we see it, will not be easy.
The only easy thing about this
election is the knowledge that
whatever decision the voters of
Kentucky come to, we all must
live with it for the next four
years. •
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Letter To The Editor

Dear Editor:
In an editorial published by The
Murray Ledger and Times on Wednesday, October 17, statements were
made that questioned the idea of
professional negotiations for teachers
and in particular the professional
negotiations bill that is being sought by
teachers in the 1980 General Assembly.
This letter will present another view of
professional negotiations.
Teachers are aware that to those
outside the teaching _profession the
terms collective bargaining, which has
long been assoctated with unions, and
professional negotiations do appear to be synonymous; but to teachers there is
a definite distinction between the
terms. Quibbling over semantic terms
could be an endless argument which
obscures the true issue — the need for
negotiations. Professional negotiations
is a term that was selected because it
more aptly describes the form and
substance of our desired interactions
with the school boards. We as
professionals insist on the right to
pursue our goals in a professional
manner.
There's nothing frightening, unnatural Or un-American about the
process of negotiations. When issues
exist within the system that need
solutions, it seems only logical that

'vs.-7.1111611111111M
tier I portion of the annuity is based will
generally be higher for an age annuity
than for a disability annuity because
the higher-deemed age. permits three
more years of lower earnings to be
dropped from computations.
HEARTLINE: If my physician accepts assignment of benefits on the bill
for services I received, does this relieve
me of all responsibility toward
payment of this bill? — H.W.
No. You are still responsible for any
deductible amount withheld from the
claim payment, the 20 percent which
Medicare does not pay and any noncovered services. This means you owe
your physician the difference between
the approved amount (from Medicarep
and the amount of the benefit check,
and for any services that were totally
denied by Medicare (for example,
prescription drugs). Of course, if a
check was not issued and the total
payment was applied to your $60 annual
Medicare medical deductible, you owe
your physician the amount apPlied
toward the deduction.
HEARTLINE: For the purpose of
benefits, does the VA recognize cornmon-law marriages? — L.Y.
The VA will recognize a common-law
marriage if the state in which the
parties reside does so. Proof of the
common-law marriage must be
established to VA satisfaction.

Bible Thought
For in Him we live, and move, and
have our being; Arts 1728
I'. no part ot hh. th.tt ..t
not he «mtvrrqi I n
dr.,!
Undfq the «tntrol it
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Teacher Groups FavorPN

hEARTLIN
Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems — fast. If
you have a question or a problem not
answered iii these columns, write
Heartline, 114 East Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
Include a stamped, self-addressed
envelope. The most useful replies will
be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: I saw mention in your
column recently of "mother's benefits"
under Social Security. Can you tell me
what mother's benefits are? Does this
mean that my mother can draw
benefits from my Social Security account? I am 58 and my mother is 76. I
have never been married. — O.Q.
If a man retires, becomes disabled or
dies, and the mother (his wife) has
children in her care under age 18 and
she is not yet old enough to draw wife's
benefits (age 62) or widow's benefits
(age 60), or 50 if she is disabled), then
the mother would be eligible to draw
mother's benefits from her husband's
account until the youngest child turns
age 18.
Mother's benefits may also be paid if
a child, regardless of actual age, is
under a disability which began before
the child reached age 22 and is in his or
her mother's care. Mother's benefits do
not provide benefits to the worker's
mother.
However, if a worker dies, under
some circumstances, benefits can be
paid to dependent parents of the worker
from his or her Social Security account.
You should inquire about this benefit at
your local Social Security office as
there are a number of circumstances
which would have bearing on whether
the parent can qualify for the benefit.
HEARTLINE: I have been told that a
railroad employee who is age 60 and
has 30 years of service and who could
also qualify for a disability annuity
would receive more if he retires on the
basis of age and service rather than on
disability. Is this true? — K.R.
At the present time, an employee who
is at least age 60 with 30 or more years
of railroad service would generally
receive a greater annuity if he retired
on the basis of age and service rather
than on disability.
.11e,gaerense in .,be
oefite relates to
.
thelact thatlotiturposes.Of Chictnalli*
an age annuity, such an einployee is
deemed to be age 65, upon retirement
whereas the employee's actual age
would be used for disability annuity
calculations. As a result, the g`verage
monthly compensation on which the

V

teachers have a voice in the decisions
which affect them and the students they
teach. Teacher morale and effectiveness are increased where formal
procedures for the exchange of ideas
are available. Teachers have never
wanted the decision-making powers
alone but have only sought to utilize our
professional skills and experiences in
the decision-making processes which
affect the most precious commodity
any community has to offer—its
children.
Many people who are not familiar
with the proposed bill are given the
distinct imprission that every school
board in this state will be mandated to
start negotiations as soon as the bill is
passed. This is not the ease. Only in
those school systems where . the
majority of teachers wish to negotiate a
contract will the board be required to
comply. The bill does not make it
mandatory that all boardwegotiate.
Negotiations are designe1 to lead to
agreement, not strikes. The independent nature of negotiations suggests
that, an impasse can be solved in
several ways — the least attractive to
teachers being the strike itself. The
teachers have agreed to accept a nostrike provision in the proposed law.
Teachers are keenly aware that funds
for education are restricted because of
the tax base. Teacher negotiations can
affect neither the money given to
schools by the state, which is determined by the average daily attendance,
nor the amount of local taxes. The only
influence that negotiations might
possibly exert would be in determining
how the money would be spent.
Teachers are citizens and taxpayers
and have the ,same rights and
responsibilities that other citizens and
taxpayers have. Therefore, teachers
are equally concerned about items
which will raise their taxes or cost
more money, but most of the teacher
concerns in regard to professional
negotiations are in areas that are not
money items.
In an independent study made by the
Rand Corporation, it was discovered
that non-compensation items, such as
guaranteed preparation periods, a limit

tin ria 1- .Sch()()1
Less()n

on non-teaching duties, class size
maximums, and detailed evaluation
procedure are the areas that have been
the primary focus in teacher
negotiations. These are all working
conditions, rather than more money in
the pocket or control over educational
policies. The teachers' working conditions are indeed the students' learning conditions. And what does the public get for its
money as far as education is concerned? Walter Mondale answered it in
a recent speech when he said, "When I
chaired the Senate Committee on Equal
Edirational Opportunity, the Committee found that every single dollar
'the United States spends on education
returns $6 to the Gross National
Product. every $4 the country spends to
get students to complete high school
returns $7 to federal, state, and local
governments . . . There's no better
investment in the nation than
education."
The loss of local control is contrary to
the basic concept of professional
negotiations, where local teachers meet
with the local school boards.to discuss
local issues. The issues pertinent to
Murray City or Calloway County are of
little or no concern to any other school
, district in this state. Similarly, no
'outside factors or factions, including
KEA and NEA, need influence local
negotiations.
The teachers in the Murray City and
Calloway County School Districts are
privileged to work with progressive
school boards who seem to realize the
need for teacher in-put. However,
under the present arrangement in this
state, teachers are not always
presented with such an opportunity. If
we are to prepare our students to
function in a complex society, it is
necessary to involve the experience and
skill of the teacher, the direction of the
school board, and the support of
parents. The members of our
associations sincerely believe that
Professional Negotiations would make
this joint effort possible.
Yours truly,
Murray Education Association
Calloway County Association

,S

By H.C. Chiles

Deaths reported include Charlie 11
Hale, 87.
Bernard C. Harvey, administrator,
and Mrs. Lola James, office manager.
Murray Hospital, attended a special
meeting of Hospital Administrators and
Office Managers from all over the state
of Kentucky.
Dr. John Quertermous, golf chairman for the Murray Country Club, is
pictured presenting trophies to Buddy
Hewitt and Saundra Slusmeer, golf
, champions'at the club. Golf Pro Louis
Slusrneyer is pictured presenting a
trophy to Alfred Lindsey, club medal
play golf champion.
Mr. and Mrs. B. F. Scherffius, North
16th Street, Murray,.will celebrate their
50th wedding anniversary with a
reception at the College Presbyterian
Church on Nov. 8.
Ladies' or Men's suits are listed as
being cleaned for 99 cents each in the ad
for College Cleaners.
Showing at the Murray Drive In
Theatre is "Last Train From Gun Hill"
starring Kirk Douglas and Anthony
Quinn.

30 Years Ago
Girls Scouts here and all over
America are celebrating Girl Scout
Week this week commemorating the
birthday of the founder, Juliette Lowe.
MTS. Lillie Farris, Mrs. Anne Wood,
Mrs. Robert Stroube, Mrs. Thomas
Redden, Roy Wilson, Raymond Story,
Mrs. Mary Ruth Mintoh, M. B. Rogers.
Mrs. D. J. Miller, and Miss Mildred
Lassiter are members of the cast of the
play, "I Wouldn't Know," to he
presented by the faculty of Kirksey
High School on Nov. 5.
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Roberts will
have open house in celebration of their
50th wedding anniversary on Nov. 6 at
their home near Shiloh.
The celebration of their 50th wedding
anniversary will be held by Mr. and
Mrs. J. L. Fulton on Nov. 6 at their
home near Penny.
Murray High School will play
Hopkinsville in its homecoming football
game here on Nov. 4.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
"Body and Soul" starring John Garfield and Lilli Palmer.

Thday- In History

By The Arrociated Prerr
Today is Friday, Nov. 2, the 306th day
of 1979. There are 59 days left in the
year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1920, the first
regularly scheduled radio broadcasts
began (on KDKA in Pittsburgh) with
Ephesians 1:11-23
things:
the election returns in the Harding-Cox
Through their union with Christ'
1. The hope of God's calling. 1:18b
presidential race.
believers have become God's heritage.
This calling looked to the time when
On this date:
Christ and they have a glorious future.
God summoned sinners to salvation in
In 1782, Gen. George Washington
Their realization that they are "heirs of
and by Christ, and it became effectual
delivered his farewell address to the
God,and joint-heirs with Christ" should
when they believed on Christ and He
Continental Army.
call forth their greatest praises of Him
saved them,
In 1889, North and South Dakota were
Who made it possible. The salvation
2. The glory of God's inheritance.
admitted as states.
which God the Father planned and
1:18c
In 1948, President Harry Truman was
Christ the Son provided the Holy Spirit
Paul prayed that they might know the
re-elected — despite polls that showed
persuades individuals to receive
riches God possessed in them, for
him trailing Republican Thomas
through faith in Christ. Those who
whom He had paid a tremendous price
Dewey.
believe on Christ are sealed in Him by
— the precious blood of Christ, so they
In 1962, President John Kennedy
the Holy Spirit, thereby guaranteeing
are precious to the Father.
announced the end to the Cuban Missile
their safe delivery to heaven:.
3. The greatness of God's power. 1:19
Crisis: the Russians were taking their
Paul's great prayer, recorded in
Paul asked God to let the Ephesians
missiles home.
verses 15-23, was a request for
know the greatness of His power which
In 1972, American Indian activists
knowledge, for a fuller knowledge of
He was prepared to exert toward them,
seized the Bureau of Indian Affairs
those divine blessings mentioned in the
if only they were willing to receive and
building in Washington, demanding
previous verses. In this remarkable
use it.
reforms in the treatment of native
prayer are three noteworthy elements:
III. Adoration 1:20-23
Americans.
I. Thanksgiving. 1:15-16
Inasmuch as God has exercised His
In 1976, Jimmy Carter was elected
Paul assured the Ephesians that he
mighty power in raising Christ from the
President, defeating incumbent Gerald
spent considerable time in praying for
deed, exalting Him to the place or
Ford.
them. After thanking God for what they
honor and authority, and in giving Him
Ten years ago: Six Americana
were and the progress which they had
supremacy over all things, and has
charged in separate hijackings were
made in the Christian life, he commade this same divine power available
returned to the United States from
mended them for their faith in Christ as
to His children,it certainly behooves all
Cuba.
manifested through their genuine love
of them to adore Hirr.rand bring to Him
Five years ago: Secretary of State
an good works.
all the honor and glory possible. It is not
Henry Kissinger met with the Shah ar
IL Intercession. 1:17-19
only our duty to acknowledge Christ's
Iran to discuss the oil crisis.
Not Only did Paul thank God for what
Lordship over our personalities, our
One year -ago: The Securities and
they were, but he prayed for what he
possessions,and our plans, but it is also
Exchange Commission publicly ac.
Itittited-thent te become. He did not ask
our p:•=-.1
- :.•,bligation-to so-yield
dollar9
Get° give-onto those for whem he wasoerselves-te var Lord that-we rnay be—. in "bribes overseas,- — -interceding easier lives and be spared
channels through which His great
Today's birthday: Actor Burt Lanof persecution, but he requested Him to
power can work effectively for the
caster is 66.
give unto them spiritual discernment .benefit of others. Christ deserves all of
Thought for today: War is a conand wisdom,liturder that they might be
the adoration, praise and devotion that
tagion. — Franklin D. Roosevelt (1883.
able to understand more clearly three
loving hearts can present to Him.
1945)

Christ's Authority In
The New Community

7
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Five Killed In Crash Of Private
Plane Near Nasfille Last Night

The News In Brief
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WASHINGTON
WASHINGTON 1AP) —
Vote by vote and bill by bill,
President Carter is piling up
Victories in Congress on his
energy program. The House
handed the president his latest
triumph Thursday, voting 299107 to create a powerful
Energy Mobilization Board
designed to speed construction
of high-priority energy
projects.
Included in the meidure is a
hotly debated 'provision
permitting certain federal
laws to be set aside if they
pose an impediment to important projects. The waivers
would be subject to approval
by. the president and both
houses of Congress.

tiolivia's
new
military
strongman, Col. Alberto
Natusch, declared a state of
siege, dissolved congress and
had himself named president
only hours after leading a
bloody coup and assuring his
countrymen political freedom.
The state of siege, which
suspends all constitutional
guarantees, was announced
late Thursday and came amid
rumors that a counter-coup
would be attempted. Students,
unions and major political
parties oppose Natusch,
denouncing him as a military
dictator.
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WASHINGTON,( APJ —The
Carter administration's plan
for $1.5 billion in loan
guarantees to help Chrysler
Corp. appears tole headed for
swift action by a House panel,
but faces doubts and delays in
the Senate. A spokesman for
the House Banking Committee
said its subcommittee on
economic stabilization hopes
to
question
Treasury
Secretary G. William Miller
within a few days and act on
the proposal next week.
Approval by the full banking
committee is expected to
follow quickly, sending the
measure to the floor, where
both supporters and opponents
have predicted it will pass.
NATIONAL
ANDYTOWN, Fla. (AP) —
For 32 years, Andytown was a
tiny but well-loved outpost
near Alligator Alley where
truckers,
hunters
and
fishermen could get a Whip, a
burger, a beer or a pint of
something stronger to take
into the Everglades.
But Wedneidaynight after a
tearful farewell party, its
ramshackle eatery, filling
station and bait and tackle
shop shut down forever.
Soon Andytown, 20 miles
west of Fort Lauderdale, will
be bulldozed to make way for
an interchange for Interstate
75.
LOS ANGELES (AP) — It
used to be you could tell an
aerospace engineer by the
pink slip peeking out from
behind the half-dozen pens in
his shirt pocket. Now
engineers are so scarce that
-defense firms --are _ paying
bounties to steal them from
each other.
simultaneous..jump in
defense and airliner business
has Texas Instruments running ads in Los Angeles on the
virtues of Dallas, Northrop
offering 11,000 in cash for new
workers and Boeing hiring
overseas for the first time in a
decade. The boom-or-bust
aerospace
business
is
booming again.

registered to C.F.Vi Corp. 01
Fayetteville, Tenn., was on a
35-minute flight from Chattanooga to Nashville, the
flight plan said.
Fred A. Quinn, V, said he
was on his porch working on a
piece of furniture when he saw
the plane's lights cut through
the fog near the airport.
"I seen it coming, I heard a
little noise and that was when
it exploded," he said. "It
made a big noise. It was worse
than a bomb."
Quinn said he saw a bright

flash of orange light before the
plane plowed down a hillside
and skidded into Lester Lake,
east of the airport.
Nancy Foster, 33, said she
was watching television when
she heard two explosions.
"One heavy one and then a
second about four or five
seconds later," she said."Me
and my two daughters came to
the front door and the hillside
was blazing with four patches
of fire. Man, it missed my
house by about 300 yards. It
was a mess."
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Authorities identified the
NASHVILLE,Tenn.(AP)—
Divers pulled five bodies early dead as Jimmy Holder, 24,
today from the wreckage of a Tommy Kinzer Jr., 28, and
private airplane that smashed Palm Pitts, 31, all of Fayetthrough a cedar thicket, ex- teville; and Andrea Johnson,
ploded and crashed into a lake 27, of Valley Ridge. The fifth
near a fog-shrouded airport, victim, a woman, was not
officials said.
immediately identified,
notification of
pending
Joel Ledbetter of the state relatives.
Civil Defense said the bodies
Earlier, a spokeswoman for
of three men and two women the
Federal
Aviation
were recovered from the Administration in Atlanta said
plane that crashed near the, a flight plan filed in Jackson;
Metropolitan Nashville Air- Miss., listed four persons
port late Thursday.
aboard. The Mitsubishi MU2

NOW SERVING
ALL DAY LONG!
Breakfast and Plate Lunches
-Just plain ole fashion cookin (Menu changes daily

SOUTHSIDE
RESTAURANT

f•-•

So 12th i Beside Bank of Murray Branch
Hours Mon Sot 60 m..to 9 p m
Sunday 7 a m to 8 p m

Castro!
GTX
Super
Multi-grade

Colorburst

Camera

Nestle's

Quick

6.1

Chocolate Ravi,'
32 Oz.
flog. $2.68

Reg. $33.00

Mer

'2688

$199
Save 69

2/100

.SIIE 20W/50

t 'oupon inside good 1 wer.1 twit

tTo now
leg 9P Qt.

We feel that all our customers should be offered the best quality in each and every department at better
than competitive prices. This is our main goal everyday at ROSES. If after shopping our departments you
do it agree we are meeting our goals, please tell us where we are being undersold and we will make
every effort to correct this oversight. After all YOUR SATISFACTION IS OUR ONLY CONCERN.
—
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Windshield
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By ON. BRYAN TNACKER •
Chiropractic
recognizes that the difference between radiant
good health and
debilitating, painful
disability is dependent
the
on
nerves.. specifically
those nerves that run up
and down through the
hollow vertebrae that
make up the-spinal colurnn.
Many, if not most, of
human aches and pains •
signal trouble caused by
ineffficient nerve function. This results when
the spinal segments
become misaligned, pinching the enclosed •
nerves and preventing
the proper regulation of
the muscles and vital
organs they serve.
A chiropractic - examination can determine the condition of
your spine and provide
corrective ad- ratineflts. Pferaretts.
Offlu: 903 Sycamore '
Mem 7519901
„.

'1497

POLICE
HOT CYCLE
that children love
Savo $5.22
•
ons.ros/ed
—
how •6w
,
6 tires sires
1,0, 04, handlebars and
on 1.1,1 power Or
ehoe blue yellow and

Reg. 77`

f*CAL

ECOMCIOW

$1 66

50
160z.

Reg.

$ULU

Plastic
Cups

ROSES
BRAND

NAPKINS
4/$100

Reg 1 67

Soft. absorbent 1-ply paper
napkins 140 per pack.
!ill 54'

99c
Bean Bag
Chairs
Colors: Ores., Sleek,
Tallow
INC SICSS
Save PAIS

9O8

2/900

$2.88

Maalox
Economy Size
Antacid
Non-Constipating
?6 Fl. Oz.

$188

1 SOCKS

SOCKS

,

-
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Savo $1.00

Reg.
$4.11
Package of 6 ath
letic socks, various
color stripes

Sale Prices Good Sat. I Sun. Only

Central Shopping
Center
9-9 Mon.-Sat.
- 14Sunday

MEN'S
PACKAGED

: BOY S'
PACKAGED

COP

Potting Soil

e •

•

N $477
i

Reg. WTI
Men package of
... ,:
6 athletic socks,
_...
.:;_......• • '‘ J various color
..—
• ..=.- A __.---"---'''' stripes
-

Potting
Soil
20 Lb. Bag
Reg. $2.17
Save 60'
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Go Big Blue
IhT116.

AMOCO
"
11.1111Fr

Hopkinsville Federal
Savings & Loan Assll:

Rick Lanpher (left) who has anchored the Murray
State this season, chased Eastern Kentucky quarterback Bill Hughes last week in the Racers' 24-7
victory.

MURRAY DOWNTOWN
BRANCH
• 7th and Main
73-7921
.:1
lit

Belcher Oil Co.
South Second St Murray, Ky.

MURRAY SOUTH
BRANCH
715 So. 12th St.
753-12,14

753-0212
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*DA CARROLL

MURRAY'S MOST COMPLETE OFFICE
OUTFITTERS AND SUPPLY STORE

NIT

1:30 p.m. Roy Stewart Stadium

842 Chestnut

753-0595

Bank of Murray

0

•

We Support The

Racers
6

.111111rirs 4:=111 1r—A
THE SAVING PLACE

700 U.S.641 North
We Support The Racers!

Pickens Plumbing
901 Arcadia

Member FDIC

IMPO
CLOGS by MIA
SPALDING
CONNIE
LEATHER n THINGS
CAN
RED HOTS
SA S
FAMOLARE

the
shoe
tree
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Electric Supply

Murray-Mayfield

00c
GOODIVEAR 0c

721 So. 12th

753-8181
Murray, Kentucky

West Kentucky
Rural Eledric
Cooperative Corp.

-The Car Care Specialists"

RABBIT

Heating, Air Conditioning
Commercial Refrigeration
Commercial Kitchen Equipment

Go Racers

Big M Club

11015100

Randy Thornton
Service Co.

Mtilaray
Ledger
& Times
14

Gasoline

West Ken Inc y Economy Car Center
800 Chestnut

OFFICE PRODUCTS,
Murray, K.42071
Phone 733-0123

te

Diesel

gwin
aT
.0pCcrhes
314 East Main Street

GLC

Bennett & Associates
Representing

Golden Rule Insurance
Wayne Bennett
Steve Payne

Max Underwood
Randy Wright
Group Insurance Specialist
Phone 753-1213

753-6822

Murray Eledric
System
401 Olive

753-5321

fashions for partte

Hatcher
Auto Sales
Your Franchised Dealer
For Lincoln, Mercury,
...joteta I GPM trus_ks_
So. 12th
153-4961
Salesmen Aubrey Hatcher & Tom Moore

It's nice to feel
so good about a meal.
Murray-1113 Sycamore
• 753-7101
Mayfield-606 S. 6th
247-6443

entuclg Fried Chicken •

Go Racers
The

Clinic Pharmacy
Your Proscription Specialists

753-8302

S.
a

1
1

Snorts
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A Murray Triumph Will Clinch 011C Title
By TONY WILSON
Ledger & Times*Ws Editor

•

MIKE GOTTFRIED

Win will achieve one of long-term goals

What could possibly top the combination of:
a victory over the top-ranked team
in Division I-AA;
a performance in full view of a
near-capacity homecoming crowd;
and an on-the-field celebration
watched by a regional television audience?
Easy. Beating Austin Peay Saturday.
To me, this one is more important
than the Eastern game," says Murray
State coach Mike Gottfried. "If we win
Saturday, we will have achieved one of
our long-term goals we set when we
came here."
A triumph over the Governors in the
1:30 p.m. contest at Roy Stewart
Stadium will provide the Racers with at
least a share of the Ohio Valley Conference championship and snap a 28year league title drought.
Should Murray win, it will enter the
Nov. 17 season-ending game at Western
Kentucky assured of at least the title of

co-champion. But that game is two
weeks away and Gottfried says it is the
farthest thing from his mind.
"I haven't thought about last week's
game or the Western game at all," he
says. "I know, and this team knows,
that Austin Peay is capable of beating
anyone. So that's the only thing we've
been thinking about."
The Goys won three of six OVC games
last season and, with the nucleus of
their offense returning, figured to
challenge for at least an upper-division
spot. But three straight league defeats
quickly dashed that notion.
The Governors have since recovered
to capture three straight triumphs,the
latest a 31-14 bombing of Middle Tennessee last week. They currently stand
5-3.
Austin Peay contributed to Murray's
4-7 record last season with a 23-17 victory, and Craig Wood, who scored on
runs of two, 12 and 30 yards against the
Racers,is back.
He has carried 72 times for 384 yards
this season but is only one of the three

top Austin Peay backs. Junior Cusmo
Cochran has gained 366 yards on 76 carries, while Donald Brown, another
sophomore, has 185 yards in 39 carries.
Three starters of the Governor defensive secondary which led the nation in
pass defense last season — Lynn
HaiLstock, Joe Grirnsley and Dexter
Freeman are back. But Murray's pass
defense unit has given up 127 yards a
game,compared to Austin Peay's 131.
With Danny Lee Johnson now at full
strength, the Racers have a potent trio
of tailbacks in Johnson, Nick Nance and
Lindsey Hudspeth. The three have accounted for 1,176 of the Racers' 1,675
yards rushing.
Too, Hudspeth leads the league in
scoring with nine touchdowns.
Austin Peay's Steve Puthoff has
played in just four games for the Governors, but he still leads the team in pass
receptions with 19. His 4.8 catches-agame average heads the conference.
Murray's Anthony Robbins, aided by
a 40-yard catch last week against
Eastern, ranks fifth in the league with

2.5 catches a game.
"We know what Austin Peay can do to
a passing team," said Gottfried. But
that doesn't mean we're going to be
conservative. We'll throw passes. But
not desperate ones."
Throwing passes for Austin Peay will
be Steve Brewer, whose status for
Saturday's game was questionable
most of the week. But he has apparently
recovered from a hip pointer and is
listed as the probable starter at
quarterback.
Racer defensive guard Mike Watson,
who injured a knee in the second
quarter against Eastern Kentucky, will
be replaced in the lineup by -freshman
Larry Maze.
Both reserved bleacher and general
admission tickets will go on sale at the
stadium at noon, said Spoits Information Director Doug Vance.
MAW Peay at.gbuice
1978
record:
6-4;
OVC:
3-3
1979 results: 10, James Madison 6; 34, UT-Martin
7; 20, Western Ky. 24; 0, 10, tastern Ky. 35;
Morehead 7; 21, Jacksonville St. 13; 14, Livingston 0;
31. Middle Tenn. 14.

Remaining schedule Saturday at Were) Nos
!Oat Tenn Tech. Nu% 17 Marnaill
Coach Watson Brown 1st season
Per game statistics
MURRA
A STL% PEA V
16.5
First Downs
15.8
130.1
V els rushing
173.11
1.13.8
lids passing
431.1
215.8
Tidal offence
2923
671
*Ward rushing
190.4
124.1
allowed passing
1.31.1
111.1.0
Total defense
2119.11
21
Fumbles
3.3
Loch%iclual leaders
Rushing
alt-YPc-YP1I
140-1 3-85.0
72-9 3-53.5
76-1 745.0
86-4 4-41.8
69-4.5-34.6
39-4.7-30.4
69-3.9-30.0

Johnson, Mu
Woods, AP
Cochran. AP
Lester, Mu
Nance, Mu
Brown, AP
Hudspeth, Mu
Passing

com-att-int-yda
67-132-7430
67-139-12-854

Ray, Mu
Brewer, AP
Receiving

No -yds-ypc
20-336-183
19-352-111.6
19-242-12.7
17-216-12.7
19-177-11.8
8-85-10.6

Robbins, Mu
Puthoff, Al'
K.Robbins, Mu
'King, Mu
Stringer, Al'
Hudspeth. Mu

For Some,Playoffs
But For Others, Season-Ending Games On Tap
By the Associated Press
Louisville
on
14eSales
Although some schools will Saturday. Owensboro, 1070.
be. putting - the finishing and ranked first in State
touches on the regular season, AAAA. faces a rugged
attention tonight turns to those opening-round test on Friday
schools cOmpeting in the when the Red Devils face
Kentucky ,high school football oncebeaten Bowling Green,
playoffs.
•
the third-ranked State AAAA
First round playoff games club.
are scheduled in Jefferson
The other top-rated teain in
County AAAA and State ". playoff action this. weekend is
AAAA. with a handful of sub- Paintsville of Class A. 8-1.
district playoffs being con- whiaiTakes on No. 5 Elkhurrt
tested in the Class_ AAA, AA City,9-1.
and A ranks.
No. 1 Mayfield of Class AA,
Four matchtips of ranked
teams are on tap in AAAA 10-1, will decide if it will earn a
playoffs, with two other chance for a third consecutive
season-ending showdowns state title when it visits No. 5
Fort Campbell, 7-2. Mayfield
also pairing rated outfits.
In Jefferson County AAAA, would clinch a playoff spot
No, 1 Louisville Trinity, which with a win, but a Fort Campell
finished its season 10-0, opens victory would create a threeits bid for the AAAA title when way tie for the district -title
the
meet
Shamrocks

WE
BEND
ANY
TAILPIPE.
INSTANTLY
(,nos,nohow,Op** fool

Oriole Stockholders
Approve Birds'Sale
By the Associated Press
BALTIMORE — The sale of
the
American
League
champion Baltimore Orioles
to Washington attorney
Edward Bennet!.Williams was
approved by the club's
stockholders

Sow
money—
pipe boffin,
Oo yOurSpites.
TAILPIPES ...DUALS
v EXHAUST PIPES

and -would apparently give Ballard, 7-3, plays Durrett, 6Fort Campbell the playoff 4.
berth through use of a
—State AAAA: Owensboro
tiebreaker system.
is at Bowling' Green, No. 2
In a key Class AAA game, Franklin County,' 11-0, • is at
No. 2 Barren County, 10-0, No. 5 Bullitt Central, 10-1,
visits No. 3 Franklin-Simpson, Clark County', 5-5, i at
9-1, with the winner earning a Lexington Henry Clay, 64,
_spot in the playoffs.
and Boyd County, 4-6, is at
Belfry, 9-0 and ranked first Boone County, 8-3. No. 4
in Class AAA,is idle this week. Paducah Tilghman, rttnnerup
before swinging into playoff to Bowling Green in district
action -next --Friday against - - play-,finished its season 84.
Leslie County.
—Clas's
AAA: LaRue
Here is a breakdown of the
County, 8-2, is at Meade
weekend playoff schedule:
County, 6-4, Estill County,8-2.
—Jefferson County AAAA:
On Friday, No. 2 Iroquois, 10- is at No.5 Lincoln County,9-1,
0, meets No.4 Bishop David,7- and Fort Thomas Highlands,
3 and No. 3 Butler, 10-0, plays 7-4, is at Conner, 5-5. In a
regular season confrontation,
defending
Class AAAA
champion St. Xavier, 7-3. In No. 4 Scott County, 8-2, enSaturday games, Trinity tertains Harrison County.
—Class AA: Green County.
meets DeSales, 7-3, and No. 5
5-5, is at Glasgow, 7-3, and
Rowan County, 6-3, is at
Fleming County, 10-1. No. 2
Corbin, 10-0, and No: 3
Pikeville, 10-1, are idle, and
No. 4 Heath. 7-2, finishes its
season at Ballard Memorial.
Heath had the misfortune of
playing in the same district
- -with---Ma-Ffield...and Fort
Former Oriole Board Campbell.
Chairman Jerald C. Hoff—Class A: Paintsville is at •
berger,.- whose family had Elkhorn City and Williamcontrolling interest in the sburg, 10-1, is at No.3 Harlan.
team, signed an agreement 11-0. In regular season games.
with Williams on Aug. 2. Last No. 2 Richmond Madison, 7-2,
week the AL owners voted hosts Harrodsburg and No. 4
unanimously to approve the Bellevvue, 8-2, is at Nicholas
sale
County.

Staff pbola by Tarty Wilson

Calloway County's Jeff Garrison (32)exulted after scoring a touchdown against Henry County, Tenn., in a freshman football game last night at Roy Stewart Stadium. No.55 is Marty Hayes,and signalling the touchdown is George Cheponis.The
Lakers finished their season unbeaten.(Story on page 8).

Bellard Must Face Both Squads
By the Associated Press
Emory Bellard, Mississippi
State football coach, says, "I
would like to see a game
where Alabama's offense
played Alabama's defense.

Alabama Coach Beat Bryant, under the venerable coach. Texas Christian, fifth-ranked
his staff, the Crimson Tide Adding to Bellard's woes, Ohio State is at Illinois, No.6
players and others associated Alabama
beaten Florida State plays at Cinhas
with the team.
Mississippi State 21 con- cinnati, seventh-rated
Instead, Bellard will have to secutive times, has the Oklahoma is at Oklahoma
contend with both Alabama's nation's longest current State, eighth-ranked Texas is
FORMING
offensive and defensive units winning streak 116, including home against Texas Tech,
Saturday
when he sends his seven this year) and has won No.9 Arkansas visits Rice and
EXPANDING
v
COLLEGE
Maroons against the nation's 20 straight Southeastern 10thrated Michigan entertains
FOOTBALL ROUNDUP
top-ranked
team
at Conference games, equalling Wisconsin.
Discount
Tuscaloosa.
the league record.
In the Second 10, No.11
Mufflers
The Crimson Tide has been
Despite Alabama's ap- Brigham Young is at Colorado
from
-You would have a heck of a virtually unbeatable at home parent superiority, Bryant is State, 12th-rated Pitt is home
battle there," he said.
under Bryant, winning 47 in a expressing concern about the against Syraeuse, 13th-ranked
Perhaps the only ones who row in friendly Tuscaloosa Bulldogs, who are 2-0 in the Notre Dame entertains Navy,
will see such a game are and 62 of its 63 games there SEC but have lost four No.14 Wake Forest is at
On Exhaust Off
Clemson, 15th-ranked Purdue
rmnleague games.
Parts
"They are big and strong visits
Iowa, 16th-rated
*Free
and
are Washington is at California.
they
when
Inspoction*
emotionally ready, they can No.17 Tennessee is home
play with any team in the against Rutgers, 18thrated
nation," said Bryant. "They North Carolina . plays at
have a history of playing well Maryland, No.19 Penn State
one week and being off the hosts Miami of Florida and
Airdsariisd Ihrfb Owl* Cosier
But Stanford University next. I'm sure
By the Associated Press
this will be their 20th-rated Auburn 'faces
WEST PALM BEACH, Fla. Junior Kathy Jordan is feeling week to play
Florida at home.
great."
— The spotlight may be on the pressure, too. She was
In other games Saturday
The Notre Dame-Navy
Chris Evert Lloyd, Tracy scheduled to meet Anne Hobbs involving
members of The game will continue the
Austin and Rosie Canals today as the 51st annual women's Associated Press
Top 10, nation's longest-running inwhen the U.S. lyightman Cup tennis tournament opens at secondranked Nebraska visits tersectional rivalry.
639 S. 4th St.
team begins seeking revenge the Palm Beach Polo and Missouri,
It will be the 53rd meeting
No.3 Southern
for last year's loss to Great Country Club.
(hone 753-9868
California entertains Arizona, between the Fighting Irish
Britain.
Jordan says there's more fourth-rated Houston is at and the Middies, with Navy
pres;ure on her because she's
scheduled for just one match.
She arid—ffer British opponent are both 19, righthanded and prefer serve-andvolley games. Hobbs, ranked
No.3 in England and 59th in
li hit
the world, lost-the only other
Classes Daily
time they've met. But that
was three years ago.
Chief Instructor Vic Milner
„wated in Hall I lixicland renter
- —
T 1/ P*01-T C44r A a SI A
-::"IgeilfiVagetvt-f!,6eIbr.
serve and volley (.because of
13rowntown Murray
753-3234
-(he clay surface)," said
Prone Now .r Appointment'
Jordan.

The Office of

seeking its first victory since
1963, when Roger Staubach
was the team's quarterback.
The Middies, unranked
despite a 6-1 record, are
hurting physically, and as
many as seven starters, including tailbacks Steve
Callahan and Mike Sherlock,
the team's top two rushers,
are likely to miss Saturday's

MIKE KELLER
Certified Public Accountant

Is Now Open
al 201 S. fah St.
Office Mars:'1-5 ‘ioniiriv thrii

Frithav

And 8.1 Immintment

753-8918

eante.

10%'•20%

Wightman Cup Spotlight
On Austin, Evert, Hobbs

BARRM'S
SERVICE CENTER

Arrow Shirts
Exclusively At

.Ciroahdrn &

Karate 8/ Self
Defense Lessons

Jackson

753-6317

v..

MIKE SOTTFRIED

Attention
Racer Club
Members

Weekly Racer Club Meeting Monday, Nov. 5, 6 00 PM.
at the Racer Room Roy Stewart Stadium .

Regular Dinner Meeting For
All Racer Club Members & Guests
Coach Mike Gottfried Reviews this week's game with
Austin Peay and previews next week's game

There will also be recognition
of the players of the week

rA
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Hall Of Fame Pace
Cornell To Be One Of 13 Inducted At SIU
He's 40 years old now and plays racquetball to stay in shape. But in the
early 1960s, Bill Cornell was one of the
fastest collegians in spikes.
As a sophomore in 1962, he ran a
4:00.5 mile and finished second in the
NCAA nationals. Now, 17 years later,
he still owns or shares seven records
in the Southern Illinois University
record books.
So it should shock no one that Cornell will be inducted into the SIU
Athletic Hall of Fame Feb. 1 in Carbondale. Pouring over his _ accomplishments, the real surprise
should be why he wasn't inducted long
ago.
There's a simplP reason. SW didn't
inaugurate its Hall of Fame until 1977,
and when Saluki track coach Lew
Hartzog has himself. coached 53 AllAmericans, the selection process can
become difficult.
Now Cornell is the Murray State
track and cross country coach, a position he has held for the past 11 years.
But his memories as a world-class
runner are vivid.
And his career as a world-class runner is inconsistent in mild terms,zany
in harsh ones. In 1956, Cornell held the
world's fastest time in the mile run for
a 17-year-old. So what did the Great
— Britian native do to top that feat?
Not much. He didn't run competitively for almost three years. And
had it not been for a story in a track
magazine, Hartzog might never have
discovered Cornell.
"I can't say that I ever really enjoyed running, not like a lot of people

Tony
Wilson

Ledger EL Times
Sports Editor

do," says Cornell. "I appreciated
what it took to become a good athlete,
but I wasn't really having a good time
reaching that level."
Hartzog contacted Cornell, offered
him a scholarship, and the highlights
are etched in the STU track brochure's
fine print of records that still stand:
Outdoor
• Mile run, Bill Cornell, 4:00.5,
1962.
•-• 1500 meters, Bill Cornell, 3:42.7,
1962.
2-mile relay, 7:72.3 I Bill Cornell,
John Saunders, Jim Dupree, Brian
Turner), 1962.
Distance medley relay ( Bill Cornell, John Saunders, Jim Dupree,
Brian Turner,1962.
Sprint medley relay, 3:18.7 (Bill
Cornell, Ed Houston, Al Pulliain, Jim
Stewart), 1963.
•
Indoor
▪ 2-mile relay, 7:33.5 Bill Cornell,
Jim Peters, Brian Turner, Jim
Dupree), 1963.
1,000 yards, 2:09.6, Bill Cornell,
1964.
Cornell says his biggest regret is not

going after the sub-four nunute nude
after coming so close in 1962. "Coach
Hartzog had some other strong runners in the mile, so he moved me to
the middle distances."
An ulcer caused Cornell far more
discomfort than the footsteps of opposing runners. Sometimes he would
be bent over in pain, his stomach knotted, before a big race.
"I can honestly say that had Bill not
had the ulcer problem, he could have
challenged for a world record in the
mile," Hartzog, who still coaches
track at SIU,says."He is as intense a
competitor as I've ever seen."
"I've always been a worrier," says
Cornell, "Even now just coaching,
worry. But I think I've gotten rid of
the ulcer."
Cornell smoked cigarettes as a
youth and even continued the practice
throughout his college career. "The
first thing I did when I got off the
plane from England Was light one.
up," he says.
Don't think that Hartzog didn't try
to get him to stop. He tried, but Cornell kept on smoking. "I think the
cigarettes enabled me to keep running, because it helped my nerves."

former SIU athletes will be second to
no one
"They'll want me to give a speech,
and lin terrible at that," says Cornell. "I know what I want to say, but I
usually sort of stutter my way down
the podium."
Those listening, though, won't really ha% e to hear Cornell's acceptance
speech to understand. The fine print
in a Saluki track brochure tells it all.

Four different runners prevented
Cornell from winning a national title
while at SIU. His 4:013.5 time was second only to Dyrol Burleson in 1962. In
1963, he was second in the half-mile
with a 1:48.4 clocking. In the indoor
season a few months earlier, he had
placed third in the 1,000-yard run.
But on Feb. 1, he and 12 other

Bill Cornell plays racquetball to stay in shape now, but in the early 1960s, a younger Cornell
I left ) nearly broke the four-minute mile barrier.

Sill

Lakers Finish Unbeaten

Tent Pitched For Free Agents
•

By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
NEW YORK — Baseball's
fourth anniial garage sale
the free agent draft — pitched
its tent today, with price tags
on some 44 major league
players who hope to become
instant millionaires.
If one-fourth of them don't,
it will be an upset. The first
year of player freedom in 1976
saw 14 sign for $1 million and
more while 10 millionaires
have emerged from each of
the last two grab bags.
"I am glad I am not involved," said Dave McNally.
former all:star pitcher of the

Baltimore Orioles, now by Peter Seitz that a ball club
retired and prospering in the could not bind a player to his
automobile business in contract for life as specified
Billings, Mont. "Before the by the reserve clause.
big decision, the cards were
Seitz's ruling on Dec. 23,
stacked heavily in favor of the 1975 had a cyclonic effect on
owners. Now they are stacked the lords of the game.
iii favor of the players.
If allowed to prevail,
"One of the reasons I quit — warned Commissioner Bowie
other than my bad arm — was Kuhn, "it would be a disaster
that I don't think I could have for most of the players, the
stood shuttling from one team clubs and, most of all, the
to another. It's bad for fans."
everybody."
"Financially suicidal," said
Dave McNally and another Lee MacPhail, president of
pitcher, Andy Messersmith, the American League.
lately of the Los Angeles
Both proved to be panicky
Dodgers, were principals in Chicken I.ittles. The sky didn't
the historic arbitration ruling fatt, Vtie, VitthrivergrriKic-Ti"Pete Rose and Dave Parker
signed for almost Si million a
year. The game drew 43
million people the past season:
and is healthier than ever in
its century of existence.
Seitz and McNally can look
Nip-town dilemmas fade
back and view the landmark
after a WELCOME WAGON oat
decision with detached obAs year Settees, it's my job to kelp you make the
jectivity. Messersmith, picked
most of yew new neighborhood. Sw shoppieg areas.
up by Atlanta for $1 million,
Cisammnity epportenities. Special attractions. Lots
gravitated to the Yankees,
of facts to save you time and mosey.
returned to the Dodgers and
this year got his walking
Plies a basket of gifts for year family.
papers.
I'll be listeming for your calL
"The present salaries ap.elcome Wagon
pear out of proportion," said
bi.".16114. 1.1. Mary Hamilton 753-5570
McNally, _a 20-game winner
Inge King 492-8348

Getting settled
made simple.

How Would You
Like Not Getting
Paid On Pay Day???

with the Orioles. "The owners
brought 'their problems on
themselves — they were
obstinate and refused to
budge.. Now that the players
have the upper hand, they
don't want to give up their
gains.
Two minutes after his
decision,Seitz was fired by the
owners. "I'd never been
dismissed like that before," he
said."I was fuming."
In effect, he held that once a
contract is terminated, the
player has the right to offer

Jeff Garrison and Craig.
Darnell scored second-quarter
touchdowns to boost the
Calloway County High School
freshmen to a 16-0 victory over
Henry County, Tenn., last
night at Roy Stewart Stadium.

his services to another club.
Under the reserve clause, a
club could hold — and even
cover up — a player as long as
he stayed in the game.
.The victory ended the
Seitz insists now he doesn't
know how an equitable Lakers' season and left them
with a gleaming 8-0 record.
agreement can be reached.
After a scoreless first
"It's a puzzle," he said,
"protecting a player's. rights period, Garrison scored from
on the one hand and the one yard,then passed to Rusty
owners' investment on the McKenzie for the two-point
other while being fair to the conversion.
fans. The answer probably lies
in good heads and collective
bargaining."

•e • •
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PARIS — Brian Gottfried
beat
France's
Patrice
Dominguez 6-3, 6-2 to advance
to the quarterfinals of the
Paris Open.
In other matches, Pascal
Portes of France beat countryman Jean -Baptiste
Chanfreau 6-2, 6-3; JeanFrancois Caujolle eliminated
Keith Richardson 6-2, 4-6, 7-5
and Italy's Corrado Barrazutti

The Nu' Team
Competence•Integrity•Experience

rallied to oust Finland's Leo
Patin 3-6,6-2, 7-5.
STOCKHOLM, Sweden —
Billie Jean King easily beat
of
Strachonova
liana
Czechoslovakia 6-2, 6-1 in the
second round of the 5210.00n
Stockholm Open.
In other action, l'am
Teeguarden beat liana Kloss
of South Africa 7-6, 6-3: Renee
Blount overcame Dana
Gilbert 6-7, 6-2, 6-3; Laura
Dupont whipped Tanya
Harford of South Africa 6-1,6I; Anne Smith beat Czech
Yvona Brzakova 6-4, 6-2:
Betsy - Nagelsen took out
Daniela Porno of Italy 6-4, 6-2
and Wendy Turnbull -tof
Australia defeated Stacy
Margolin 6-4,6-2.
TOKYO -- Bjorn Borg of
Sweden eliminated Bob Lutz 63, 6-3 while John Sadri upset
India's Vijay Amritraj

)
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The First Few
Days of the Month
Expect them and have your
$3.00 ready. If this is impossible tell them when to
' come and collect; •

Rowe Harper
Sec. of State
Formerly a
National Sales
mgr. of major
U.S. company

Presently Commonwealth Attorney, has own
law practice. A dynamic person with new
ideas as to what a Lt. Governor should do in
state government.

Mary Louise Foust
Auditor
Elected three
times,lawyer
and CPA '
'

Dr. Frank
Groschelle
Supt. of
Pub. Ins.
HEW Chief in
10 states, Lawyer

healing they've had from trusting God's
care. To hear uplifting reacingsfrom the
Bible,and from Sciencv_imlliagtitith
_K_ti to the Scriptures by ry Baker Eddy.
Tojoin together in hyrn ofjoy.
There's nothing like it for
midweek
inspiration. We'd love tosee you there
._ CHR1FIAN SGENLEJLAW1961Y IVILLTM ,

I.

iletlaiiisitleys, bo
hits,Son4a. 1 Itie
kW* Meal,fl,s
ses
IllesIbe Ism fed es& 114
to.lamer Arc Mow,

A

.
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*

It's so encouraging to hear people tell the

-

Ron Snyder
Atty. General
An attorney
and trial lawyer",
is also real
estate broker.

i
,

How abouta lift
in the middle of
the week?

This team is qualified,
honest, experienced. It
will bring order, efficiency and productivity to our state
government.

Harold Rogers For Lt. Governor
,

That's the way our
Carriers feel when you
don't pay when they come
to collect...
The Carriers Collect

Auimpommimpmmup.
-

Billy Jean King Romps
By the Associated Press
COUX;NE, West Cerrnany
— Stan Smith advanced in the
$75,000 Cologne Grand Prix
tournament by beating Trey
Walkte 2-6,6-1,6-3.
In other action, Poland's
Wojtek Fibak swept past West
German Peter Elter 6-3, 6-3;
Bruce Manson defeated Tom
C:orman 7-6, 3-6, 6-1 anckEliot
Teltscher overpowered Pavel
Slozil of Czechoslovakia 6-2. 6-

The'takers blocked a punt ana passed for 61 more, while
'on Henry County's subsequent Darnell caught twb ciasses for
possession before Darnell 55 yards.
broke lOose for an 18-yard
scoring gallop. Garrison found
McKenzie again for the two
Calloway Boosters
points and the 16-0 final.
The Lakers finished with 201 To Meet
Monday
yards in total offense while
holding the Henry County,
The Calloway Count
now 0-7, to 38 yards and a Booster Club will meet Monsingle first down, prompting day at 7:30 p.m. in the high
coach Joe Stonecipher to call school's library.
his
defensive
unit
First-year basketball coach
"outstanding."
Richard Nute is the schedule
Garrison rushed for 85 yards speaker.

-

I
'
40 I —

James Wilhite, M.D.
Treasurer
Pediatrician
since 1960. A
well qualified
person

Dr. Roy C. Gray
Comm.of Ag
Farmer, beef
specialist, and
tobacco grower

VOTE TFho: NUNN TEA
Paid for tpailaz-Atiller, Treasusrer et Calloway Comets and Kipaturkiatistew
Nisnoribmm(ttpr
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Holzman Praise's Cartwright After Celtic Victory
11): the Associated Press
SALT 1.AKE CITY - New
York Knicks Coach Red
Hultman had nothing but
praise for 7-foot Bill CartN right after the rookie from
the University of San Frani isco scored 31 points in a 134118 National Basketball
Association victory over the
Utah Jan Thursday night.
I

r

NBA ROUNDUP

In the only other NBA game,
Cleveland beat Detroit 127-125.
•'Cartwright is going to be
one helluva player," Holzman
said: -He needs some time to
develop but he's- learning real
quickly. We always go to

Cartwright, that's part of our 10-point deficit, 71-61, to an home game for Utah since
corning to the Jazz from the
easy triumph.
game plan against anyone."
Williams wound up with 23
Cartwright wasn't the only
I.os Angeles fakers, scored 22
hero in.the Knicks' conic- points for the night and
points for the losers, as did
from-behind triumph over the Richardson finished with 21.
Ron Boone, playing his first Adrian Datitley.
.Jazz, which has won only two
of its 10 outings in its first year
in Utah.
Toby Knight equalled
Cartwright's point production,
getting 25 of his 31 in the first
half while Utah was running
up a 69-61 lead.
Ray Williams and Michael
Richardson were the key
figures in the New York
comeback, scoring 37. points
By TONY WILSON
between them in the final two
OVC PICKS
& Times Sports Editor
Ledger
quarters. Their outside
shooting, most of which came
It's tough staying on top,
while Knight was on the bench
particularly with everyone
The picker called last
with four personal fouls,
knowing that to knock you off week's upset of Eastern but
catapulted the Knicks from a
means a feather in the tumbled to 2-2 for the weekend
season's hat. But Austin Peay and 21-5 on the season,.808.
will have a problem with MurA new day:
ray State: the Racers have
been plucking feathers all
Murray 24, Austin Peay 14
season.
- The opportunity t6 clinch

coach
hedule

Basketball Association from
1970 to 1975, and the crowd

the Ohio Valley Conference title will be motivation enough
for the Racers to subdue an
Austin Peay Ward that is better than 1-3.
It's hard to imagine the
defense improving on last
week's performance, but a
repeat should pack plenty of
punch.
Eastern Ky.33,Tenn. Tech 7

Sports At A Glance
Transactions

Tennis
$300.000 Super Toaraament
Is Tokyo
Quiulerflnah
Bjorn Borg,Sweden,d. Bob Lutz 6-3,63, John Sadri d. Vijay Amntraj 24, 6-4,
6-3
$75,109 Grand Prii Tourney
In Cologne, West Germany
Stan Smith d. Trey Walkte 2-6, 6-1, 6-3;
Wojtek Fibak, Poland, d. Peter Elter,
West Germany, 6-3, 6-3; Bruce Manson
d Tom Gorman 74, 34, 6-1; Eliot
Slozil,
Pavel
d
Teltssher
Czechalovalua,6-2,6-1.
Paris Open
Second round
Brian Gottlned d. Patrice, Dominguez, France, 6-3, 6-2; Pascal Porte',
France, d. Jean-Baptiste Cluudreau,
France,6-2,6-3; Jean-Francois Caujolle
d. Keith Richardson6-2, 4-6, 7-5; Corrado
Ban-azutti. Italy, d. Leo'Palm, Finland,
3-6,6-2,7-5
62111,589 Stockholm Open
In Stockholm.Sweden
Second round
Billie Jean King d. Hans Strachonova,
Czechoslovakia, 6-2, 6-1; Pam
Teeguarden d. Rana Kloss, South Africa,
74,6-3; Renee Blount d. Dana Gilbert 67.6-2. 6-3; Laura Dupont d. Tanya liarford, South Africa, 6-1, 6-1

Heat
Deflector

, while
ses for

!ount.
t Mone high

Stars of the defunct American

• Reg
149

.99

Directs t-wt
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40
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BULB'
Your choice of 40. 60, 75, or 100 watt Sold in pkgs.
53
of 2

Save
$5

Eastern Conference
Atlantic Division
L
Pet. GB
W
.889
1
8
Philadelphia
1
2
.778
7
Boston
3
5
.542
6
New York '
.375
5
3
Washington
6
7
222
2
New Jersey
Divisioo
Central
.687 3
6
Sun Antonio
1
145
5
6
,ALlanta
.455
6
5
2
Indiana
6
.490
4
Detroit
.333
4
8
Cleveland
2
Houston
Western Coaferesee
Midwest Division
.900
9
1
Milwaukee
4
5
5
.500
Kansas City
SLI
273
8
3
Chicago
7
200
8
2
Denver
7
200
8
2
Utah
Pacific Division
818
2
9
Portland
I- N
700
3
7
Los Angeles
636
2
4
7
Phoerus
500
5
5
Golden State
500
3
5
5
Seattle
7
364
5
4
San Dies"

Muscle Exerciser

National Football League
At A Glance
By The Associated Press
American Conference
East
W I. T Pct. PF PA
6 3 0 .667 173 133
MIami
6 3 0 .667 735 149
New England
159
419.
4 5 0
Buffalo
4 5 0 444 194 727
N Y. Jets
179
31.
3 6 0
Baltimore
Central
150
78m.
7 2 0
Pittsburgh
6 3 0 .007 211 305
Cleveland
6 3 0 .667 203 206
Houston
2 7 0 .222 167 210
Cincinniti
West
6 3 0 .657 137 146
Denver
6 3 0 .867204 159
Sin Diego
5 4 0 .556 205 164
Oakland
4 5 0 .444 143 132
Kansas City
4 5 0 .444 2r0 209
Seattle
National Corderesee
East
146
78265.
7 2 0
Dallas
6 3 0 .657 155 163
Philadelphia
6 3 0 .657 171 120
Washington
4 5 0 .444 148 179
N.Y. Giants
2 7 0 .222 153 199
St Louis
Central
7 2 0 .778 1110 143
Tampa Bay
4 5 0 .444 150 166
Chicago
4 5 0 444 154 195
Minnesota
3 6 0 .333 130 176
Green Bay
1 8 0 .111 141 210
Detroit
West
4 0 556 211 195
5
New Orleans
4 5 0 .444 155 185
Las Angeles
3 6 0 .333 188 212
Atlanta
San Francisco 1 8 0 .111 176 247

Reg. 29.97

24.97
Combines isotonic & isometric methods, smooth
hydraulic power Complete with charts. instruc63.364-9
tions.

ituiTAP*

Whitely

8.88

uck
Over 21" Long. Authentic semi trailer-tr

Trailer has adjustable landing gear and doors
that open Sturdy steel construction

NOTICE
BELTONE NEARING
SERVICE
1200 POPLAR
STREET
BENTON, KENTUCKY

Hand-Carved
Trivets

Alkesettr5 • 1 -""-4
4 '
.

are,_ imam mew 411:wmilar

Western Ky. 40, Middle Tennessee 1.3 - Western was shut
Out by Morehead in front of its
homecoming crowd last
weekend and is still smarting
from the experience.
Middle Tennessee, meanwhile, is 0-7 overall, 0-4 in the
conference. But it will be
anything but 0-kay after this
one.
Akron 10, Morehead 3- The
surprising Eagles, 5-1-1, have
allowed three points total in
their last four games, but
Akron should provide enough
offense to edge them.
If Morehead's offense was
anything like its defense, this
one wouldn't be close.

1978 Oldsmobile Regency
Four door,silver, silver vinyl roof, blue interior,
loaded, extra nice, approximately 22,000 miles.

Price...Unbelievable!!!
GM 411JAUTY
GM
SERVICE MATS
InarsM122041
MOTORS
GENTRA1

I

Keep that Great GM Feeling
With Genuine GM Parts

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.
753-2617

641-South
maw

MOM,
alalM."OW"WM/ Ma*

SAllerposior
16

% 1••

J

"
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Crazy Christmas Coupons
Are Coming To the
Murray Ledger & Times!

•
• NOW is the time to start your Christmas retail?
program. Don't miss out on the biggest Christ- •
• mas Promotion Ever!
42,
Rw
11.
Call 753-1919 For More Information!
•

OPEN

Sale Price

9 A.M.to 1 P.M.
Mon.thru Friday
Maa ea

COMPLETE

Imported Sheesham wood

Hearing Aid Service
Repairs-Molds
Testing-Fitting
Service all makes
and models

50.879-5

Prices Good On Sunday Only.
4•4144111416„

TASCO'

NaUonal Basketball Association
INDIANA PACERS-Waived Corky Calhoun, forward. Activated Tony Zeno, forward.
FOOTBALL
NatWest Football League
CLEVELAND BROWNS-Signed Doug
Dennison, running back.
NEW ENGLAND PATRIOTS-Claimed
Al Chandler, tight end, on waivers from
the Stiouis Cardinals. Released Mark
Washington, cornerback.
HOCKEY
National Hockey League
CHICAGO BLACK HAWKS-Announced
the retirement of Keith Magnuson, de.
fenseman, and named him an assistant
coach.
COLORADO ROCEIES-Sent Merlin
Malinowski, center, to Fort Worth ol the
Central Hockey League.

Cavaliers 127, Pistons 125A 25-foot jumper by Randy
Smith at the final buzzer lifted
Cleveland over Detroit. The
Cavaliers capitalized on a

Piston error with se\ en
seconds to go to set up the
winning shot by Smith.
The' Pistons had led b) as
much as 12 points in the first
half before Cleveland rallied.
Smith tied the game at 125
with seven seconds left.
Detroit called time out to set
up a play at nudcourt, but
gave up the ball when forward
Terry Tyler was unable to
pass it inbounds in tbe
.
prescribed five seconds.
Cleveland then took over
and Smith responded with his
winning shot to climax a thrillpacked final three minutes. in
which the lead changed hands
six times and was tied on five
other occasions.

NFL Standings

BRUCE JENNE R

Bel-Air
Center
Mine 7534311

BASEBALL
American League
NEW YORK YANKEES-Named Gene
Michael general manager. Traded Jim
Beattie and Rick Anderson, pitchers,
Juan Beniquez, outfielder, and Jerry Natran, catcher, to the Seattle Mariners for
Ruppert Jones, outfielder, and Jim Lewis,
pitcher. Traded Chris Chambliss, first
baseman, Paul Mirabelli, pitcher, and
[Amass Garcia, infielder, to the Toronto
Blue Jays for Rick Cerra*, catcher, Tam
Underwood, pitcher, and Ted William,
outfielder.
TORONTO BLUE JAYS-Named Al
Widmer pitching coach.
Nailoaal League
PITTSBURGH PIRATES-Signed Grant
Jackson, pitcher, to a multi-year contract.
BASKETBALL

- Eastern will be listening for
the result of the Murray game
almost as intensely as it will
drub Tech, which has been a
patsy for most league schools
this season.
The Colonels are still the
No.5-ranked team nationally
in Division I-AA and will likely
play like it. A Murray loss
would put Eastern right back
in the conference race.

performance
second-half
partially to the fact that he has
little depth on the guard line.
Richardson. the Knicks'
second-year guard from
Montana, had a perfect
shooting night, pumping in 9of-9 shots from the field and
was 2-for-2 from khe foul line.
Knight was nearly as accurate, hitting It of his 16
attempts from the field as
New York shot 65 percent
from the field in running its
record to 6-5.

NBA Standings

"Soft-White"
Light
Bulbs

Sunday
Special

Thursday night of 8,326 was
the largest of the season.
Duck Williams added 20 and
Bernard King 19 for Utah.
Utah Coach. Tom Nissalke
attributed his team's poor

Racers Should Beat Austin Peay,
While Eastern, Western To Win

nell

ers

Boone was a crowd favorite
when he played for the Utah

a-

1
1
,

VISA'

-Over 15 Years.Experience

4
OUR ADVERTISING REPS. WILL BE CONTACTING YOU,DEADLINE NOV.9
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Priority Mail Is Effective
Service Offered By PO

at Paducah are
PACK 73 — Participants from Pack.73 in the Cub Scout Olympics
_
_
.4::
ilittitobiatIti
(from left, front row)10#08111011041t
ru
Paschall, Davi
Chris
Warren,
Wesley
row)
(Back
Greer.
Bruce
and
Wesson.
David
and
Barnett
Gary
Nesbitt,
Mitchell
Douglas, Tripp Nis, Mike Bucy,
Paschall.
Jamie
and
Capps
David
Absent are

Prices Good
1st, 2nd, 3rd. Noy.

One of the lesser known, but
effective package
very
delivery services offered by
the U. S. Postal Service is.
Priority Mail, according to
Murray Postmaster Virgil
Gilliam.
"When you send a package
by Priority Mail, it is
separated - from the regular
parcel mail stream and
treated as First-Class Mail,"
said Postmaster Gilliam "II
the destination is nearby, the
package receives expedited
surface transportation: For all
other places in the U.S.,
Majl ckages go by

Writing With Light
Workshop Set Saturday

RUCKS
TURKEY BREAST

• SANDWICH

99c
NUCKS TWIN PACK

POTATO
CHIPS
59c

A workshop on "Writing
With Light," offered under the
Writer-In-Residence program
at the Calloway CoUnty Public
Library, will be held at 11 a.m.
Saturday, Nov. 3, at the
library. David Steiling,
writer-in-residence in Murray
on a special grant, will be the
director.
The workshop, which was
postponed from last week
because of Murray State
University's Homecoming. is
.open to anyone 12 or over with
a special invitation to teenagers and high -School
teachers.
The Saturday workshop will
be for persons interested in
becoming more acquainted
with simple photography and
developing with emphasis to
be on using simple and
devices to
inexpensive
achieve a wide range of
creative results. Participants
will be shown how to make and
use their own cameras.
Steiling said the workshop
will explore several aspects of
still, motion and video
photography depending on the
availability of equipment:
Persons may call the library
at 753-2288 for more details
and to pre,register.

Air," however.
A wide variety of options
Lich as insurance, C.O.D. and
Sjiecial Delivery are available
!kir use with Priority Mail.
The Postmaster urged
package mailers to specify
Priority Mail the next time
['ley have packages that need
prompt delivery, but don't
l'astify the high cost of overnight service.
Of course, if you . have a
package that has to get there
overnight, then Express Mail
,s probably your answer," the
Postmaster pointed out. "And
if cost is the major con-

Wigarki

As a result, more than 15
heavier packages going Ion
percent of Priority Mail
distances."
the
delivered
packages are
next day, and over 90 percent
are delivered within three
days. Postmaster - Gilliam
explained that the cost for a
small package is not much
more than Parcel Post and
about one-third the cost of a
overnight services.
For example. a one-pound
package sent from New York
to Los Angeles costs only
$2.25. A five-pound package
mailed coast-to-coast costs
only $4.50.
Another advantage, says
Postmaster Gilliam, is that
delivers
Mail
Priority
packages everywhere in the
United States unlike competitive parcel services which,
cannot deliver to every' address in the country. Through
iaternational agreements with
over 160 countries, packages
can be delivered anywhere in
the world • that mail is
delivered. Packages for
foreign countries must specify

•

SOLAR ENERGY DEMONSTRATIONS — Roy Walker, TVA consultant, speaks to
Murray High School physics students and other science students during the students'
recent trip to TVA's solar energy facilities. Walker conducted an energy slide show and
tons at Empire Farm. The group, which was chaperoned ,by Uo
,Brown,also visited the Golden Poid
• S were demonstrated. The trip was sponsored by the Murray High physics
department and Project Independence.

KING OF VALUES

Josef Kaiser, a West German skier, is credited•with
creating the first grass skis in
the mid1960s. His idea caught
on and soon national teams
were formed to compete in the
sport. The skis, varying from
25 to 31 inches long, are
propelled by a nylon belt that
rotates around plastic rollers
fitted to a steel frame. A
standard ski boot is attached
to the frame.

Halloween
Contest
Winners!

Pumpkin Pie Contest

Black Cat Contest

Gloria Hutchins

Lee Ann and Alice Belcher

Grades 1-3

Grades 4-6

CHECKER

SODA
16 OZ. NON-RETURNABLE

25c

David Outland

.44ike Bucy

PEPSI &
DIET PEPSI
16 Oz. Returnable

9

Plus Deposit

•

tiKs

Gntze/nience

STORES
FAST SERVICE - CLEAN STORES
OPEN 6 A.M. Til 1 1 P.M.
OPEN 365 Gars
.
iorner of
Glendale & Whitnell
(Behind Big John's)

BADGES IDENTIFY VOLUNTEERS — Volunteers
throughout the Murray area are marching this week to
collect money for St. Judge Children's Research
Hospital. These volunteers like Ethelyn Loberger,
above, will be wearing a Danny Thomas badge when
they call on citizens of Murray. Marie Forrester, campaign chairman, said that volunteers asking for support
of the leading childhood cancer research center in the
world will be clearly identified by a paper badge they
will be wearing. "When our marchers come to your
door, please give whatever you can to help save
children's lives," Marie Forrester said.
Money collected will go to help St. Jude Children's
Research Hospital in its fight against catastrophic
childhood diseases. Children suffering from leukemia,
Hodgkin's Disease, and other forms of cancer as well
as muscle disorders, rare blood diseases and other
dreadful illnesses are treated completely free of
charge. Research results obtained at the institution are
freely shared with scientists and physicians all over the
world so that work done at St. Jude's benefits children
everywhere.
Forrester urged all town residents to support the
Monday march. The local march is sponsored by
Alpha Mu Chapter of Epsilon Sigma Alpha. "Please be
generous," Marie Forrester said, "and help us help
children live throughout the world."

Overlooking Beautiful K .[Ake

Special
Fri., Sat. & Sun Nov 2, 3, 4

Namburger Steak Dinner
Includes: 8 oz. ham5ds_ ,burg.fz.steak.
w french fr„tes, onion
rings, rolls and butter

,-$2

436-5496

'No Entry From Grades 10-12

Terry Underhill

Bob Rogers

1st Prize-00.00 Gift Certificate
•

Cypress Springs
Restuarant

Adults

Grades 7-9

Mary Edwards
Benton, Ky.

2nd Prize-$30.00 Gift Certificate
Tina DuBoi
Paris, Tenn.

3rd Prize-$20.00 Gift Certificate
Ronnie Arnett
Murray,Ky.
• —••1
•-.....••••••

7.

•
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Hammack Named President Of Oral History Group
•

ADVISORY _COUNCIL — A 19-member advisory council has been named
by the
Department of Engineering Technology at Murray State University for the purpose of
helping the university assess the manpower needs of West Kentucky and
to provide
the academic programs necessary to meet them. Eleven of the
council recently met
for the first time on the campus. They were, seated, from the left:
John Schaus,
manafer, tool and process engineering, Whttzcx1,..1..nswpk-innti_
:

Dr. James W. Hammack,
director of the Forest C.
Pogue Oral History Institute
at Murray State University,
has been named presidentelect of the Oral History
Association.
Hammack's election came
this past weekend during the
organization's 14th annual
colloquium at the Kellogg
Center
for
Continuing
Education at Michigan State
University, Lansing. Also
attending the meeting were
Dr. Terry Strieter and Dr.
Melvin E. Page, both faculty

the Kentucky Frontier Service of Kentucky Where he con- politics
oral history project at
Oral
History
Project's centrated his study on early the university, and since
has
program on midwifery and American history, has been establishe
d the Forest C.
family nursing.
teaching at Murray State Pogue Oral History
Institute
The OHA has about 1,300 since 1968.
on the campus with a full
members. The 230 attending
In 1974, he initiated the - range of course
offerings at
the Michigan meeting in- Kentucky government and the
master's degree level.
cluded archivists, academic
historians., educators,
librarians and
private
Free For The Asking!
researchers. Dr. Forest C.
Pogue, a graduate of Murray
mite
State, biographor of George C.
Marshall and past president of
OHA,also attended.
Hammack, who received his
Box 307,Murray,KY 42071
doctorate from the University

members in the Department
of History at Murray State.
Hammack, an associate
professor of history at the
university, also served as the
program chairperson fOr the
Lansing meeting. Keynote
speakers included Arthur
Schlesinger, Jr., the Albert
Schweitzer Professor of
Humanities at City University
of New Yorn, and Richard G.
Hewlett, chief historian of the
U.S. Department of Energy.
The Lansing program included sessions on labor and
coal mining oral histories and

BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE

manager, systems planning and design engineering,
Heti.derson; DuWayne Russell, computer systems engineer, Hiewlett-'
Pa ckard, Lexington;
Rick Bowden, training coordinator, General Tire and Rubber Company
, Mayfield; and
Charles Martin, coordinator of environmental affairs, Westvaco Corp., Wickliffe.
Standing, from the left James T. lockard, Barnett Brothers, Inc, Hardin; Paul
Kiesow, plant
manager, Fisher Price Toys, Murray; Bill Swan, manager, planning and development,
Noranda Aluminum, New Madrid, Mo.; Robert Echols, superintendent,
civilarchitectual department, Union Carbide Corp., Paducah; and Joe Clemons, assistant
chapter manager, Western Kentucky Construction Association, Paducah. The
group
will meet twice each year.

Specials!

•

MISS
YOUR PAPER?

ESP Expert To Give
Demonstration At MSU

Subscribers w nu have not receiv
ed their home-delivered copy of
The Murray Ledger & Times by
530 pm Monday•frlday or by
330 p m Saturdays are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30 p.m.
and 6 p.m., Monday through Friday, or 3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m.
Saturdays.
,A circulation department
employee is on duty during these
time pe!iods to insure delivery of
your newspaper Calls must be
placed by 6 p.m. weekdays or -4
p.m. Saturdays to guarantee
delivery
'•
The regular business office ours
of The Murray ledger & Tim are
8 a.m. to 5 p.m., Monday through
riclay and 8 a.m, to noon, Saturdays

Russ
Burgess,
internationally known for his
ESP demonstrations and
explanations will present a
free lecture And demonstration. at 8 p.m. Saturday.
Nov. 3, in the Student .Center
auditorium on the campus of
Murray State University.
More than a million people
have witnessed his programs,
watched him read the unspoken thoughts of his
audience,- and heard him
answer questions almost
beyond the believability of the
audience:
According to Jim Carter, •

KING OF Vitliq

Prices Good through Monday Nov.5

Boy's
Underoos

The Discount Dept. Store of Murray

SERVICES
Sunday:
Bible Classes
Worship
Worship
Wednesday • Bible Classes.

.10:00a.m.
.10:45a.m.
600 p.m.
7-00 p.m.

South of Murray on
Old Murray-Paris Road.
For Transportation
on one of our buses
phone 492-8206
Gospel Broadcast: Sunday 8:30 A.M.
WNRS RADIO(1340)
Searching the Scriptures: Sunday 12:30 P.M.
WBBJ-TV. Ch. 7
"A Warm and Friendly Welcome Awaits You"

Pancake Mix

Underwear
*Spider Man
*Hulk
•Aquaman
•Shazam
1 Top 8 1 Brief
Reg. $4.66

Large
Assortment
Men's
Long Sleeve

Shirts

arc o
arum,
ail an

Plaids & Solids
Sizes S-M-L

•

Russ Burgess
Lecture Insight Committee
chairman, Burgess has sent
him a sealed envelope containing predictions of news
events for the day of his appearance. At the conclusion of
the program;-the predictions
will be compared with actual
news events of the day.
Burgess is reputed to have an
accuracy rate of 87 percent.
Another highlight of the
performance, according to
Carter, is when Burgess
chooses from several keys one
which unlocks a box containing his check for the appearance. If he chooses the
wrong key, he does not accept
payment.
For his hypnosis demonstration, Burgess will ask for
about 20 volunteers from the
audience.
The program is sponsored
by the Student Government
Association and is one of the
events planned for Senior Fall
Day for seniors from area
high schools.

In about 33 A.D. this great source of power was revealed,
first to only 12 men,and then to the world. These twelve men
were called the disciples of Christ. The awareness of this
inexhaustible source of power has grown to encompass the
world through many different Christian churches. The Power
is called Jesus Christ.
This source of energy is yours for the asking. You can hook
into it by simply believing and accepting. It's as simple as
follow-the-leader.
We hope you will look upon the Christian Church (Disciples
of Christ) as a natural outlet in your search for the power
beyond yourself.
Prepare now for that time when you will need more energy
and power than a human being alone can muster. Find the
church home that will help you achieve all that God planned
for you.
We want to help. Come in this Sunday and let's work on it
together.

SE OUR LAYAWAY

The First Christian Church

Big K
Nail Polish

•• •

Remover•

P0.•••11

.tmovt•
-

HEINZ
TOMATO
KETCHUP
a so IMO

jr.

Baby
Powder

6 Oz. Size
Reg. 54'

3

Tomato
Ketchup

Large Assortment

32
Oz.
Size

Cookies

Reg.
911

1 '2 Lb. Bag
Assorted Flavors

1

C

For

Reg. $1.11

2

For

Package

Old
Fashion
Flavor
Cookies

Ladies
Pastel Colored
Long Sleeve

Large
14 Oz.
Size

66.

Knit
Tops

Super Rest

6 Flavors
Reg. 39'

• For

90% acrylic
10% nylon

Bed
Pillows

Reg.$5.66
I

$100

..

•
'•

•
1,11

,
• • •
,
7

Reg. $4.88

'Ms%
across
GAME

Parker
Bro.
Games
.•
.... -Reg. $5.91 ea.

Sorry or
Monopoly $AO0

Furnace
Filters
Assorted
Sizes

3 Forsal

N\
•CP
\

GA.

1
171

02.)
By Ideal
Indoor or
Outdoor
Fun

Toss
Across
Game

Framed
Pictures
$11100

values
Up
to $9.88

as low as

As Low As

Reg. 12.97

$10"
Big K

18 Wheeler
Rig
$,00

The Big Plastic
Truck from Big K

Large
Assortment

Bath Towels
Reg. $2.25

2 $300
For

master charge
—

Dr. David C. Roos, Minister

9-9 Mon..-Sat.
''Bel-Air
1-6 Sunday Limit Rights Reserved — E ual Opportunity Employer

Shopping Center

11

Large
Assortment

TIrn -171
A A

$300

Reg.
57'

For

Reg. 57'

GA

\
z
O
••••• 1•••

Super Twin
Pack

Endless
energy source
discovered.

5-01-1.-XL
50% Cotton
SO% Polyester

Heinz (
/

• t

Rog $7.68

/1 g
91
'

Just Add Water To Carton.
Makes 10-12 Pancakes

$300

'
1 I

GREEN PLAIN
CHURCH OF CHRIST

Hungry Jack
Pan Shakes

Ph; 753-8711
Murray, Ky.

On Sale

THE MI KHAN.. Ks.. LEDGER & TIMES

BiAttend Church

HOME FEDERAL
SAVINGS AND LOAN

ASSOCIATION

Dk 'Arum*

Iliursda) Night
11.00am.
6 30 p.m.

ROT BAPTIST

Open 9-9
Mon.-Sat.
1-6 Sun.

753-8777

Morning Worship
Evening Worship

MNIUNG MING

11.00 am
7 00 p-m.

Morning Wonhip
Evening Worship
memo.
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

209 S. 7th

Rodiator & Auto Glass Service

Carroll Tire Service

umayAL

Your Uni-Royal Tire Dealer
Block E. of S. 12th

1

Phone 753-1489

1105 Pogue

IlANUFACTDRE RS OF
SAF E TY GLOVES

RIME!BAPTIST

Captain D's
seafood

11:00a.m.
7:30 p.m.

Morning Worship
Evening Worship

MEMORIAL BAPTIST
10:50 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:03 pm.
Evening Worship
NEW MT. CARMEL MISSIONARY
11 00 a xn.
Morning Worship
7 00 p.m.
Evening Worship
fur BAPTIST
Morning Worahip
Evening Worship

CHEERY CORNER

Heating, Air Conditioning, Sheet Metal
753-4832
8th & Chestnut

Morning Worship
Evening Worship

111 N

Miller Funeral Home

Gwire one your tired, your Poor.
Tow huddled masses yeansing to
broadte free,
The wretched refitse of your toewase
IA.,,.
Send them, the honseless„ tempestteased to me.
I tilt my lamp beside the golden door.

11 DO am.
7:00 pin.

SALIM BAPTIST

11 -00
6 4.5 p.m.

Hazel,Ky.

492-8758

Beale Hardware

11:00am.
7:15 pm.

SUGAR CMS

214 Main St. .

11111a.m.
1.45pm.

Morning Worship
Evening Worship

753-9383

12th

Compliments of

11:00 a.m.
6:45 pm.

Morning Worship
Evening Worsto p

Freed Cotham Co., Inc.

700 N. 4th St. Murray

753-7781

11.00 a m.
6;30 p.m.

ELSA GROVE BAPTIST

-Serving Yes Sims 1E17"
Ilse Brass- llanlware
Case & Beek Knives

753-1543

OWENS CHAPEL
11:1011a.m.
Morning Worship
Evening Worship 5 NO p . Al:10 p.m.

s

•

Love is Love's Reward

MOUNT HOREB FREEWILL BAPTIST

/1 ituro
L 6

Ne.sp.per

F geliafV. Symclor me

lac.

COSea POW

910am
11:00 a.m.

Sunday School
Worship

Nr

(kat

:2106

LONE OAR PRIMMVE
HIUTOP BAPTIST

DeVanti's Steak
& Pizza House

Sunday School •
Woritup Service
Evening Service

10.00am.
11:00 a.m.
6:00p.m.

COLD WATTS
Morning Services
Evening Services

11:00a.m.
6:00p.m.

FAITH BAPTIST

11:00am.
630

Morning Worship
Evening Worship

LOCUST GROVE

Morning Worstup
EveningWorship

America's Favorite
Drive-In
641 North Hwy.

753-9002

Kenlake Marine
J. W. WILHAM-MGR.
Ski Boat and Pontoon Boat Rental
Ph. 474-2245
Ky. Lake State Pork

11.00 a.m.
7.00pm.

°HUMUS STRUT GENERAL
1000•.m.
Sunday School
11:00a.m.

Morning Worship

LEONETTI" MISSIONARY BAPTIST

"It's Finger lickin' Good"
Try Our Delicious Beef and Ham Sandwiches
Call in Orders 753-7101
Sycamore at 12th

Murray Cablevision
Phone 753-5005
Bel-Air Shopping Center
South 12th St. - Murray

Church of Christ
NEW peovionia
Morning Worship
Evening Worstup

UN IV ERSITY
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

WEST MURRAY
UNION GROVE

Worship Service
Bible Study
Worship Service
Evening Worship
Wed Bible Study

11:00 a.m.
6:30p.m.
730pm.
730 p.m.

10.45 a.m
9 30a.m.

DEXTER BAPTIST MIRO

6 30 p.m
10 00 a m
11.00am
6,10p_rn

Wednesday Service
Sunday School
Worship Service
Sunday Nite

10 am
11 am
6 p.m.

PLEASANT VALLEY
SECOND MEET

10 00 a m
II 00 am.
7:00 p.m
7.00 p.m

Sunday School
Morning Worstup

HAZEL CHURCH
Of CHRIST

10:30a.m.
9.30 a tn.
600 pm.

10- 48 a.m
4 30 p m

ST. LEO CATMOLK
01URCH

MI FIRAY
KY
Member FDIC

Services
Monday & Thursday

JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES
10:30a.m.
9:30am.
9:45a.m.
11 - 00 a.m.

IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
Sunday School
Church Service

10 15am.
11:30 a.m

SEMITE DAY ADVENTIST

Compliments of

D & W Auto Supply
"We install auto glass"
Auto Paint Material
512 S. 12*

Presbyterian
UNITY CUMBERLAND
Sunday School
Wornhip Service

10:00•m.
11008.m.

NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
9- 45 ain
Sunday School
Worship Service

11 00•m.

OAK GROVE
Sunday School

10•00 a.m.
11 am.,7 p.m.

Worship Services

MOUNT PLEASANT
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
Church School
Worship Service

930am.
III 45 a.m.

-

Pentecostal
ALMO RETORTS

Sabbath School
Worship Service

11.00am.
7:30pm.

1000am.
11:00 a.m.,6:00 p.m.
1100am
11:00 a.m.,7:30pm

10 00 a m
11 Xi .
6 '1

-

Sunday School
Morning Worship
Sunday Evening
Thurs. fate

10 00 arn.
11 00am.
7.00 pm.
7'00 pm.

FAITH APOSTOLIC OWN
23116 C.oidwater Rd.
Sun. Services 10-11 a.m.-7 pm. Tue
Bible Study 7 p.m.
DEMANDS CHAPEL
10-00•2n
Sunday School
1100am
Service
Worship
7-00pm

Evening Worship
m

HAZEL UNITED MI1110041
10 00 a In
Worship
11 00am

Sunday School

MASON'S CHAPEL UNITED
psftsrua UNITS!)

Worship

MARTIN'S mull. UNITED
9:30am
Worship Service
Sunday School
1030a.m.
1100a.m.
1000am

Worship Service
Sunday School

INDEPENDENCE UNITED
Sunday School
Morning Worship

10,00a.m.
1100a.m.
10:00 am.
1100am
7.00 p.m

Sinday School
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Worship Service II 00 a m. 1st k 2nd
Sunday. 10- 00 am. 2nd k 4th, Sunday
School 1000 m.1st 2nd Sunday, 11 00
a.m. 3rd k 4th Sunday.

Hazel, Ky.

492-9785

Fitts Block & Ready Mix Co.

10 00am
11 00 am.

East Main Street

753-3540

ROT MR11100157
I.45k 10.50a.m

Worship

RUSSELS CRAM UNTIED
10 00am.
11 00a.m.

Sunday School
Morning Worship

LYNN GROVE
9 4.5 a m
10 45 a m

Worship Service
Church School

GOSHEN MITITOONT
Church School
Worship Service
Evening Services: Worship

10 00 am
11;008 m
6 10pm.

COLE'S CAMPGROUND
1000 a ins

Worship Service

DEITERAARDIN UNITED
1000am
Sunday School
11 .00a.m.,6:00pm

Worship

MT. MINION
Worship Service 10:00 a.m. 1st Sunday &
11:00 a.m. 3rd Sunday; Sunday School

Hutson Grain
Terminal
Rt.3 Murray

474-2295

FORD 1 Parker
I Ford Inc.
c
ome,me a
(,- 701

Main 753-5273

11:00 am_ Lit Sunday - 1000 am. 2nd,
3rd & 4th Sunday

MT. won
Worship Service 10:CO a.m. 2nd Sunday ;
11:00 am. 4th Sunday, Sunday School
10:00 am. 1st. 3rd,- 4th Sunday . 11:00
am.2nd Sunday.
WAYMEN CHAPEL
AM!CHURCH
Morning Services
BETTIE. UNITED
Morning Worship
Sunday School
lit & 3rd Sunday Night

Thy Shalt Not Kill

10 L5 a m
9 30a.m
10:30am
6:00pm

BOOR'S CRAPES UNITED
10 00am
Sunday School

Attend The Church
Of Your Choice

a
11 00m
7-00p.m
9 45 a m
10 45a.m
6 00p.m

STOUT'S MANI UMW
10-00 a xn
Sunday School
11 00 a m

titoliand

U193
,
D

Bob Dunn, R. Ph.
109 So. 4th Street 1500 Discount Cash IL Corry
On Prescriptions

753-1462

Sue & Charlie's Restaurant

Phone-753-5012

Bel-Air Shopping Center

Ph. 474-2202

Ward-Elkins
RCA VICTOR-FRIGIDAIRE-MAYTAG
Phone 753-1713

Famous Fish Dinners
on Hwy 68 at Aurora

FLAY-O-RICH
ALL JERSEY
QUALITY DAIRY PRODUCTS
Murray,Ky.
753-0202

West Ky. Rural Telephone

Murray Electric System
401 Olive - 753-5312

_ANL
HutPka

Glen B. Sears, Gen. Manager
Casweiss is ly. sod Hoary Ca.,

serrlito Gams, Oglieligy, Maras( Calash
Tom.

CsilattlNiTNIS'

Paschall Truck Lines

•Pizia•Pasta•Sandwiches

-Hut

Dinners
We Cater To Parties

Specializing in Catfish

Building Blocks & Ready Mix Concrete

TIMM NIL UNTIED
Morning Worship
Sunday School

same PLEASANI GROVE

Rt. 4

iiutiedge_Funeral- Home_
-Serving Murray For 25 Years"

Pete and Anthony Rutledge

Murray, Ky.

753-1717

Thy Shalt Not Steal

753-4351 or 247-4350

Phone 753-8181

12th & Chestnut, 759-4046
701 Main 753-5273

Gallimore's Restaurant

[HUMS UNITED

"Go To Church Sunday"

-Pitta

753-5986

Hwy.641 South

GOOD STUMM ammo

403 Maple

802 Chestnut

of Murray

Sunday Buffets 11 to 2

Morning Worship

God Is Love

SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE

"*A1410.4

Storey's
Food Giant

Tabus Body
Shop, Inc.

Air Coofitioninp-14•Mina-Conni•rcial IttifHannah*

GRAIN DIVISION
Highest Cash Prices for Corn,
Wheat & Soybeans
E. W. Oistlumel, Sept
Hokum Ns, M.
Mises 753-11220

West Kentucky Rural Electric
Co-Operative Corp.

753-4563

Randy Thornton Service Co.

Murray Warehouse Corp., Inc.

10 00am
11 00 a m

Sunday School

Sunday School
Morning Worship
Evening

Sat. 10.30a.m.
Sat.9 15 a.m

753-5397

11 00•.m
10 00 a.m

Worship
Sunday School

Worship
=Sunday Night

Supporting
Firms

"The Businessman's Choice
For FIne Printing"

COLDWATER UNITED
1100am.
7:00 p.m.

REST PRESBYTERIAN

This Page Made Possible*
By These

ST. JOHN'S EPISCOPAL

Murray's Most Complete Deportment Store

11 00 a.m.
10 00 am.
5 30 p.m.
5 00 p.m
6 30 pm

FIRST ASSUAKS
Of GOO

IlitUtANATHA 04RISTIAN FILLOWSlii•
201$. ISA St.

Farmer Ave. and 17th St., Murray, Ky..
Sundays 11:00 a.m. Testimony meeting
second Wednesday 1p.m.
Watchtower
Bible Lecture

753-7175

Morning Worship
Sunday School
Evening Worship
N Y P.S Worship
Wednesday Evening

Sunday Massa a.m., 11 a m.,4:30 p.m
Saturday Mass8 NO p.m.

Worship Hour
Church School

ROSES

Lapin GROVE mums

Sunday School
Worship Services

10 00a 7
Sunday School
10 50a Morning worship
Evening Worship 7:00 p.m. (Sunda!, I.
Wednesdays

CHRISTIAN sa BICE
SERVICES

zBANK
,
1 l-:uPLE .4
r-

9 45 cm,
10:45 a.m.
5 15 p.m.
6 00p.m.
7-.00 p.m.

CALVARY TEMPLE

ALMO
Bible Study
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

CNURCH Of JESUS OIRIST
Of LATTER DAY SAINTS
Woodman of World Bldg

Sunday School
Morning Worship
N Y PS Worship
Ewning Worship
Wednesday Worship

Sunday School
Worship Services

KIWIS 01U1KII
Of CRISIS!

Methodist

MURRAY OUNCE

UNITED, NEW CONCORD

Bible Study
A M. Worship
P.M Worship
Mid-Week

10 45 a.m..6 00 p.m.

Nazarene

Monung Worship
Evening Worship

Morning Worship
Evening Worship

FIRST CHRISTIAN

Sunday School
Evening Service

10.00 ac
11 00 a rr,

COLDWATER

Christian

Others

Mausoleum-Cemetery Lots
Complete Counseling Service
641 North - 753-2654

10 45 a m
6.00p rn

Morning Worship
Evening Worship

MURRAY 0115TIAN FELLOWSHIP

Murray Memorial Gardens

11 00a:n
6 00 p rn

Morning Worship
Evening Worship

EASTWOOD BAPTIST OlURCH
Sunday School
Morning Worstup
EveningWorstup
Wednesday Evening

Murray
Theatres

10:50a m
6:00p m

FRIENDSHIP

Sunday School
Preaching Service
Nightly Service

Worship
Bible School
Evening Service

10 50 a m
6 00 pm

I 30 a m
9 45 am
10-40am
6:00pm
7 p.m.stammer
7 30 p.m. winter

Morning Service
Evening worship

NEW MINIVIDEIKI

Worship Services

10:50am
600 p.m

SIVENTII & POPLAR

NEW CONCORD

Morning Worship
Sunday School

Let Us Entertain You

730 p.m

Morning Worship
Evening Worship

SPRING CREEK

10:00 a.m.

10 30 a.rn
6:00 p.m

GREEN PLAIN
10am.
10 4.5a.m.h6pm

Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Sunday School
Morning Worship
Training Union
Evening Worship
Wed. Worship

11 00am
6 30 pm

Bible Study
Worship Service
Wed Worship

1000a.m
Sunday School
11 . 00a.m. & 6:00p.m:
Preaching
7-00 p.m
Wednesday night

ST. JOHN BAPTIST MICH

Katmai' Fria Chau

102 N. 4th

200 p.m
10:30am.

1st Sunday
3rd Sunday

Central
Shopping
Center

THE SAGER GLOVE

L

CORPORATION

945 a.m.
10:45 am
5 30.6'CO p.m

Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Gi4i1

PP AR

GRACE BAPTIST
Sunday School
Morning Worship
Singing, Evening Wors.

BtOOD RIVER
North 12th Street
Attend Church
Regularly
Breakfast Served
6:00 a.m.-10:30 a.m.

HOURS:
Sun-Thurs
6:00 a.m.-11 p.m.
Fri. 1. Sat.
6:00 a.m.-Midnight

753-3404

Don Boax-Owner

•

AND

Evening Womtup

753-17S1

Farmer's Grain &
Seed Company

11:00 a_m.
6 30 pm

Morning Worship

Gerald Boyd-Ownor
•Counpints Automatic Transmission Service
•Compint• Ton•-up & Repair Service

WRECKER SERVICE

Railroad Ave.

11.00 am.
7,30 p.m.

POPLAR SPRING

-

III PS

PH

S Points
7S3.3571

1./NOUPS

11 00am
7 00 p.m

RAZErlAPENT
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

t.,

res
Emma Laasrus wrote the words below that are inscribed on the %btu. of Liberty in ihe nineteenth century. They express the compassion
that America fell for the poor and oppressed of the world. America Is seal
• haven for the, people today. Our country offers macre frewassa and
opportunity than any other nation in the work'. We shotald mow Wks
this freedom f0, granted. Exercise your right as•citizens. Merome Inof the day and vote in every clergies. Gamed
formed about tht
the. precious herttage that our children might enjoy the same freedom
and opportunity

1100am.
6.00 p.m.
7.00p.m.

Morning Worship
Sunday Evening
Wednesday Evening

Ian lases Modistes

IT01.1

10:45am.
7.00 p.m

WEST f01"

153-8300

body Lsvati-Oesse ---,•••

EMMANUEL MESSNIMART
11 11 am
Morning Worihip
6 30 p.m.
Evening Worship

Reference & Inspirational Books
753-7222
WI Special Order Promptly
Corner of Square

Shop For The
Entire Family

Murray Auto Auction
Nay. 641, Alms, Ky.

SCOTTS WO VI
Worship Service
Evcrung Worship

Bibles & Church Supplies

Bel-Air Center
Acres of
Free Parking

Carl Howard

Baptist

120 & Main Murray, Ky

Attend The Church Of Your Choice

IN INVESTMENT
IN YOUR FUTURE

105 Pine St.

753-3452 or 753-6565

-141

Shs'i

Free Piekup L Delivery
Orin 6:30
Class I 100 p.m.
Semen Oeee INs...- Ogee 10:N p
Ssirtb I NA Mises 7534131

17
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ROTC Graduates
Reunited During
Oct. 26 Banquet

.4\
.
-1
.

•

•
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FUTURE TRACK STARS? — The Robertson Elementary
afternoon kindergarten children enjoyed becoming track
stars with the instruction of Althia Parham, above, of Murray, a Murray State University participant. The children
Learned the "start" position and participated in races. Pictured, top right, are Kaylin Haverstock, Hopi Duffy and
Lori Pennington getting ready to go, and, bottom right,
are Chris Brandon, Fawn Hausman and Jenny Conkwright
taking off for the finish line.
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Graduates of the Murray
State University Reserve
Officers' Training Corps were
reunited Oct. 26 at a special
ROTC banquet held at
Stewart Stadium. Lt. Col.
Randell G. Routt, chairman of
Murray State's Military
Science Department, presided
at the event.
Brig.. Gen. William C.
Louisell, assistant division
commander for operations,
101st Airborne Division (Air
Assault), Fort Campbell, Ky.,
was the guest speaker, Mrs.
Jo Curris, wife of Murray
State President Constantine
W. Curris, was also in attendance. She presented
certificates honoring three
ROTC alumni.
U. Col. Charles M. Outland,
MSU's director of resource
analysis and reporting, was
recognized for being the first
four-year graduate. of the
Murray State ROTC program.
Capt. Ernie Vande Zande of
Benning,
Fort
Marksmanship Detachment,
was also honored. A native of
'Alexandria, Va., he served as
co-grand marshall for MSU's
Homecoming parade. He is
well known on campus for his
outstanding accomplishments
as a marksman. While at
Murray State, he was AllAmerica tbree times, and was
a member of the 1968 national

championship team.
In 1975, as a member of the
U.S. rifle team at the Pan
American Games, he wog a
gold medal. Capt. Vaede
Zande was also on the 1,79
championship U. S. rifle teem
at the Pan Am competitiortin
Puerto Rico. The team won a
gold medal in'air rifle competition and a gold medal in
the English .1 prone position)
match. He won an individual
silver medal as well. Another
Murray grad, Mike Gross,
now a graduate student and
assistant coach at MSU, was a
member of that Pan Am team.
Both men advanced Ito./
Seoul, Korea, as members of
the U.S. team in the world
championship matches. The
U. S. squad finished second,
being defeated by Switzerland
by only two points. Capt.
Vande Zande is a,top contender for a position on the
U.S. rifle team which will fein
the 1980 olympics.
The third presentation made
at the banquet honored U.
Col. Charles McGaw, a
charter member of the
Scabbard
and
Blade
organization, established in
1956 while he was a Murray
student. He is currently
--gsigned to the U.S. Army
Command and General Staff
College at Fort Leavenworth,
Kan.

Democratic Judges Pledge Support
By HERBERT SPARROW Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. 1AP) —
A group of Democratic county
judge-executives, saying they
want to "put to rest rumors"
that local officials are not
backing gubernatorial candidate John Y. Brown Jr.,
have pledged their full support
to the entire ticket in
Tuesday's election.
"We Democrats stand more
united today than ever,"
Marshall County JudgeExecutive Mike Miller told a
news conference Thursday.
"We want to put to rest
rumors being circulated
around Kentucky by the opponent of Mr. Brown that most
county officers are not supporting the Democratic
ticket," Miller said.
Miller implied that GOP
gubernatorial nominee Louie
B. Nunn has claimed local
officials resent Brown bypassing them and will not
support him.
Miller said he and five other
county judges polled Kentucky) 92 Democratic county
judges and 91 pledged to
support Brown.
Miller said one judge, not
identified, was committed to
Nunn by personal and family
ties.
Miller. president of the
Kentucky Association of
County Judges, said the endorsement was not by the
association, which also
represents Republican county
judges, but was by county
individuals.
as
judges
Approximately 15 attended
the session.
Brown, who was there,
promised to seek the judges'
advice if he is elected. "You
have that commitment."
"I look forward to working
with you," Brown said."I look
upon the county judge as part
of the. management team of
the governor."
Brown, who has disavowed
the old-time politician, told
reporters later he realizedsome local offiCials worried
about their placesin his administration.
"I haven't had a chance to
get around to all 120 counties
to sit down face-to-face with
local officials, which is what
they are use to," Brown said.
"But I have tried to make
room for them,such as getting
them involved as cochairmen."

Brown said he feels that in
northern Kentucky, where
local problems had been
great, the concern has been
eased.,
He said nearly all local
officals attended a tri-county
rally near Newport Wednesday and "they seemed
excited. I think you are going
to see a lot of work this last
week."
Others listed on the steering
committee of "County Judges
for Brown" were David
Pribble, Pendleton County,
Jim Fallin, Hancock County,
Tipton Baker, Harlan County,
Harry Hoffman, Montgomery
County. and Gene Cline,
Carter County.
Responding to questions,
Brown said his support of
professional negotiations for

to create a judges' committee
Brown is elected. in each highway district to
Asked if any Officials from,
have a say on local Gov"; Julian Carroll's adblacktopping projects and to
ministration
would
be
establish a free telephone line
retained, Brown said there
to Frankfort from each county
probably would be a few,
judge's office.
including state Energy
Later Thursday, Brown Secretary David Drake.
taped interview programs at
Brown said Drake "has
WKYT-TV and WLEX-TV in
done an outstanding job" as
Lexington and addressed director' of the Kentucky
about 500 people at a Rotary Energy Research'Laboratory.
Club luncheon. In those
As for energy development,
sessions, he returned to the Brown said the federal
_economic themes that have Energy Mobilization Board
been a hallmark of his cam-, was expected to begin compaign.•
mitting funds for synthetic
As for charges that he has fuel plants in the first
quarter
no governmental experience, of 1980.
Brown said former Govs. Bert
Brown said he talked with
Combs and Edward Breathitt federal Energy
Secretary
would be "coming in and Charles
Duncan
about
spending over a month with locating such a plant
in
me" to ease the transition if Kentucky, • adding Duncan

"felt like Kentucky certainly
would be one of the target
states."
The U.S. Department of
Energy
currently
is
evaluating the suitability of
Kentucky coal for such a
plant, Brown said.
While pointedly refusing to
promise legislation or construction projects, Brown
indicated the state workman's
compensation law would
receive his immediate attention. He said the current
law discourages industries to
locate in the state.
Kentucky presently is "42nd
in the nation in (workman's
compensation) benefits and
12th in costs," Brown said."A
businessman never would
have let that legislation be
written."

ROTC SPEAKER — Brig. Gen. William C. Louisell, Fort
Campbell, is shown addressing the first Reserve Officers
Training Corps reunion banquet Saturday at Murray State
University. At the left is Mrs. Jo Curris, wife of Murray
State President Constantine W.Curris and who assisted in
several award presentations. General Louise!' is assistant
division commander for operations with the 101st Airborne Division(Air Assault)at the huge Kentucky base.

Louie Nunn Feels More In Step Than Brown
By JOHN WINN MILLER
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. AP) —
Louie B. Nunn says he is more
in step with the people of
Kentucky than his Democratic
opponent John Y. Brown Jr.
And he has released a poll that
he believes proves it.
At a press conference
Thursday at his state
headquarters, the GOP
gubernatorial nominee said
400 persons representing a
('ross-section of registered
voters was polled by telephone
Tuesday night.
The poll, designed by the
Houston-based polling firm of
V. Lance Tarrance &
Associates, examined
positions of Kentuckians 1200
from Jefferson County, 200
from Fayette County and 100
from across the state) on
seven campaign issues.
Campaign
volunteers
conducted the telephone poll,
which paraphrased the two
candidate's positions without
mentioning them by name,
Nunn said.'
The voters were asked their
abortion,
opinions
on
collective barg-aining,
propterty taxes, gasoline
taxes, revealing income tax
returns and education.
Nunn said the results of the
poll would be part of a 30minute television show to be
seen around the state.

Brown Car Caught Speeding
FRANKFORT, Ky.(API
State Police have reported
car
carrying
a
that
Democratie gubernatorial
nominee John Y. Brown Jr.
and his iister. Airs. William
=11vgnorl_ ft.-13:114440)
,---was- iitoOpecl
Wednesday
Interstate 75 near Florence for
going 113 miles per-hour in a
55-milt zone.
The driver, Frank Fox of
Ilsuisvilie, a Brown aide, was

school teachers doesn't extend
to strikes or binding arbitration.
Brown said his concept
would provide that school
boards listen to teachers,
"which I think is healthy. We
need the input of teachers.
"I am not for collective
bargaining but for a form of
communication I feel is
progressive,". Brown said. "It
will be one of the most
progressive steps we have
taken in education in many
years."
That statement drew applause.
Brown claimed, the only
statewide teachers strike in
Kentucky came during Nurues
gubernatorial term.
Brown said he would look at
two proposals by the judges —

cited to appear in court Dec.
11.
•
Fox saki he did not know
how fast he was driving — the
group was enroute to a
chamber of commerce apPearaulre at P4rknillt27. and_
first—thought that she state
police cruiser which pulled up
was a police escort.
Fox said a Kenton Codnty
cruiser took Brown and Mrs.
McCann to their destination.

"I am deeply gratified that
when each candidate is
examined in the only context
that truly matter—where does
he stand-and what will he do as
governor—I come out substantially ahead," Nunn said.
On most of the issues, the
voters supported Nunn's
position. However, on 'the
question
of candidates
releasing their tax returns, a
majority of the yoters (48
percent to 43 percent) said a
candidate has no obligation.to
release his returns.
Nunn, who has released his
returns for the last 11 years
and who has continually called
for John Y. Brown Jr. to
release his, said he wasn't
surprised by the •voters'
response.
"I have always thought that
maybe it was unfair for a man
to have to prove his honesty
and integrity," he said. "But
ever since the press has in-

sisted on the right to know. I
concluded that all public officials should join with the
press and let the right to know
be brought forward."
He said the public has a
right to the returns "particularly in light of his
(Brown's) claims that he is
the greatest businessman of
all times."
Asked if the thought the
questions on the poll fairly
presented the candidate's
positions, Nunn ,held up
newspaper clippings and said
that the questions were drawn
from the press.
"I think the questions are
fair,- because the pollsters are
putting their reputations on
the line and because we have
these clips giving Brown's
position."
But one of the questions
asked, "One candidate wants
to raise the-(9 cent gasoline)
tax with the rate of inflation.

The other candidate wants to
keep the tax the way it is.
Which one comes closest to
your view?"
- Almost 80 percent of the
respondents said they favored
keeping the tax the way it is.
However, Brown has never
said he wants to „ tie the'
gasoline tax to inflation.
Brown has said that he might
have to do so if elected to
replenish the depleated Road
Fund.
Asked about the apparent
descrepancy between Brown's
position and the question on
the poll, Nunn again waved
newspaper clippings. "When
you report it, it's called
news," he said. "But when I
repeat it, it's called mudslinging."
Other questions on the poll
were:
—Abortion: 55 percent said
they favored a'candidate who
opposes abortions and 38

percent said that the governor
should take a hands off
position on the issue.
—Collevtive bargaining for
teachers: 53 percent opposed
mandatory
collective
bargaining, while 37 percent
favored it.
Brown has said he favors
"Professional negotiations,"
which would not allow
teachers to strike.
—Property taxes: 68 percent said they favored limiting
local property tax increases
while 22 percent said they
opposed it.
—Education: 68 percent
favored major changes in the
education system and 13
percent said they favore
spending more money.
According to the polling
firm, the poll had a sampling
error of five percent.
"This survey clearly shows
that Mr. Brown's positions are
out of step," Nunn said. And

the best organized candidate."
Asked about Brown's claims
that he is ahead in the polls,
Nunn said,"In 1967 the closest
the polls show me was 9
percent, and I won by 30,000
votes."

Living Color
Portraits
2-8x10's 2-5x7's

By House And Senate

Carter Plan Headed For Action
have predicted it will pass.
By W. DALE NELSON
In the Senate, however,Sen.
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — The William G. Proxmire, D-Wis.,
Carter administration's plan banking committee chairman,
for $1.5 billion in loan said he would begin hearings
guarantees to help Chrysler Nov.. 19 and Continue them
Corp. appears to be headed for "until the many issues inswift action by a House panel, volved
...
have been
but faces doubts and delays in thoroughly explored and
discussed."
the Senate.
A spokesman for the House
Proxmire is an outspoken
Banking Committee said its opponent of government aid to
subcommittee on economic the nation's No. 3 automaker,
stabilization hppes to question which has said it expects to
Treasury Secretary G. lose more than $1 billion this
William Miller within a few year.
days and act on.the woorik,q1„. Sen. Jake Garn of Utah,
:raking trepiibicesialui1K
next iieelL- Approval by the full banking banking coqunittee, said, -A
committee is expected to lot of questions' must be anfollow quickly, sending the swered before I would even
Measure to the floor, where consider committing public
both supporters and opponents funds for loan guarantees."

it helps to confirm the feeling I
have that the momentum of
this campaign is on our side."
On other issues Nunn said he
doesn't expect a large turnout
on election day, which he said
could work to the advantage of

Garn said the plan is based
on assumptions by Chrysler
which may not be realized,
including ample fuel supplies,
inflation of around 8 percent
and a 20 percent increase in
the company's share of the
U.S. auto market.
"If one of the assumptions
does not materialize — if the
economy turns out to be worse
than expected — then
Chrysler financing needs may
be even greater than
projected, and its hopes for
recovery diminished," Garn
said.
•Biplintter or,-Tian
guarantees, Sen. Carl Levin,
D-Mich., also questioned
portions of the administration
proposal.
The plan outlined Thursday

by Miller is conditioned on
Chrysler obtaining an additional $1.5 billion, without
loan guarantees, from banks,
state and local governments,
its workers, dealers and
suppliers and the sale of its
own assets.
raises several
"This
questions," said Levin."Is it a
practical, achievable
requirement? Does Chrysler
have to have all-these commitments in hand before it can
draw on the federal loan
guarantees? What constitutes
a commitment? Who will
-Make thatileterrnimitton? know 1154'
v
We 114—rafitto
much involvement the federal
government might seek in the
management of the corpora011,",Levin said.

Only

10 Wallets$1095
No Age Limit— I
Adults Welcome

Plu.s Tax

$3.00 Deposit Balance On Delivery
Groups $1.00 Per Person Extra

UNCLE JEFF'S
Hazel Hwy. South, Murray, Ky.

Nov. 2, 3,4
11-7 Fridni-Saturdoy.
1-5 Sunday

PMP Co

M

•
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ANT ADS ARE YOUR BEST BU

SHOP
COMPARE/
2.

2. Notice

•

,./
.
• • °Lh
'''s•"-•

•
ore

Ao.e't.sers

the

requested to check

first insertion of ads for
This

correctons

be

will

newspaper

responsible for only one
ANY

,ttcorrect insertion

1MAAEDIA TEL -

REPORTED

PLEASE

SO

Y

BE

SHOULD

ERROR

AD

YOUR

CHECK

CAREFULLY

GRAND OPENING
OPEN MOUSE
ROL 3. 1919

AND NOTIFY US PROMP
TLY

IN

CASE

OF

AN

ERROR

737 1771

704

Free Store 759 4600

WANT AD
CLASSIFICATIONS
Listed hero is a ready

IF VDU
NEED THEM
489-2414
Airport
753-9332
Ambulance
7534622
Comp. Care
753-1441
Fire (City)
7534952
Fire i County)
753-5362
Foster Parents
753-5131
Hospital
Hum. Rts. Corn. 753-4)849
759-4141
Humane Soc.
753-2288
Learn To Read
753-NEED
Needline
Parents' Anon. -753-1792
753-7588
Poison Control
753-1621
Police
7534952
Rescue Squad
753-0929
Senior Citizens
753-3151
Sheriff
1-800-592-5401
State Pol.
This list of telephone
numbers is published
through the cooperation of
The Murray Ledger &
Times and the Social
Concerns Committee.
Readers are urged to clip
handy
the list and keep
ear the telephone.

reference that will quickly
th•
locate
you
help
classification you ar• look -

ng to,. .
Legal Notice
2 Notice
3. Card of Thanks
I. In Memory
5. Lost and Found
6. Help Wanted '
9. Situation Wanted
10. Bus. Opportunify11. Instructions
12. Insurance
13. For Sale or Trade
14. Wont To Buy
15 Articles For Sal•
16. Home Furnishings
IT Vacuum Cleaners
18. Sewing Machines
19. Ewell Equipment
11 Sports Equipment
21. Monuments •

22. Musical
23. Exterminating
.24. Miscellaneous
25. Business Services
26. TV-Radio
27. Mobile Home Sales
28. Mob. Home Rents
29. Heating•Cooling
30. Business Rental

CARTER STUDIO

n

31. Want To Rent
32. Apts. For Rent
33. Rooms for Rent
34. Houses For Rent

9
Save fuel.

35. Farms For Rent
36. For Rent Or Lease
37. Livestock -Supplies
38. Pets-Supplies

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS

Answer to Thursday s Puzzle
3 Siamese Currency
1 Resort
MOOG onE
DOB
4 Pierce
4'Bert
DEC WOOD MU
8 The urla,
5 Tantalum
CCU 0000 DOOM
Symbol
11 BlerpfSh
BOO= DU
12 SterY
6 Priest s vest
merit
13 Label
UD CCU SODOM
;Vegetable
14 State Abbr
DEC POMOMBOMB
8 Declares
"15 Rocky hill
COMO OW OOMM
17 Chastise
. 9 Chapeau
OLE11E1E30130 Ma
10 Mature
19 Limb
11 Bridge term OUUDOO DOD 03
21 Algonquian
DU BOOM
16 Bone
Indian
OUOU 01300 00101
18 Cheer
23 Make lace
24 Repast
20 Small rug
131213 UMW 0133
26 For
22 Scalloped
WM 00000 OU3
25 Yule 28 Flock
57 Exclamation
ure
27 Eggs
31 Pedal digit
59 Char!
33 Girl's name
29 Wheel track 43 Deliver
60 Arabian gar
35 Petition
30 Scottish river 46 Owing
men!
48 BO*
32 Before
36 Near
61 Greek letter
50 Essence
34 Bother
38 Explosive
Superlative
63
Retinue
52
41 Tellurium
card
High
36
ending
53 Geraint s wite
Symbol
37 Youngster
67 Diphthong
55 Girl's nick39 Bitter vetCh
42 Auto
name
69 Behold'
40 Cloth meas44 Eon
45 Ancient
I 9 10
4 5 0 7
1
3
37 Paradise
49 As written
12
71
Mus
INI
MI
15 lb
17
14
51 Musical
Iii
instrument
2t
23
22
•20
19
54 Negative
56 Greek fetter 24
59 Sea eagle
59 More insane
=
il•34 rill
31 Mil
'32 Article
41
3S
36 37
-54 Digraph
c5 Man s nick43
44
43
42
"
name
52 53
66 Mets home 47
49
31
5°
11
68 Skidded
all57
55
34
70 Equality
11111
7'1 Tower
64
39 se MN
663
72 Cargo unit

Carpool
Call 247-7171

• 39. Poultry•Supplies
40. Produce
II. Public Sales
41 Home Loans
43. Rog! Estate
11. Lots For Sale
45. Fsrms For Sale
16. Ames For Sole
17. Motorcycles •
48. Auto. Services
49. Used Cars
SO. Used.Trucks
51. Campers
52. Boats and Motors
53. Services Off.red
54. For Trade
55. Feed And Seed
56. Free Column
57. Wanted

,tiblic Service Announcement Space
.rovided By Murray Ledger &
runes/

Our Dial-A-Devotion .s working
fine now after being out a few
753-4411.
Cali
hours
Memorial Baptist Church

71

until 5:00 p.m., Nov. 10, 1979.

us

1111

1979 MAZDA RI-7 Silver with black inspeed,
terior, 5
AM/FM stereo. 7,000
miles.- Sharp. Call after 6 p.m. 753-1613.

Dr (;arL A
Bowers
Chiropractor announces
°denial; practice in the
Broenngmeyer Health
Awareness Center 3''s
miles East on Hwy 94,
Murray. Kentucky New
Office hours. Mon . Tues..
Wed and Fri 9-12 2-6 by
appointment

The Lay _if Murray is an Equal Opportunity EMplover operating under an affirmative action plan.

753-2962

ts, Quarts, half gallons, and ice cream

NOTICE!
DAIRY QUEEN

HE SAWS IT'S LATE
IN THE GAME AND
HE'S AFRAID THAT LIFE
HAS HIM BEATEN

HE JUST DOESN'T
KNOW WHAT TO DO

November 4, 1979, for the season. Pin-

Thanks!
Geneva Et Johnie

\TELL HIM TO TAKE
OUT THE GOALIE

NO,w THAT WE'RE
NOT FRIENDS,
HOW ABOUT
THE QUARTER?

BEAST-I HATE YOU

OH, YOU

In accordance with Ordinance Number OD4 the
following garbage rates will become effective October 1, 1979:
RESIDENTIAL
$4.50 per month
1. Single Family Residence
2. Duplex Residence and Apartment Houses, each
4.50 per month
family
3. Residence with only one occupant 65 years of age
or older
3.37 per month
A 12/
2•4 PER NOUN INCREASE WILL U APPLIED TO
1
AU. COMMERCIAL RITES.
CITY OF MURRAY SANITATION DEPARTMENT

CA;

---BEETLE BAILEY ,

welt
Nu)

CORRECT ME IF I'M \
WRONG...IS TN'S TNE
OFFICE OF ABC'S WIPE
WORLD OF SPORTS?

vitt
c

114

T syLviA
BLONDIE
WEDGLEV IS SUCH
1
`••••-•-t A GOSS111,11.•

1
7
4/0

go. /4 ,s
ik ,. .....--

A

e

sPREAcos ThE
CRAZIEST, MOST
UNBEUENIN3LE STORIES
_
•

W

4141 veal

/

g,lial
•zr:.

1 ilk I
___ymrtIWOO41hr,.,.....ery
.

ISN T SHE 71.4E ONE WHO SAO
CuCV1-100(5 WAS RUNNING
OFF WITh HER FLAMENCO
,
TEACHER'

THAT ONE SsAE HIT
RIGHT ON THE BUTTON'

/1

•

hi
S

-0.404,0

IMMOMPI

PHANTOM
)4 i a
• --radiate',
,
•„I

CHAMBER BENEATH
'JUNGLE PATROL HQ.

,
IN.44€18
A5ISET A LIST
CO FRIENDS OR MAJOR
CROTTA AND LIEUTENANT
RAMO5 OUR ONLY
LEADS TO PRESIDENT

1.4.JA0A

GE
inirO THAT SAFE
upW°RRS
IT'S BEST TO KEEP
weettertiNG...
THEM

---a44/311414,1- #

For sale. two 1971 International school .buses, automatic
transmission, good condition:
one Neckover livestock trailer,
one 1973 GMC Sprint, two new
space heaters, one Harley
Davidson 250 cc dirt bike, a
few small tractors. 753-7746.
Lock sets. polished brass or antique brass, key in knob sets,
$7 99. passage. $3.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
Wood burning . stove with
whet. used one season, port'
ble t.v. Call 753-2557.

For sale Wurlitzer organ, 3 key
boards, can be played with
magic chords or as a conventional organ Excellent for
beginners or accomplished
players $1400 435-4126.
Spinet piano, used, like new
Used console and grand pianos
Practice pianos and organs
Lonardo Piano Co across from
the Post Office in Paris TN

ac-

ge and Visa accepted.
. thru
nast
3loM
Master-charge
4) Convenient Shopping Hours, 9 a.m. til 6 p.m.
Mon.
5)Complete Auto Mini Cycle line for ages 3 to 14.
753.8078

***************
*
4 Fri. & Sat. Night Special *
*
* Fresh Ky. Lake Catfish *
*
Dinner
*
*
*
*
$399
*
Eat
All you Can

*

Includes French Fries, Cole
*
Slow 8 Hush Puppies
-.*
4
St. 8,, rfe Rar,h r-i!Mi,,,,,, ft,„•,,h
4 So. 12th
Nrs: Mon.-Sat. 6 a.m. to 9 p.m.

*

*

*Sun. 1 a.m. to II p
******* *

Women's shoes. like new, sizes
98 and 10AA. Phone 753
2508.

lome Furnishiiij
1UFurniture refinishing, specializ
mg in antiques 753-1140.

and

mature

woman

for

full

time employment

Give theGift
• -)40ir of Love
MUSIC
-Organ-PianoClayton's-J & 11 Music
Di xisiese11 Cad or
753-7575

Frost free refrigerator. $30
counter top stove. $35. 753
0652 after 4.30 pm
Used Spinet piano, two upright
Kenmore washer, good condi- pianos Rental plan on all new
pianos Leach s Music Corn
tion, call 431-4280
pany established 1926. Paris.
Stainless steel sinks, double IN
compartment. 4 hole self rimming. $29 99. $39 99, and Wurlitzer Studio piano, 2 years
Wallin
$49 99
Hardware. old, like new Call 753-4827.
23.11terlitiniting

19.TàrmUqöipment
Farm fans. grain dryers. sales
and service A & I Ford Supply
Inc Highway 54 west of Paris
0011642-8544
Tractor batteries 6 or 12 vol!
3E1-1 or 30H. 2 year guarantefr.
your thoice. $49.99 Exchange
Wallin Hardware Paris
Wheelbarrows. $1999. $2999
$39 99, $5999 Wallin Hard
ware. Paris

2MiisiI

Men's and Boy's
For Sale
Store
Clothing
-AlsoStereo Console
wok
needs young man[

Kelley's Termit
& Pest Control
24. Miscellaneous
All fuel chimneys. triple wall
pipe 6-x30-. $18.99. 8-x30-,
$29 99 Instatlation kit 6",
$27 99. 8- $41 99. Wallin
Hardware. Paris

AWFM with 8 track 1 Aluminum extension ladders
$300.00
14'. $2888. 16'. $3188. 20'.
II 753-6531 ask for
$4599. 28. 5/099 Wallin
Hardware Paris

For sale Gibson Lespaul deluxe Bath tubs. 5 ft steel white.
$69 99 Wall+n--guitar Also small llnivox $64 99. Colors,
not
perience
'Paris.
Hardware.
_ _
_
amplifier Call Scott-753-3803
will
necessary,
Chain saw chagis three-eighths
Inch pitch for the following bar
train.
Send
16-. 510 25, 20resume to:
$11 99: 24-.- 114 99 Wallia.
Hardware. Paris
P.O. Box 68
Firewood $25 rick. delivered
Murray, KY
All New
4.
Locust fence posts, 7 ft $2, 9
42071
ft $2 50 489-2327
Firewood for sale, $18 a rick,
Need woman to stay with elde
will deliver 753-6837 ly lady at nursing home. Call
for sale 437-4835.
Firewood
436-2305
and
753-5179 days
Clayton's-J & I Music I
•
after 6 pm.
Firewood, seasoned, any
Dixieland Cowley
/
length. delivered $25 per rick.
753-7575
Restaurant help needed at
43
,
Boyer Tree Service, 753-8536
Galimore's Restaurant, Haze),
KY. Ca11.492-9785.
Texas Oil Company needs
mature person for short trips
surrounding Murray. KY. Contact customers. We train. Write
•PRESCRIPTIONS •FRESH FRUIT DRINKS
K.G. Dick, President
•HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
Southwestern Petroleum. ft
•LEADING BRANDS OF COSME TIC'S
Worth. TX.
•HOLLISTFR OSTOMY PRODUCTS
work
guaranteed,
$356 weekly
tree Dekerv on Prt.‘triptions in( it% limit%
2 hours daily at home. Write for
free brochure; D.1.1.. P.O. Box
K, Greensboro, KY 42143.
on
Wanted. Dental Assistant and
FREE
receptionist. Trained expanded
20 MILE
duty preferred Will train if ex
. DELIVERY
cellent potential. Give resume
and 3 references to P 0 Box
.0
.1 753-0984
32W
Floored and ready. Up to 12 x 24. Also barn style, of9. Situation Wanted
fices, cottages, mobile home ad-ons, and patios, or UWant to rake leaves and will
BUILD, pre-cut completely ready to assemble up to 24
bag them. Call 153-5416.
60. Buy the best for less.
in

sales.

Ex-

3 The Perfed
"! Xmas Gift

Magnavox 3
Stereo
3

11. Instructions

*
*
*

Soulnside Resiaurant if

ir HE LIST GOOD...
THL PATROL WONDERS

assORRoW roe

1Y,4
- .:-

TOWN & COUNTRY YAMAHA
LIST OF
CHRISTMAS SERVICES
l) Layaway Program for motorcycles and
ces ories2) Gift Certificates.

*

,
tiovaeRr...Roavr

Full or part time business opportunity available. New naneeds
company
tional
listributors in this area who
want to establishAleir own
business Minimuill investment. For more information
write Oil of Mink, P.0 Box 91.
Princeton, KY 42445.
Homeworkers earn $50 per
hundred securing, stuffing
enevelopes. Free details, Reply
94485711:
Box
Titan,
Schaumberg, II 60194
Help wanted lady to stay with
arthritic patient at night and
help with meals. Would have
days free Ca1l-753-1159 for an
appointment
Help wanted. Need 2 experienced cooks and 2 experienced waitresses through'
deer hunting season. Top
wages plus bonus Kentucky
Lake Lodge Restaurant. Aurora.
KY. Phone 474-2259

10. Bus. Opportunity

arm.
ie

22.

Own your own profitable blue
lean or fashion shop for
$15.500. Fashion Flair, 1 704
753-4048.

Ole

ETA

4#001
Would/

CITY OF MURRAY
SANITATION DEPARTMENT

.N 1,0
inp.:fe!"
•

15. Articles For Sale

WALLIS DRUG

PUBLIC NOTICE

•••

01-4,NO! ON
THE VERY
AFTERNOON
WE DECIDED
TO KNOCK
OF EARLY!
\\iliti

is closing Sunday night,

sandwiches for your freezer.

mei

1-iERE
COMES THE
GENERAL!

Lost black Cocker Spaniel in
Panorama Shores Please call
436-2860 after 4 pm

fice, City Hall, 5th 8 Poplar, Murray,

72

NO---1 DON'T
APPROVE OF
- LENDING t-IONEY,
BETWEEN FRIENDS
*Nib

5. Lost and Found
Found 2 kittens all
1020 after 6 pm and identify.

obtained in the Police Department of-

2
II (S
2211
li

COULD YOU
LEND ME A
C.:UARTER ?

759-4512

Musical

6. Help_Wanted

Lost' Brittany Spaniel puppy,
white with brown splotches.
Wearing leather collar with no
NOTICE
tags 6 months old, goes by the
Spoke &
name Fumbles $25 ,Rewardl
Pedal
753-0667
will be closed through
Reward offered to person finNov. 4, 1979 for
ding Hickman County high Help wanted. $58.90 daily,
vacation.
possible
school ring with bli.i stone, $353 88 weekly
lost in K Mart. October 27th Homework Immediate income
Toddler's Day .1 7are now has Call collect 653-5961
Earning guarantee. Free Ed)penings for 2 3. and 4 year
wards, R.F. 6. Box 32 L. Cadiz.
•
Help
6.
Wanted
As 753-4481
KY 42211
Apply in person betvgien 2 pm Heating and cooling
What we do
plant
3nd 6 pm at 623 Sou h 4th St. operator. High school graduate
Needline. 753Need cashiers and stock boys
or equivalent training in
Day help. wanted, full or part technical or trade school Two
NOTICE!
i.rne Apply in person at Burger years experience in operating
boilers, chillers, and associated
Queen. 507 N 12th St
Folks, Huy Your
machine Components or
Stereo's front sonteone
EXTRA- CHRISTMAS MONEY related
equipment. Must be
who will service them,
earn up to $220 per week tak- capable
periorming
of
AFTER THE SXLE.
,ng catalog orders by phone No
emergency
to • an
repairs
Shop and Compare.
selling (615) 719-3235. exten-automated heating and cooling
WORLD OF
908
sion
system Salary $5 18 per hour
SOUND
Experienced waitress. days and Apply Personnel Office, Murray
Formerty TV Service Cfr.
some weekends. 18 years old or State University An equal op222 Sc 121h
over Apply in person Majestic portunity employer
lathe 'ear ,
Steak and PizA between 10
and 5

PEANUTS

NANCY

HOFFMAN'S
NURSERY
Ade on 91 test

has an opening for a Patrol Person. Ap-

iiiiiiiuiiipiiiiu,iiiupuiiuiuiu,i,uiis,,,nni

MY GRANDFATHER
HAS BEEN VERY
DEPRESSED LATELY

items
Nov 1 thru Nov. 30

plications with job description may be

Jul' a•0•a70

Hebrews 10 26 f Jf if we sin
wilfully after "'at we have
received the knwledge of the
truth there iem3 neth no more
Sabbath
sacrifice for sels
worship service Saturday s 5
pm Id 6 pm. Blt. e study 6 til
7 and 7 til 8 eve- ngs Study by
phone anytime. • ice Store for
the needy. All ornations appreciated Anyor,, having need
or would like Bite information
or study call Bib e Facts or Free
Store. 759-4600

Flower Salo
10% off entire stock
50% off selkted

The City of Murray Police Department

THE MAYFIELD
ANTIQUE MALL

a

DOWN
1 Extra
2 Italian
river

BIBLE CALL
Near "Now To Pray,"
Children's
759-4444.
Story, 759-4445.

NOTICE

Es

Eng 2E27

2. Notice

2. Notice

2. Notice

2. Notice

ADVERTISING
DEADLINES
All display ads.
classified displays and
regular display, must
be submitted by 12
noon, the day before
publication.
reader
All
classifieds must be
submitted by 12 noon
the day before publication.
Excluding
classified ads for Monday. We ask you to call
by 10 a.m.Saturday.
To have an ad
cancelled
before
publication you will
need to contact us by 8
a.m. that morning in
order for it not to apz
pear in that day's edition.

Chec
Your
Ad
A V Too

Notice

*

*m.
***

(10$10 FROM FM 3P IR In Mos 7 9 Fo

CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS

AUCTION SALE

Photography. 6 week course,
Tuesday or Wednesday evening.
starting November 13 and 14.
$25 Call 753-0759

Saturday, Nov. 3 at 10 a.m., ten miles
east of Murray on Highway 94 East at

13. For Sale or Trade

Betty Parrish will have for §ale some fine antiques, furniture, good glass and china, green and
pink depression glass, old carnival glass, Nippon
china, meat platters, Goofus glass, brass wall candle holders, two No. 1 oil lamps with swirl base,
opalescent vases, old dated frnit jars, old porcelain
coffee pot, dough tray and rolling pin.
Furniture - round oak pedestal table, oak 'glass
door book case, glass door oak pie safe, old walnut
china cabinet, solid cedar wardrobe, child's wardrobe, small oak table, Duncan Phyfe drum table,
cherry spool leg table with claw feet and glass balls,
another fancy round table, beautiful coffee and end
tables, bedroom suite, maple half bed, maple end
tables, maple night stand, other odd pieces of furniture, nice stove and refrigerator, two breakfast
sets, pots and pans. Many more items too numerous
to mention.
Eats and drinks available. Not rftonsible(or accidents. Sale held rain or shine. For more information call 435-4144, Lynn Grove, Ky.

For sale or trade 1964 GME
yellow van no rust goer!
motor See at Stella Trailer
Court, Stella. KY. after 6 pm or
weekends
lit Want To tiriFive to 10 acres with dwelling
Have down payment. Call 4354173.
LP or Butaine gas tank. 100 or
300 gallon. Call 753-8216 after
4:30 pm.
•
Paying $8.35 per dollar for 90
per cent silver coins Halves.
1965-69. paying $1.45 each
527-9139.
Used parts for 1975 Honda
550 Call 759-4734,
Wanted.:--tP.AIILL-4.01.4
timber. top prices paid. 489.
2334. • •
Want to buy:. good sturdy 3 or 4
drawer wooden chest for
child's room. 759-1329.

the Paul Morris' grocery building.

Ban Millie Auction Sorties
Dan Miller
Don Forri's
Auctioneer
Apprentice Auctioneer
Our service doesn't cost, it ays
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OLE WANT ADS! BIG PLUSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
24. Miscellaneous

in 3 key
ed with
conven
ent for
nplished
26
he new
pianos
organs
oss from
IN

upright
1 all new
lc Corn
6 Paris

2 years
4827

is
ipie wall
8"e30".
kit6'•,
Wallin

ladders
88 20.
I Wallin

white,
9 Wallin -

e-eighths
wing bar
20
I Wallin

lehvered
ft $2, 9

8 a rich,
4835

I. any
per rich
3-8536

53. Services Offered

53. Services Offered

Flfm'

pm.

LE

ILE
ERY
984

ANTIQUE
AUCTION
November 4,1979

yle, of•
or Up to 24

Sunday,

1:30 P.M.
Union City, Tenn.

mINENY

miles
;t at

re anand
ippon
I canbase,
elain

glass
alnut
wartable,
balls,
d end
e end
furikfast
erous

R&R Antiques

dr ace in-

:orris
neer

49. Used Cars.

Girl s room for rent utilitie
licensed eiectrician and
6auct oak and hickory firewood 1975 Atlantic
14x70 3
Privacy is priceless, Fresh on 1977 Red, T-top, Monte Carlo. Tractor work breaking, dishing.
furnished
$70 per month One
tur sale at Tapps Coal Com- bedroom l bath furnished
by.,nowner Call 753-8033 after bushhogging blade work Call mobile home repair Phone
cozy
A-frame
is
this
the
market
block from University Call 759pany. 153-2281
753-7400 from 8 til 5 after 5 Jerry Slater. 753-8063
nice asking $7800 Phone
pm.
"Get-Away''.. Desirably close to
4909
Mobile
Home
anchors
the lake. One bedroom with all 1978 Thunderbird. T-top. 753-2632.
Lung coat. size 10, navy blue 901 642 2989 after 439
34. Houses For Rent
velvet suade trimmed in white
the basics For just $15,000 cassette stereo. electric win. Fence Sales at Sears now Call Aluminum and fiberglass
Mobile home for sale double For rent 4 bedroom two bath,
you can polish this jewel Call dows seats all teather $6200 Sears 753-2310 for free underpinning white beige
rut and buttons like new Call
wide Call 753.5201'Of 753 large back lot, garden spot
and brown Roofs sealed Also
Pat at Spann Realty Associates_ 753-9240
753.4393
estimates for your needs
4691
patio awning,i open or screenNorth 7th Street Electric heat
753-7724.
Mobile home root coating 5
1973 Vega. 436-2166.
For your chain link fencing &I in with or without windows
$175 per month plus $100
1969
Mobile
home,
10x55,
gallon pail, $26 99 Wallin
needs contact Montgomery Also carports, single and dou50. Used Trucks
very nice and clean, low deposit 153-5561
Hardware Pans
Ward
Free estimates 753 ble sizes, Jack Glover 753heating and cooling bills. un- Two bedroom-house in Murray.
Purdom & Thurman
1974 Dodge van tradesman 1966
1873 after 6 pm
Uver 800 rolls of wallpaper in furnished except for ap- Deposit required Call 753cylinder,
standard
Insurance & Real Estate 100. 6
tock at Sherwin Williams, pliances and drapes 153- 7318 or 753-5455 after 5 pm
Guttering by Sears. Sears con
panelcarpeted.
transmission.
SrilLore
Southside Court
o.)uthsicle Shopping Center
8810
Free refreshments!
ed. AM-FM cassette stereo, low tinous gutters installed per
• Two bedroom house near
Murray, Kentuckf
Discount
coupons!
mileage, excellent condition your specifications Call Sears
Pro Sharp chain saw 1972 12x60 Two bedroom, Panorama Shores. Deposit re753-4451
753-2310 for free estimates
901-247-5537.
Grand Opening,
,narpener Sharpens your chain central air, gas heat, carpeted, quired 4362266
Jle a pro, $1199 Wallin Hard- partially furnished, real good
CARTER STUDIO*
1974 El Camino 400. 34.000 Have your driveways white rockThree bedroom house near
44. Lots For Sale
ef are. Paris
condition. 376-2082.
Call 753-9104 ed before bad weather Free
actual
3114 Mai
753-42M
Kentucky lake Completely furKentucky Lake access lot days, after 5 pm call 753-1551 estimates Clifford Garrison
100 amp service pole for 12x60, -Two bedroom trailer nished, washer 'and dryer in753-5429
after 4 pm
90x200 at Kemana Shore
rnubile home for sale $100 watt washer, dryer, and air con- cluded Deposit required Call
Wet basement? We make we
scenic valley subdivision 1901) 1973 Ford 'Explorer pickup, Insulation blown in by Sears
Phone 753-1873
ditioner, set on rented half after 5 NIL 753-8964
basements dry, work completeair.
$1450
Also
with
automatic
232-8690,
Buchanan
Tensave on these high heating and ty guarenteed. Call or . write
Call
1$950.
Cougar.
1974
a
Skil saws All with 71 4' cutting acre lot, 4 miles from town, Three bedroom, $225 per monnessee
cooling bills Call Sears. 753- Morgan Construction
Co..
354-6217.
blade model 553 $29 99, $4000 759-4754
th 753-8051 Monday through
for free estimates
2310
Large
wooded
lots,
city-rarater,
4
Route 2, Box. 409A. Paducah.
.model 514, $34 99. model
Friday, 8 til 5
rough,
body
F-2'50,
Ford
1972
Our budget this month IS the same as last miles East 94, restricted area perfect mechanically. $800. Licinsed Electrician and gas in- KY 42001, or call day or night.
55.9 $59 99 Wallin Hardware, 28. Mob. Home Rents
Bluff
Pine
Two
bedroom
house,
subdivision
Oakwood
753stallation, heating installation 1-442-7026.
Paris
For rent 2 bedroom. 12x60,
Call after 5 pm, 753-8445.
Shores $100 per month Call month's. Who gets paid and who doesn't." 5593
and repairs. Call 753-7203
central
heat
Will do hauling of any kind, city
and
air,
natural
;aye up to 90 per cent on
436-5364
10 acre restricted building site. 1973 Ford Ranger F-100, good
or county. Call 492-8704
aches mens, and childrens gas, new carpet and new fur43. Real Estate
43. Real Estate
Partially wooded. $1250 per condition, special price tit
lashions. New and like new. We niture Shady Oaks. 753-5209 36. For Rent Or Lease
Will haul driveway white rock
November 10th. $1395. 436Built up roofingPhone 436-5574.
acre.
the
things
you
all
of
list
Make
a
,ell for you and to you Only 24x50- Three bedroom gaS
and Ag lime, also have any type
pm.
after
5
2146
home
Commercial,
inare looking for in a new
45. Farms For Sale
tine quality and current styles heat, 5 acres, out buildings,
of brown or white Pea gravel.
Office Space For
1971 Ford 100, one owner,
then check this practical 3
dustrial, and
iLcepted The Answer 1407 $125 per month. $100 deposit.
Call Roger Hudson. 753-6763
bedroom,
living
10
acres
with
3
long bed, nice. Ruble Thurman.
bedroom. We think it will have
Vain St :43knton. KY Open 6 1532418
Rent. Call 753or 753-4545.
residential,
with
room,
kitchen,
dining,
room,
minutes
Call 753-3823.
it all. Located just
Jays 10 til 5 pm
25 years in roofing
Two bedroom trailer, $50
Will do plumbing, heating,
7618 after 5:00
from town on an acre plus lot bath and shower, central heat 1973 Toyota Landcruiser, full
and
air
home.
located
2,
'?
Used Minolta SRI 201 camera deposit, $130 per month,
remodeling, repairs around the
industry.
Spec's
Exceptionally well built,
nietal cab, superstinger tires
nith F-1 4 50 mm lens 135 water furnished No pets.
home, carpentry,Jad
_,
rooftrig.
decorated just recently. well in- miles east of Almo Heights. with white wheels and lock out
written
and
Phone
527-1764_
mm lens and wide angle lens, Phone 153-2377
753-9600.
Mini
sulated. Seeing is believing.
hubs. Excellent condition.
estimates made
ilcellent condition Call 153- Trailer for
Call for your tour with Brenda 46. Homes For Sale
ELEGANT HOME
Will do lime spreading. Phone
Warehouse
rent. see Brandon
$3500. Call 901-642-2633.
at
no extra cost.
1919 between 8 and 5 pm
at 753-1492...Offered by Cen- For sale by owner: 3 bedroom
Dill at Dills Trailer Court.
753-4545 or 753-6763 or see
Storage Space
Campers
51.
Call Roof Contury 21 Loretta Jobs Realtors.
Roger Hudson.
Spacious
Wood for sale $25 per rick for Two bedroom trailer, water furfour
brick house, kitchen with lots
For Rent
ton
half
fits
camper
bedroom home on
Baron
hickory oak and ash Delivered nished Call 753-0957
structors
&
Concuboards,
range,
of
57. Wanted
75374758
large lot just west of
in Murray area only. Call 753Ainley Auction
sultants, Inc. Roommate wanted to
refrigerator, and dishwasher, pickup, 8 ft. long bed. with
Two
bedroom
trailer
for
rent.
share
water
sink,
double
stove,
askibr
Chris
Snyder
Murray
C'
ity
cook
.-.1663 and
limits.
Realty Sales
chain link fence, 2 outside
(502) 247-6248, small 2 bedroom mobile home.
No pets Shady Oaks Trade
cot RUOINT111111,
porta-pottie,
.box,
Extremely
ice
well-consttank.
storage buildings, concrete
25.iluiiiiess Services _ Cm:rt 489-2611
thorwer 17,
Steve
Klapp
Call 759-4607 after 5 pm.
Warehouse
ructed'and beautifully
Nilp1.11,
4 7
drive and lots of shade. sleeps 2, permanent storeing
Ph
401
N11( 111.1.1N Mk III 1 IN
decorated
jacks. $835. 753-3941.
formerly of Klapp •Wanted, ride for 2 to Detroit.
Storage
home.
29. Heating-Cooling
$35,500. 753-5945.
Phone
Kopperud
around November 20th or 21st.
Roofing.
Space
47. Motorc_ycles
Electric heaters, 4000 watt. 4
1973 VW Campmobile,
Realty, 753-1222, for an
Will pay. Call 753-2659.
CARROLL TIRE
tor Rent
stack, $35 99 Wallin Hardpop-up. top, sink,
appointment to view
On Canterbury Drive is this Highway cruising bags. $18.
Ideal for stortnq house full of
SERVICE
ware, Paris
this choice property.
refrigerator, water
comfortable 3 bedroom, 2 bath Call 767-4384.
furniture, cars, antiques
Priced in the 70s.
Your Car And
home with all. modern con- 1977 Yamaha 250 Enduro, like
tank, sleeps three
Wood heater, automatic
business
overflows,
etc
viences. Has carpet drapes, new. 1700 miles Call 759Light Truck
adults. Excellent gas
Phone 753-7618 after 5.0C
deluxe cabinet, brick lined,.
pm
central gas heat and central 4,845. .
Tire Dealer
mileage. Call 492-8430.
cast iron grates and doors_ 24'
Uose to everything. schools, air. 8 closets, and
double
1105 Pogue
fire box. $199 99 Two speed
tennis courts good neighbors
753-1489
For sale: 1975 Blazon camper,
automatic blower $49 99 37. livestock-Supplies This 3 bedroom. 2 bath home garage A brick front porch is 48. kuto. Services
an added feature. Also large Car batteries. 35 month self-contained in A-1 condition.
Wallin Hardware, Paris
Quarter
Horse,
AQHA registerd
offers the spaciousness of a kitchen and family
room Well guarantee. 80 amp. $29.99. ex- Extra wide bedding. Ben Nix,
gelding. trained for Western large den, equipped kitchen, as located in City school
MICHELIN MICHELIN
30.8usinesstal
district. change. 60 month guarantee. 753-3785 after 6 pm.
Pleasure. Circle Y silver plated well as a formal living room Call Louise
at Spann Realty 95 amp, $39 99, exchange.
D's Shirts N Things. Aurora. For rent 40x60 building in Col- show saddle, headstall breast and dining
area But that is not Associates, 753-7724.
52. Boats and Motors
474-8890 Sweatshirts with dwater. former Ken and June's strap and pad Also two stall all, central gas heat
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
.and elecAluminum blue and white. 19
racing stripes in navy, gray or Grocery Call 753-8498.
horse trailer. Priced to sell. Call tric air makes for economical
10 Per cent off on all paint and ft., Crestliner cruiser. V.berths,
green with contrasting stripes
CLASSY & UNIQUE
pm.
365-7931 after 5
utilities. Don't forget the large
body work for students, senior 150 hp Mercury. 1-0, with TanLetters to match stripes. One large and one small
trees
that
shade
the
citizens
and
patio.
and
insurance
This
3
building
bedroom,
2 bath brick has what it takes for
for
rent
Near
campus
38. Pets-Siipplies
dum axle trailer, $2600. Call
perfect gift for entire family or
efficient outside storage
customers. Five Points Auto 753-1746.
those
who
753-2967
enjoy
Call
entertaining
friends and family.
business
4-e--aevertise -clubAKC registered Cocker Spaniel building. A fine family home
Repair. 753-9181.
For those long winter nights there is a family
Also popular baseball shirts in
Only
puppy.
8
weeks
old,
$15.
53. Services Offered
Call Helen at Spann Realty
room with fireplace and separate living room.
red, blue, orange or black 32. Apts. For Rent
49. Used Cars
one left' Call 753-0662.
Associates, 753-7724
Extra nice master bedroom w/bath. Add a nice
ALL
TYPES
home
remodeling
trim Many transfers to choose
One furnished bedroom garage AKC German Shepherd pup1978 Camero, power and air, and maintenance. References..
patio, 2 car garage and priced in the 50s. Phone
from
apartment water furnished pies, solid black. 5 generation
red with black interior, good Guarenteed
Kopperud Realty 753-1222.
work. Free
26. Ilt,Radio
Call 753-8294
gas mileage, $4750. Call 753- estimates. Call 753-8948.
pedigree papers. 502-5548200.
Stack 3 Mosbeyrs CB antenna, Two bedroom efficiency apart- 2153. Paducah.
ATO Pledge class will do odd
can talk to Canada and Mexico ment, walking distance from 1 17 year old. female. German
Real estate for sale. Approx- 1977 Chevy Caprice, loaded, jobs: rake, haul. etc. 753-9101.
COMMERCIAL
New $150, now $75 492- the University $110 per mon- Shepherd, spayed, excellent
imately 30 acres, mostly open extra nice. 753-8255 after 5 Byers Brothers &
PROPERTY
Son-General
8834.
th. 753-9240.
land. Near Aurora. New fences. pm.
watchdog, needs good country
You must see to
home remodeling, framing,
frontage, 3 1979 Camera. power steering,
mile
of
road
'2
home. Call 759-1991.
believe this good buy!
aluminum siding, gutters, and
HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
minutes from Kentucky Lake. AM-FM stereo, tilt, power. air. roofing. Call 1-395-4967 or 1Registered American Eskimo
Country grocery store
209 Wainvt Street
527-1315 or 474-8854.
low miles, $5995. 753-0667 362-4895.
puppies. 492
:8615.
complete with stock
NEW OFFICE HOURS:
Closed All Day Wed.
after 6 pm."
and
equipment
plus
Registered
American
Eskimo
Carpet cleaning. -at reasonable
MondaF-Friday 7:30-Noon
Saturday 7:30 til 5:00 I
beautiful 2 bedroom
1979 Datsun 2802X, bought rate. Prompt and efficient serSpitz puppies. 502-554-2153.
Price of
mobile home. Ideal
new, has air, 5-speed. low vice. Custom Carpet Care 489Paducah.
PRICE SHAVE 75'
!HAIRCUT $1.25
small business with so
mileage. Call 753-7284 after 6 2774.
He ffor,•1 lllll calls pie.. mil 733 11S
1 ... My.Mo.,. Plenor y Peek S....e•
Registered Dalmatians. Call
many extras. You
pm.
753-6392.
Carpet
cleaning,
free
must see to apBoyd-Majors
1971 Ford LTD, 351 engine, 2 estimates, satisfied references,
preciate. Call for an
Real Estate
41. Public Sale
barrell, $475. Call 753-9710.
Vibra-Vac steam or dry cleanappointment
today.
- 105 N. 12th
Five party yard sale, Saturday, Only $31,500. Located
ing. Call Lee's Carpet Cleaning.
iiuiiiuipiiiiii DEMONSTRATORS iiiuiIiluuIIIIIIIuIIL
.reir
For
sale
1973
2-door
Caprice.
November 3rd Turn off 94 East on Browns Grove.
blue, all power, tilt 753-5827.
Light
COUNTRY
LIVING
onto 480. go four miles.
1979 Cadillac Eldorado,loaded.
Village
wheel, real sharp, $1000. Call Concrete and block work. Block
Nice country home,
Something for everyone.
1979 Oldsmobile 98 Regency,4 door
Yorktowne
492-8555.
garages, basements, driveways.
plus yearly income,
1979 Oldsmobile Toronado diesel.
Garage sale, Friday and SaturHeritage
see this roomy, 3BR.,
Four-door jeep wagoneer.. all walks, patios, steps, free
At A Big Savings!
day. from 9 am tit 5 pm, rain or
estimates.
753-5476.
home, elec. heat,
equipment_ 436-2427.
Gourmet
shine 220 South 13th Street.
carpeted den, ample
1976 Gran Prix. black on Chimneys and stoves cleaned.
1979 Oldsmobile Cutlass Supreme Coupe, I
Garage sale, corner of 94 East
cabinets in kitchen,
WILSON
black, loaded with every luxury. Be ready for winter. Call Magic
owner, new car trade-in.
and Faxon Rd November 3rd
nice dining area, on 30
INSURANCE
Hat
759-4878.
Power windows, AM-tape,
S. REAL ESTATE
and 4th, 9 am til 5 pm. Honda
acres, all tendable and
cruise, climate control, air, and Carpentry service. Whatever
750. Maytag gas clothes dryer,
1979 Oldsmobile Cutlass Supreme Coupe,loaded,
productive. $59,900.
153-3263 ANYTIME
Excellent condition. Phone your needs, old or new, quality
CB.
lots of miscellaneous items.
extra clean.
St.
N.
753-7853.
work. Call 753-0565.
MODERN AS
Garage sale, 1513 Canterbury,
1979 Mazda GLC. White, 4- Do You need stumps removed
1978 Pontiac Firebird,4 speed.
TOMORROW
Saturday 7 am to 5 pm Doctor or Nurse, worried
about
3900 miles, radio, from your yard or land cleared
speed,
Clothing and household items getting to work this winter
In lovely Gatesboro,
heater, air, excellent condition. of stumps? We can remove
1976 Firebird Trans Am,loaded, new tires.
of all kinds
almost new 3 BR.,
when the ice and snow comes?
Must sell. $4850. Call 753- stumps up to 24' below the
B.V., 2 baths, this
Need a phone in your car? Have
8600 after 4 pm.
ground, leaving only sawdust
MOVING
1976 Cutlass Supreme, 4 door, low mileage, new
breathtaking home
a pet and no place to- put it-,
and chips. Call for free
753Carlo.
Call
Monte
1972
car trade-in.
SALE
looks to the future.
Like a large workroom away
estimate, Steve Shaw 7536255 before 2 pm.
Saturday Nov. 3, 1979, from it all for those rare spare
Charming great room,
9490 or Bob Kemp 435-4343.
1975 Ford LTD Coupe,double power and air.
1974 Plymouth Satellite, 6
beamed ceiling, cozy
7 a.m. til 5 p.m. 821 N.
moments? We have it all for
cylinder, AM-FM, air, 82.000 Do you need a carpenter? We
19th Street, Some furfireplace. A dazzling
you for the complete picture
1975 Oldsmobile Vista Cruiser Wagon,' double
miles. Best offer over $1100. do paneling, additions, or what
niture, small tools, call Brenda at 753-1492, Cenisland kitchen, custom
have you. Call 436-2516_
759-4607 after 5 pm.
power and air, moon roof.
tury 21 Loretta Jobs Realtors
garden tools.
cabinets. Economical
For
your
home
alterations.
heat pump. Courtyard
1968 Plymouth Fury III, rebuilt
1974 Oldsmobile 88,4 door, double power and air.
sale, Saturday_ Come
entrance, beautifully
transmission, new tires, repair. and remodeling, also
Everett-Stewart Airport, 2 miles east Garage
new
homes
and
commercial,
brouse 726 Fairlane Drive.
landscaped. High 60's.
engine
and
points,
shocks,
of Union City on Hwy. 22
1974 Buick Electra Limited,4 door,extra clean.
upholstery good. $800. Call call 753-6123,
Huge 6 party yard sale. Fur4IIN Call 753-8080
762-3747.
Look For Signs
Plumbing or electrical repair
niture, radios, men, women,
1974 Chevrolet Caprice, 4 door, double power and
on well pumps, water heaters,
and children's clothes, good. 9
with
long
inches
74
Couch
Victorian
Walnut
Super
air.
ranges
Also
dishwashers
intil
4
pm,
Saturday.
623
Broad
burl walnut inserts. A one of a kind piece.
Home window cleaning, no job too large
stalled. James Burkeen, 474Street.
Matching 2 piece Walnut Victorian Bedroom Suite
1974 Chevrolet Caprice, 4 door, double power and
2257.
or small, reasonable rates, insured and
Yard sale, Saturday, 9 am til 3
HANG OUT
in original condition. 8 foot bed and marble top
air, color silver.
Save time and money. call us
pm, 700 Broad.
experienced. Call 759-1176 day or night.
THE WELCOME
dresser.
first, Millstone Development
SIGN
Yard sale, 1651 Calloway, 8 am
1973 Oldsmobile Custom Cruiser Wagon, extra
,Walnut Victorian Chaise lounge in original conCorp We move the earth for
Saturday.
clean.
dition.
your
excavating
needs.
Septic
At this neat three
Yard sale. 13 miles East 94,
Refinished Oak Master Roll-top desk,66 inches long
tanks, ponds, and lakes
bedroom brick on
1971 Grand Prix,double power and air.
. Saturday, Monday 9 tit 4, Sunwith raised panels.
Backhoe dozer and pan work
Peggy Ann Drive. This
day 1 til 4, canceled if rains..
Call
and
fill
dirt
Gravel
hauled
.These are only a few of the many choice pieces we
house has two baths,
Baby items, drum, antiques,
1969 Cadillac Sedan DeVille.
are offering at auction. Feel free to call for com492-8258.
large living room, kitetc.
plete listing.
chen-den combination,
Roberts Brothers, Inc..
1966 Ford Galaxie,4 door.
2car garage with elec43. Real Estate
For more information call
Home S. lawn
tric
door
opener,
cen'Some 1979's at Big Reductions
Bit 0' the country? What are
Maintenance
tral heat and air, fully
your needs? 81 acres? 35
•1980's are here.
equipped kitchen, and
• Trim Iltesnevol & Trimming
acres? 23 acres? Farms lust
lovely
•lawn doer vp
landscaped
listed have acreage tendable;
FOR SALE BY OWNER - Plainview Drive 'beeves relied I. bogged
yard. All this for only
some with timber, beautiful
Martin, Tenn.
Beautiful home on large lot in City School District
• Pointing
$42,500.
Don't
miss
this
Olds-Pontiac-Cadillac
building sites Here's a chance
Four bedrooms, formal living, formal dining, large
•Al types home numnt went•
one.
Phone
Kopperud
- (901)587-4395
a.•
to move out and have a little
with
14'
and
Fireplace,
kitchen-breakfast room,den
435-4402
"Satiate('customers Are
Realty 753-1222 for
land! Call_John or judy.1.1,75,3,x 30' play.ro9m.-Carpet throughout, 2/
1
2 baths, 3504,
435-4193
-- Randy Brooks, Auctioneer
-friendly courteous real
Oar Main Concern"
1492 for more intormation Ofsq. ft. of floor space, and well landscaped lawn.
Gary and Gil
estate service.
West Main 753-5315
in
the
fered
by
Century
21
Loretta
Priced
$70's.
Tenn. License 1134
Call(806)655-9898.
Roberts
Jobs Realtors
NIROY Al. INIRON \

m ite
trol

43. Real Estate

27-.-Mobile Home Sales 33. Rooms for Rent
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Deaths & Funerals

1
Mr. Cunningham Is
Dead At Age Of 92;
Funeral Saturday

Rites On Sunday
For Mrs. Beaman

University Church Of Christ To Hold Gospel Meeting

Services Are Today
At Local Church
For Mr. Shelton

Funeral Is Today
For Walter Todd

Jinuny Adcox,of Jonesboro,
Ark., will be the featured
speaker for the annual fall
revival beginning on Sunday.
Nov. 4, at the University
Church of Chris.
Adcox, a native of Colum-

Services for Mrs. Prentice
The funeral for Walter I.
Beaman, the former Tennie
Todd of Murray Route 7
Wilso
n
Roger
s,
will
be
held
The
Claud
funeral for James H. being
L. Cunningham,
held today at 2 p.m. at
retired carpenter of Murray Sunday at 2 p.m at thc chapel Shelton, Sr., 220 South 15th
the chapel of the BlalockRoute 4, died Thursday at 7:30 of the Max Churchill Funeral Street, Murray, is being held
Coleman Funeral Home with
p in at his home. He Was 92 Home with the Rev. Dr. Roy today at 2 p.m. at the First
Henry Hargis officiating.
Beaman of Memphis. Tenn., Baptist Church,
ears of age.
where he was
Pallbearers are Brown
officiating. Burial will follow a member, with
He and his Wife, the former
the Rev. Dr. Howard, Dennis
Tidwell, Jot
Edna Myers Cunningham. in the Salem Cemetery.
Bill Whittaker and the Rev.
Bill Todd, Chester Todd, Bet:
Frien
ds
may
call
at
ho survives, observed their
the Robert Farless officiating.
Todd, and Luther Suggs
71)th wedding anniversary on funeral home after 6 p.m. Gus Robertson,Jr., is soloist.
Burial will follow in the Your
Aug. 1 of this year. Born Oct, Saturday.
Serving as pallbearers are Cemet
ery.
Mrs. Beaman, 59, Apopka, Euel Bray, C. E.
28, 1887, in Graves County, he
Cain, Hoyt
Mr. Todd,84, died Thursda.
was the son of the late William Fla., died Wednesday at 5:10 Like, Joe Christopher, Ray
at 5:45 a.m. at the home of his
Henry cunningham and Sarah a.m. at the Florida Hospital, Reeves, and John McNeely.
daughter.
Mrs.
Orlando, Fla.
Tro
Ann Seay Cunningham.
Burial will follow in the Trous
dale, Murray Route 1
She
is
survi
ved
by her Murray City Cemetery with
Survivors include his wife;
His wife, Ruby Lewis Todd.
three daughters-Mrs. Luther husband: one daughter, Mrs. the arrangements by the Max
died in August 1972.
• I Estelle Gooch. Murray Connie Asters. Montgomery, Churchill Funeral Home.
He iS survived by his
Route 4, Mrs. Layne tEstheri Ala.: one son. Roger Beaman,
Mr. Shelton. 66, died daughter:
one sister, Mrs.
Shanklin. Murray Route 1. and .Altamonte Springs. Fla.; two Wednesday at 2 p.m. at the
Rube
Nicho
ls. Winter Park.
sister
s,
Mrs. Hattie Scherf- Murray-Calloway Coun
Mrs. Rudy iWlihe Mae
ty Fla.: one granddaugh
ter.
Wilkinson,- - Mt. Clements, fius, Murray,and Mrs. Norine 'Hospital. He was a licensed
Jimmy Adcox
'Mrs. Hugh Arnett: and three
Mich.: two sons, Cleon, Richardson, Kensingston. funeral director and ern- great grandchildren, Marla. ha. Tenn.. attended
the public
Paducah, and W. M., Nash- Md.; one brother, Clifford balmer.
Allen.
and Mark Arnett. schools of that state. He
ville. Tenn.: 17 grand- Rogers, Murray; three
later He is survived by his wife. Murra
y Route 7.
received the A.A. degree from
children; 23 great grand- grandchildren.
,Reva;• father, James William
Freed-Hardeman College; the
children.
Shelton, Grand Island, Fla :
B.A. degree from David
He was preceded in death by
one daughter, Mrs. Ron I.ike,
Lipscomb College, and the
one son, Lesther, in 1971, and
East Moline, Ill;; lour sons,
M.A.R. degree from Harding
two daughters, Margaret Sue,
James. Jr., and Tim, Murray.
(radiate School of Religion
in 1925. and Dortha Jean, in
Ron, Mayfield, and Fred, New
in
Memphis.
1928.
Harmony, Ind.; three sisters.
Bob Nance and His Band
He served as minister to
Waylon Parchnian of Wingo Mrs. Oscar Orr, Orlando, Fla., will present speci
Mr. Cunningham was a
al enrural
congregations from 1966
member of the South Pleasant died Wednesday at 12:30 p.m. Mrs. Mary B. Cathey, tertainmen4 at
the Coffee
to 1971. Since that time, he has
Grove United Methodist at the Care Inn Nursing Home. Murray, and Mrs. Marvin Break to be held
by the
•Church where funeral ser- Mayfield. He was 81 years of Nesslerode, Frankfort Route Bluegrass State
CB Club on
vices will be held Saturday at age.
1; brother, Charles Shelton, Saturday, Nov. 3. from
5 to 11
Survivors include his wife, Bakersville, N. C.: two half p.m. at Beshear
2 p.m. with the Rev. Dr. Paul
Gym, North
Blankenship officiating and Mrs. Ora Weaks Parchnian: brothers, William C. Shelton. 16th Street, Murray.
six daughters-Mrs. Jenneta Bethesda. Md., and Dr. John
music bcthe Church Choir.
Other special activities will
Pallbearers will be Larry Hart, Mrs. Dean Wooten. and 'Stanley
Shelton.
Cape be featured, according to
Gooch. David Cunningham, Mrs. Linda Watts, Wingo, Girardeau, Mo.: seven Hawley Bucy, club presi
dent.
Walt "Cunningham, Nelson Mrs. Maurene Robinson and grandchildren: one great who invites the publi
c to atWaldrop, Bobby Vaughn, and Mrs. Evelyn Tucker, Warren. grandchild.
The Rev. John Huffman will
tend. Half of the profits will go
Mich., Mrs. Mary Sue Wooten,
Hank Levandowski. .
to the.Gregg Black fund. Huey be the guest speaker at the 11
Burial will follod in the Harvest, Ala.: six sonsa.m. :worship service on
church cemetery with the George of Aurora, W. C.,
Sunda s. Nov. 4, at the Sinking
.arrangements by the Blalobk- Dyersburg, Tenn,. John.
Spring Baptist Church. The
Coleman Funeral Horne Mayfield, William, Munith,
pastor. the Rev. Billy Turner,
Funeral services for Dr.
where friends may call after 5 Mich., Marvin, Denver, Colo..
sill speak at the 7 p.m. serRobert F. Alsup. 1901 Westand Harland,Hickory.
p.m. today Friday t.
', ice:
wood Drive, Murray, were
He is also survived by 31
Special MUSIC will be by
- the
ACE! of Murray State
grandchildren and 25 great held today at 10 a.m. at the University
church choir at the' morning
will
have
chape
a
l
of
the J. H. Churchill
grandchildren.
service and by the youth choir
Funeral Home with the Rev. Children's Book Fair in Room
The funeral is being held
321 of the Special Education at the evening service.
Calvi
Wilki
n
ns
offici
ating.
today at 2 p.m. at the chapel of
Tommy Scott is director of
The body was then tran- Building. MU!. starting
Mrs. Inez Haynes, sister of the Hopkins and
11111-S}
,
E- With Judy F111,0eS_ as
Brown sferred to
Monda
y.
Nov. 5. and conthe I.andess
Maurice and Freeman Wyatt Funeral Home,
organist and -Susie Scott as
Wingo, with Funeral
tinuin
g
throu
gh
Satur
day.
Home at Malden,
of Hazel, died Tuesday in a the Rev. Herman
pianist.
Luter and Mo., wher
e visitation will Nov. 10.
Chicago hospital. She was 44 the Rev. Boyd
David Smotherman. deacon
Burgess iof- start at p.m.
Childr
en's
books
,
puzzle
s.
3
today I Friday ).
years of age and the widow of ficiating. Burial will
of
the week.and Lake Hall will
follow in Graveside
and
poster
s
will
be featured.
rites will be held Harrell Haynes.
the Wingo Cemetery.
assist in the services. The
Hours
of
the
fair
will
be
8:30
Satur
day
at 10 a.m. at the
Survivors include four
a.m. to 5:30 pin., Monday --ordinance' of baptism will be
Qulin Cemetery at Qulin, Mo.
daughters--Mrs. Barbara
throu
gh Friday. and from 8:30 observed at the evening hour.
Dr. Alsup, 64, died Tuesday
Solo, Miss Mary Haynes, Miss
a.m.
to 12:30 p.m. on Satin.at his home. He is survived by
Debbie Haynes, and Miss
his wife, Fern, one daughter, day.
Linda Haynes, and one son,
Raymond a Higgins of Mrs. Mickey Kondratko,
Philip Haynes, all of Chicago,
and
Ill.; two sisters, Mrs. Dorothy Murray Route 3 died .Thur- two grandsons, Robert Paul
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Waylon Parchman,
Brother, Aurora
Resident, Dies

served churches in Mt.
Pleasant and Jackson, Tenn.,
and Jonesboro, Ark. He has
spoken at youth rallies, appears
in
numerous
evangelistic meetings each
year, and has done extensive
radio work.
On Sunday, Nov. 4, Adcox
will speak to all adult classes
in the main auditorium during

the 9:30 a.m. Bible class h,iur.
He will again speak at the
morning worship hour at 10:30
a.m.-and at the 6 p.m. worship
service. Services Monday
through Thursday will begin
at 7 p.m.
The public is cordially invited to attend this series of
sermons, a church spokesman
said.

Temple Hill Lodge
To Meet Saturday
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276
Free and Accepted Masons
willbtneet Saturday. Nov. 3, at
7 p.m. at the lodge hall.
Work will be be Ui the
Master Mason Degree, according to Larry Roberts,
master of the lodge, who urges
all Master Masons to attend.

Bob Nance Band
To Play At Break

Rev. Huffman And
Rev. Turner Will
Speak At Church

Final Rites Today
For-Dr. Alsup

CIVITAN AWARDS AND SPEAKER —
Among the awards presented at the Thursday
21st annual charter night meeting
of the Murray Civitan Club were awards for the sale
of fruitcakes and pancake tickets and
perfect attendance awards. Pictured left to right
above are Larry Dunn, past president
award; Hoyt Roberts, 17 years perfect attendance
award and champion fruitcake sales
man: Hilda Whitnell,500 pounds of fruitcake; Ryan
Graham, champion pancake sales
man; and Relmon Wilson, 500 pounds of fruitc
ake. J.
H. Nix, not pictured, also sold
500 pounds of fruitcake. Shown below are Mrs. Opal
Roberts, Center, president of the
Murray club, with two distinguished Civitans. At left
is
Western Grizzard, Clarksville,
Tenn., who joined Civitan International in 1922 and
has
assisted in the organization of 200
local Civitan clubs. Charlie Baker of the Nashville
Civitan. Club is on the right. Baker
, who was guest speaker for the event, is past
president of Civitan interna nal.

Book Fair Planned
During Corning Week

Mrs. Inez Haynes
Dies At Chicago

Raymond E. Higgins
Dies Here Thursday

Special Program At
Chestnut Grove AME

Stock Market

Hog Market

Rev. Julian Warren
Speaker For Goshen
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Golden Nuggets of
White Meat

K.C.STRIP CHICKEN
•
• STEAK
PLATTER
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•
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•

$3.49 $1.99
• Platters include Baked Potato or
French Fries & Stockade Toast.
• AU You Can Eat SOUP 'n SALAD BAR
just 99C with meal.
• Kids' Menu Items, only 99.

• SIRL N STOCKADE
• CualitOI
y that keeps you comin'back.
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With A Little Magical Help From

Martin's Chapel
To Hear Pastor

Sunday, Nov. 4, the Mart
Chapel United Methodist
Church, located out South ltith
Street will hear the pastor. tto•
Rev. Dan Tnker,speak at the
regular 11 a.m. worship
services.
The morning song serval.
will be directed by Ralph
Rober
tson with Ricky run..
ningham as the pianist the
church choir will have a
special selection for the
morning service.
Sunday school will he at 10
a:m. with Pat Robertson as
superintendent.

Window Magic
You may choose a look of
yesterday or tomorrow but
the blinds are totallyZiayl
_j

Choose From Our
Large Selection

Barn, Three Acres
Of Tobacco Totally
Destroyed By Fire
A

barn and three acres
of.
tobacco were compl
etely
destroyed by fire
Thursday,
according to a Callo
way
County Fire-Rescue
Squad
spokesman.
- The barn was owned
by
Mark Wilson and the
tobac
by Dolthus Wilson, co
the
--anokesman said.
.
,..,-Tlie-apokesnian-'
added the
'ire was caused by high
winds
open the barn door.
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